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Preface 

It has long been realised that information technology is an important technology 

capable of transforming organisations and putting them in a better strategic position. This 

leads to the idea of using information technology in a strategic manner in order to enable 

organisations to achieve a position of strategic advantage, characterised with high growth, 

high market share, high productivity and therefore high profitability. There was also a 

need to equip the organisations with the necessary tools to enable them to discover the 

strategic capabilities of information technology for their organisations. It was through the 

review of these tools, here referred to as tools for assisting in the information technology 

strategic process, that a need for a better tool was felt. The information technology 

strategic process tool or approach presented here is action-oriented and process focused. 

These characteristics have been found to bring in the approach the issues of specificity and 

practicability, which were the main problems of the earlier approaches. 

In order to accomplish this important work assistance was necessary, and came 

from various sources to which I am highly indebted. In the first place I need to thank my 

supervisory team lead by Prof. J.C. Wortmann, and including Prof. J. Bilderbeek, Dr. S. 

Ankolekar and Dr. B.A.T. Kundi, for their inspiring advice throughout the research 

period. A second word of acknowledgement should be directed to all the organisations 

that offered me a chance to do my research, specifically the National Bank of Commerce, 

Tanzania, and the Rabobank and Bank Mees & Hope in the Netherlands. Without their 
hospitality the ideas in this research would have remained a dream. Many individuals from 

the three institutions which were directly responsible for my research, The University of 

Dar es Salaam, in Tanzania, The Technical University Eindhoven and The Maastricht 

School of Management, in the Netherlands, assisted my work in one way or the other, 

from financing to organising. I would like to request them to accept my thanks. To my 

research assistant at the NBC Mr. Muganda, you did a wonderful job, and God bless you. 

Most of all, I am highly indebted to my family, my wife Getrude, my son Neville, and my 

daughter Venessa, for their support and encouragement and also for the time I would 

otherwise have been with them. 

Maastriebt 

June, 1995 

Matem A.M. Victor 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

The scope of organisations is expanding beyond the traditional geographic 

boundaries due to rapidly increasing growth in globalization [Madnick. 1991]. The 

number of competitors one must face in each marketplace and geographic region has 
increased due to the entry of corporations that are expanding through their globalization 

activities. This puts increased pressure on the established organisations in these 

marketplaces and in many cases it changes the entire nature of competition. 

In order to seize the opportunity of globalization and withstand the impact of 

world-wide competition, corporations are seeking ever-increasing levels of productivity 

improvement [Madnick. 1991]. Efficient operations, better co-ordination of functions, 

economies of scale, efficiencies of labour force, and so on, are considered as possible 

means for productivity improvements. 

Information Technology (IT) opportunities based on new architectural possibilities 

which encompass extensive communication networks, accessible distributed databases and 

enhanced human interface workstations, coupled with continued advancement in cost 

reductions and performance improvements in IT, seems to provide ample possibilities to 

cope with the business forces mentioned above. The technology thrust is based on the 

microelectronics-based convergence of data processing, telecommunications and 

automation together with the advances made in software, including electronic 

spreadsheets, fourth-generation languages and development of knowledge-based systems 

and artificial intelligence. This powerful new technology can fundamentally reorganise the 

infrastructure of our material world, and it can be used to create new possibilities and 

necessitates fresh choices. 

IT may be used to help organisation produce at lower cost, to differentiate itself 

from its competitors, or to identify and concentrate on particular market segment [Porter, 

1980; Porter and Millar, 1985]. These three strategies may be achieved by using IT to 

raise entry barriers, increase negotiating power with suppliers, create new dependencies 

for clients, offer new products or substitutes, and even change the grounds for 

competition or the nature of the stakes [McFarlan, 1984; Porter, 1979]. 

IT can be used strategically by an organisation in order to secure gains over its 

competitors [Bergeron et al., 1991]. IT for competitive advantage is defined as IT that 
drives or formulates the organisation's competitive strategy in order to provide it with (or 

to maintain) a competitive advantage [Wiseman, 1985]. To provide competitive 
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advantage, IT must modifY the structure of the industry, improve position of the firm, or 

create new business opportunities [Porter and Millar, 1985]. Basically, a competitive 

advantage is created when a finn increases its comparative efficiency or its bargaining 

power [Balcos and Treacy, 1986; Johnston and Vitale, 1988]. 

There are, however, different views on the, actual meaning of competitive 

advantage. On the one hand, from an economics of innovation point of view, a finn has a 

competitive advantage if it is able to obtain a return on investment that is better than 

normal in a given industry and if this advantage is sufficiently long lived to be considered 

as altering industry structure [Clemons and Kimbrough, 1986; Porter, 1985]. More 

precisely, IT for competitive advantage should reduce costs, add value and entail 

substantial switching costs for customers and users, and also provide sufficient time for 

the innovating finn to reap the benefits before it is imitated by its competitors [Bergeron et 

al., 1991]. 

On the other hand, Benjarnin et al, [1988] take a less restrictive view when they 

state that an innovator can conserve his or her advantage by continually adding valuable 

new capabilities to the system. Furthermore, Wiseman [1988] advocates pursuing 

opportunities that have a wide range (short, medium, or long term), are sustainable or 

contestable, and provide price feature, or other advantages. These advantages can be 

measured not only by return on investment but also by other measures such as market 

share and the number of new customers [Begeron et al., 1991]. 

Perhaps what has not been clearly recognised is the duality of information 

technology. IT not only produces action but also produces a voice that symbolically 

renders events, objects, and processes so that they become visible, knowable and shareable 

in a new way. On the one hand, the technology can be applied to automate operations 

according to a logic that hardly differs from that of the nineteenth-century machine system 

• replace the human body with a technology that enables the same processes to be 

perfonned with more continuity and control. On the other, the same technology 

simultaneously generates information about the underlying productive and administrative 

processes through which an organisation accomplishes its work. It provides a deeper level 

of transparency to activities that had been either partially or completely opaque. This is 

what has been termed as the informating capacity ofiT [Zuboff. 1988]. 

The concept of informating shows us that in the process of automation, IT 

produces an important by-product, in the fonn of data or information, which provides 

more knowledge about the process itself. This by-product, which is sometimes ignored 

can be of vital importance to an organisation, and in many cases a good source of 

competitive advantage. What is required is to recognise this by-product or the 
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information, convert it to knowledge, and then develop actions which can lead to 

strategies. For example, scanner devices in supermarkets automate the checkout process 

and simultaneously generate data that can be used for inventory control, warehousing, 

scheduling of deliveries, and market analysis, all of which are potential sources of 

competitive strategies. 

There is considerable evidence in practical sense which shows that the impact ofiT 

on organisations has been very strong. The fact that completely new business or products 

have been enabled by IT does not need any evidence. There would have been no 

automatic teller machines (ATM) without IT. The fact that home banking is IT enabled, 

and so on, is true without any reasonable doubts. 

If IT is so important and it has so many powerful advantages, then it remains an 

obvious fact that organisations should try as much as possible to make use of it. A 

number of factors have however made the situation different. The most important of these 

factors, together with their implications are mention below: 

• The awareness about IT and its potential to an organisation is sometimes very low 

in the organisation's management and staff. The implication of this is that a lot of 

possibilities for harnessing IT in a strategic manner may pass unnoticed unless 

efforts are developed towards improving this situation. 

• Although there are considerable cost/performance ratio improvements on 

information technologies, it still remains expensive to undertake IT projects, and 

hence it is sometimes difficult for organisations with productivity problems to have 

resources for IT. There is a need therefore to identity the higher priority areas 

where the limited resources can be applied with maximum benefits. 

• Because of the second factor, the need for prioritising areas of IT investment in an 

organisation is very strong, but it is not always easy to identifY those priority areas. 

Making use of as many people as possible from the organisation, and especially 

top-level management, may help to moderate this situation. This calls for a 

participatory top-level management approach. 

• It is generally very difficult for organisations to justifY their IT investments on 

simple cost/benefit criteria. The implication for this is that decisions on IT 

investments need to be made by the top-management in a collaborative manner, 

especially where cost/benefit justifications may not be apparent. 

• As it is true for other technologies there is always a risk associated with 
investments in IT. This is especially true where there is dysfunction of the 

technology or where the expected competitive advantages are easily eroded by 
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competitors. A good approach for deciding on IT issues should therefore be 

broad-based, and should include all relevant aspects of the organisation's business 

in the analysis. 

+ IT has been in a state of revolution with newer applications becoming increasingly 

complex and powerful. Knowledge and awareness is therefore necessary in 

dealing with IT issues, and if this is not sufficiently available internally, external 

expertise should be sought. 

It is correct to conclude that IT can be a strategic resource, and hence necessary 

for an organisation's survival through growth and competitiveness. It is therefore 

important for organisations to try as much as possible to identifY the strategic 

opportunities offered by IT for their organisations, as a first step towards a better use of 

IT. This identification stage, which involves the development of a sense of broad 

perspective, a general (and not too precisely articulated) vision of direction for IT use in 

an organisation, is termed as IT strategy formulation. Due to increasing strategic 

importance of IT to organisations, IT strategy formulation as a management task has 

increasingly become a very important exercise, and this research is based on this fact. 
There has been earlier efforts towards IT strategy formulation, or what has 

generally been referred to as IT strategic planning. Approaches which were developed for 

this purpose originated from the general strategic management area of study, and 

considered IT as just one of the many functions in an organisation. It is because of this 

that most of these approaches were based on the product-market strategies, were 

prescriptive in nature, and had a narrow focus. They also assumed an existence of the 

necessary expertise in an organisation for applying them. As mentioned above, the 

requirements for IT strategy formulation are beyond simple prescriptive, functionally 

based, product-market approaches. This research had these facts also in recognition. 

The research problem can be defined as the development of a suitable approach or 

tool which will assist management in the IT strategy formulation. Formulation of IT 

strategy has for a long time been categorised as IT strategic planning, and the various 

analytical tools developed to assist in the activity have also been grouped as strategic 

information technology planning (SITP) tools or related terminology. Because of the 

contradictory nature surrounding the words planning and strategies, where by the former 

assumes a programmed sort of sequences with the later insisting on ad-hoc, visionary 

issues, this research adopted a new terminology for the IT strategy formulation activities, 

the information technology strategic process (ITSP). The word process in the 

terminology gives emphasis on a process approach, which characterises the approach 
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developed in this research. The main characteristic of the process approach is that the 

final outcome of the approach is considered from the process rather than from the product 

as is the case in most ofthe SITP approaches. It is like making use of the informating part 

ofiT, as was mentioned earlier on. 

The developed approach consists of broadly specified set of steps which can be 

used by an organisation's top management, assisted by a facilitator, to analyse the broad 

aspects of an organisation's business, in a collaborative manner, in order to arrive at 

suitable IT strategies which can support the business. When applied to a particular 

organisation, action research or action orientation is used to shape the details of the 

necessary steps suitable for that particular organisation. 

Figure 1.1 gives the overall structure of this research work by summarising the 

various research stages, their coverage, and the associated chapters in this text. This 

introductory chapter is considered as part of the problem definition, and is concluded by 

giving a summary of the research work, from the problem definition, methodology, 

implementation of the approach, and finally the conclusions. 

Our first sub-problem involved defining issues which are important in our ITSP 

concept. This was necessary because there was a mix-up of issues in the earlier ITSP and 

related approaches, especially the failure to distinguish between the various phases of IT 

strategy life cycle. These phases are here distinguished as IT strategy formulation, 

planning and implementation. The distinction of the phases is necessary here because it 

has been observed that earlier approaches failed because they could not fulfil the 

objectives of all the three phases, although they intended to do so. This research will 
concentrate on the IT strategy formulation phase, and this is due to the fact that it is the 

most important phase and secondly, most earlier attempts failed particularly in addressing 

the issues of this phase. 

Chapter two elaborates on the ideas and values contained in the ITSP. The chapter 

gives some definitions and issues which should be included in the ITSP and thus forms the 

foundation for developing a suitable approach. At this point it was realised that there was 
a need to base the IT strategy issue on a particular context. Commercial banking was 

selected as the sector under consideration because of the extensive use of IT in that sector. 

It was felt necessary therefore to link our definition of issues around ITSP with the 

evolution ofiT in the sector under consideration, and hence its inclusion in chapter two. 

Our second sub-problem involved the review of the previous efforts towards ITSP 

approaches. As mentioned above, there has been numerous attempts towards developing 

approaches aimed at ITSP, although they were focusing on strategic planning and hence 

appearing under subjects such as information technology strategic planning, corporate IT 
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planning, and so on. Because the overall intentions were the same, it was important to 

review these approaches before developing a new approach, or in other words the result 

of reviewing some of these approaches led into the need for the new approach. This 

review, together with the conclusions and recommendation for a new approach is found in 

chapter three. 

Stage of tbe researcb Researcb coverage Dissertation 

content 

Problem definition Introduction Chapter 1 

Concepts definition Chapter2 

Review of earlier approaches Chapter3 

Design of the approach Review of practice: Chapter4 

-Case studies for Rabobank and 

BankMees&Hope 

Develgping the overall structure of Chapter 5 

the ITSP approach: 

-Context specifics 

-ITSP awroach layout 

Development and Dev~lQpigg the informatign bm Chapter6 

implementation of the (Stage I gflhe ITSP approach); 

approach - Action - The necessary steps 

Research • Case study • NBC stage I 

Dev~lgping the mod~l hMe (Stage II Chapter7 

Qfth~ ITSP APProach); 

• The designed activities 

• Case study • NBC stage 11 

Developing the Scenario (Stage III of Chapter 8 

the ITSP approach): 

• The designed approach 

- Case study - NBC stage lli 

Conclusion Discussion on the approach and the Chapter9 

practical findings 

Figure 1.1 The structure of the research 
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Together with the problems associated with the reviewed approaches, which made 

it difficult to practically apply the approaches, most of them were found to ignore the 

strategy formulation part. Since our concentration is on the IT strategy formulation, the 

key issues around that have been found to include the fact that it is a management task and 

that approaches can only assist. What management require in order to accomplish the task 

is knowledge, awareness and commitment about IT and its potential. Through a process 

approach it was found possible to achieve all the requirements, because of the interactions 

and knowledge sharing involved, and hence its adoption in our ITSP approach. 

In designing the approach, it was felt necessary to be specific to a particular sector. 

This was also one of the recommendations from our review of the earlier approaches. As 

it has been mentioned above, our target was the commercial banking sector. Particularly, 
we were interested in a commercial banking located in a developing country, where 

knowledge and experience on the IT issues are still relatively low and hence the problem 

of mind-sets. Also, the supporting infrastructure such as reliable power supply and 

telecommunication systems are still lacking. However, the world around our problem 

definition and design of the approach was the developed countries. This made it necessary 

to explore, in a practical sense, particular commercial banks in one of these countries, not 

only in order to establish a more practical distinction with our intended world, but also in 

order to review the ITSP issues in a more practical orientation. 

Chapter four reports on the results of our review of practice. It includes two case 

study reports, one on Rabobank and the other on Bank Mees and Hope. As mentioned, 

the case studies were aimed at establishing the actual situation in practise as far as ITSP 

and various existing approaches are concerned. The results of the review of practice 
reinforced our idea of process approach, particularly so because of the need for more 

knowledge and awareness about IT issues for the bank managers. 

While still in the design of the ITSP approach sub-problem, chapter five gives the 

details of the developed approach highlighting on the important issues and stages to be 

followed. The result is a three staged approach. This three staged model has its 

foundation on process approach using action orientation, and supported by a framework 

for commercial banking sector which is also elaborated in this chapter. The chapter also 

highlights on action research as a way of testing the developed approach by enumerating 

the various steps and activities followed in the research. 

Our next sub-problem involves the development and implementation of the 

approach. The two, that is, development and implementation, have been combined 
together because action research has been used, as a research methodology, to develop the 

specific approach from the designed, more general, framework of chapter five. This was 
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development through implementation approach (typical of action research), because ofthe 

requirements of practicability. Since our designed ITSP approach consists of three stages, 

namely, information base development, model base development, and scenario 
development, development and implementation of each stage is provided in chapters six to 

eight of this text. 

Chapter six elaborates on the activities intended for developing the information 

base of the organisation under consideration, as the first stage of the ITSP approach. The 

activities of this stage which included looking at the mission, objectives, and other existing 

business and IT parameters, were conducted under the leadership of the tacilitator. The 

chapter concludes by reporting on the findings of the case study conducted at NBC for 

this particular stage. The case study is part of the overall action research which was used 
to develop this approach. 

Chapter seven is based on the discussions aimed at developing the model base. 
This second stage of the developed ITSP approach is aimed at setting some possible 
future directions for IT usage in a bank using some appropriate analytical tools, in this 

particular case, the modified critical success factors and vision exercises. The chapter is 

also concluded by a report on the findings from NBC on IT direction setting, which is part 

of the case study report on the action research at NBC. 

Chapter eight highlights on the scenario development approach as the activity of 

stage three, aimed at concluding the ITSP. Scenario development approach involve the 
scenario development process (SDP) which consists of group discussions aimed at arriving 

at a consensus about the findings of the previous two stages of the ITSP approach, 

through incorporating a dialogue with the context. This stage reinforced the action 
orientated process approach and is concluded through giving the expected outcome of the 

ITSP approach. 

Our final sub-problem, included the need to put things together in the form of a 

conclusion. This is given in chapter nine, and involves discussion on the approach and the 

practical findings. This chapter summarises the results of the research, reviews the 

approach used and suggestions for further research, and gives some conclusions for the 

research. In summarising the results, this chapter looks at the significant findings of the 

study and reviews their validity and practicability. One notable item in this chapter is a 

summary of the findings of a workshop which was conducted with the objective of testing 

the validity of the developed ITSP approach. In this workshop, which was attended by 

various senior managers from various sectors, the entire approach was presented, followed 

by a short questionnaire. In the questionnaire, management opinion was sort on the ITSP 
approach, its objectives and its applicability to their organisations. 

8 



Chapter2 
Information Technology Strategic Potential in 

Commercial Banking 

The introductory chapter 1 has indicated that IT is indeed important in 

organisations. The importance however differs from organisation to organisation and also 

from one sector to another. The key issues determining the differences are the nature of 

products and their information content and the nature of the underlying processes and 

their complexity. Organisations with information rich products and complex processes 

will be at a higher level of importance for IT applications. It is this reason that lead to the 

realisation that information technology strategic process (ITSP) approaches will have to 

differ depending on the sector in question. As it has also been mentioned in chapter 1, the 

context upon which this approach was developed has some unique characteristics which 

needs to be considered in the intended approach. 

The basic aim of this chapter was to look at IT as a strategic resource in the 
commercial banking sector by analysing how IT has been deployed in the sector and then 

comparing that with general theory on the subject. As this analysis was done on 

commercial banking in general, specific characteristics of the context under consideration 

will be incorporated in arriving at the objectives ofiTSP. The ultimate purpose is to be 

able to arrive at a concise definition ofiTSP as has been used in this text. To accomplish 

this, the chapter continues by first giving a summary of the evolution of IT in commercial 

banking before engaging on ITSP issues including its definition and the expected outcome 

from its approaches. 

IT EVOLUTION IN COMMERCIAL BANKING 

IT advances in both the computer and telecommunications industry have improved 

the economies of scale and scope and are having a profound impact on the functioning of 

commercial banks. IT has given banks an ability to handle a large volume of transactions 

at a declining average unit cost, to support geographically dispersed operations through 

distributed processing, and offer new products and delivery channels, such as automated 

teller machines (ATM), bank-by-phone, automated clearing-house, etc. 

IT in commercial banking has been used in four different ways [Frazer, 1985]: 
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+ Accounting technology: 

To pennit expanded customer bases to be handled. 

+ Automation technology: 

To reduce substantially the real cost of handling payments. 

+ Liberating technology: 

To cut the banks free from traditional constraints upon time and place. 

+ Innovation technology: 

To introduce new products and services. 

Aeeounting teehnology 

This started as a back-office affair, involving transferring the accounting and 

record-keeping activities from ledgers to centralised systems for processing. This allowed 

commercial banks to cope with a rapid increase in the number of customers without 

corresponding increases in staff. This started in the late 1950's and thus was limited by 

technology availability, which was then Mainframe mM computers, with punched cards, 

and essentially meant for data processing. 

However, with increasing power, ability and flexibility of computers, commercial 

banks started to use them to do what they want, rather than allow them to dictate what 

can be done. A typical case here is the emergence of computer terminals from back office 

to the teller positions. With these terminals, the teller is able to perform all deposit 

customer transactions, such as opening a new account, accepting deposits, and making 
withdraws, for all types of deposit accounts, in a fraction of the time usually required for 

these activities. Obvious advantages from this system includes the reduction in customer 

waiting time, increased efficiency and accuracy of the transactions, reduction in labour 

requirements for the banks and improved customer services. The needs to write out 

cheques, withdraw forms and paying-in slips were eliminated by this system. 

Automation technology 

One of the three uses of money is medium of exchange, which can be termed as 

payment processes. Originally, simple transactions were carried out by barter. Gradually, 

this process was formalised by introducing money (cash) as a medium of exchange, 

making it one of the three possible forms of payment systems. The second payment 

system is the use of paper instructions in the form of cheques, credit transfers, credit card 

vouchers, postal orders, money orders, etc. Electronic payments represent the third great 

age of payment systems. 

10 
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All three fonns of payment systems are available in our current societies, but they 

differ in their magnitude of applications from one society to another. In The Netherlands 

although cash/cheque transactions are still common (especially at individual level), 

electronic transfer systems are more commonly used. Cash and paper transaction systems 

are IT supportable, but the electronic system, as the name suggests, is only possible 

through IT. 

The objective of automation technology is to assist in the paper transaction 

systems, and specifically cheque clearing mechanism. There are a lot of things involved in 

payment systems involving cheques, demanding both time and human efforts and thus 

subject to human errors and delays. Cheques are used to pay for services and products. A 

service or product provider receiving a check for his services from a customer will have to 

submit the check to a bank where his account is located. If it is the same bank as that of 

the customer who wrote the check, the bank will debit the customer's account (if there is 

enough funds) and then credit the account of the service provider, which sounds very 

simple. Suppose the customer's account is located in a different bank. This is where the 

check clearing mechanism is required. 

Typically, the service provider's bank will submit the check to the check clearing 

house after putting down its information contents. The check clearing house will then 

debit the customer's bank and credit the service provider's bank. The customer's bank will 

then debit the customer's account, after receiving the information/the cheque from the 

clearing house. Although simply stated, this shows that a considerable effort and time is 

required for this process, and is determined by factors such as the geographical location of 

the banks and the clearing house, the communication systems used and the cheque 

processing facilities available in the banks and the clearing houses. 

IT has been used to assist in this labour-intensive and time consuming process, but 

as long as cheques are used, some tabour and time will be required regardless of the level 

of sophistication of IT. The form of IT currently in use involves encoding cheques with 

machine-readable information, consisting of cheque number, branch code number and 

customer's account number. When it is paid in at a bank branch, the amount is encoded 

and the cheque then carries all the necessary information for automated sorting and for 

updating the payer's account. There is still a continuing effort to search for more effective 

methods, and one direction is to use IT for transmitting the information content of the 

cheques to the necessary destinations, without physically moving the cheques. This is 

what is known as check-truncation which involves capturing the information on the 

check's first pass through the reader-sorter and then carrying on the rest of the value
transfer process by automated means. 
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Liberating technology 

The term here emanates from the effeets of the technology and the way in which it 

liberates banks and their customers from the traditional constraints of time and place. 

These includes the cash dispensing machines (CD), and ATM, operating 24 hours a day, 7 

days a week, and the electronic home and office banking giving customers the 

convenience, comfort, privacy and security of their own homes and offices, plus the 

advantage of doing banking only when they want to. The inter-bank sharing of cash 

dispensing machines, and the installation of dispensing machines in shops and other public 

places, bring the banks into closer and more frequent contact with their customers. 

Automated cash diS,Pensing 

Cash dispensing machines (CD) are dated around 1969. At this early stage, 

customers were issued with cheque-like paper voucher or plastic cards, for a certain 

minimum amount of cash. Pre-encoded holes on the voucher or card were compared with 

personal identification number (PIN) tapped in by the customer. When there was a match, 

cash will then be dispensed to the customer within seconds. If the customer will need 

more than the set minimum amount, he/she can use more than one voucher/card. These 

first generation machines were off-line, and could not therefore offer the customer any 

information, and could not also check whether the card or voucher had been reported as 

being stolen or lost. These machines were not very reliable, but they did operate 24 hours 

a day, 7 days a week, and thus offering customers the time convenience. 

Around 1972, these machines were made on-line, and used plastic cards with a 

magnetic stripe on the back which identified the customer's account. As these machines 

were connected directly to the bank computers, they were located within the bank 

premises, and they were also less flexible in time, because they had to be shut down when 

the computers are switched off. However, because of their on-line nature, they could 

check customers• balances before issuing any money, and therefore banks afforded to issue 

them to all customers who wanted it. 

About the same time, automatic teller machines (ATM), were introduced. They 

are essentially similar to CD, except that they are capable of offering more services such as 

deposits and balance enquiries, but only when they are on-line. They usually offer 24-

hour-a-day-service, but not necessarily on-line all the time. Most systems switch to off

line during the night or when technical problems prevent a direct on-line connection. 

Most of the CD and ATM were located through-the-wall at banks. This was 

mainly due to the security of the machines and customers. This situation has however 
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changed a lot, and it is now common to find these machines located in shopping centres, 

airports, hospitals, schools, and even as stand-alone in public places, but all these depends 

on security nature of the society. Sharing of these machines among banks and other 

financial institutions, both nationally and internationally, has brought the real revolution in 

banking. This situation has given customers maximum flexibility in their financial 

transactions. 

There has been a significant development beyond ATM in the form of Electronic 

Teller (ET), enriched with expert systems, optical disk storage(imaging), end-to-end 

networking, and visualisation. ETs can demonstrate banking products, and even sell them. 

Bankers can talk to customers pre-recorded - and do so through the screen explaining new 

and old services along with their associated cost and benefit. 

Home and office banking 

Home banking (for personal customers) and cash management systems (for 

corporate customers) are essentially the same service. Customers can be connected 

directly to their bank's computers, using a terminal in their home or office. This gives 

them access to detailed and up-to-the-minute information about their accounts, and they 

can also initiate payments electronically from their terminals. In addition, both systems 

offer access to extensive data bases and other services such as tele-shopping for 

individuals, and forecasting for businesses. 

A typical cash management service will offer the following services: 

+ Information services 

• balance reports and statements of account 

• enquiries about individual cheques and other payments 

• deposit reports 

• cash flow reports 

+ Transaction services 

• domestic payments 

• international payments 

+ Decision support services 

• money market information 

• foreign exchange management 

• investment analysis 

• portfolio management 

• financial modelling 
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The requirements in terms of the technology includes telephone·based videotex 

networks or home and personal computer networks, interactive cable television networks, 

international data networks, leased and dial-up telephone and data transmission lines. 

Iunovation technology 

New products and services in banks, which appeared impossible before, are now 

being done through IT. IT has enabled chequeing accounts that pay interest calculated on 

a daily basis, which could previously represent an insuperable burden for bank staff. IT 

also permits relationship pricing • the assessment of fees based on the total relationship 

between bank and customer. Computerised credit scoring allows banks to fine tune the 

balance between consumer loans made and bad debt losses incurred, in a way that was not 

possible before. 

Almost all the important business processes of a commercial bank have an 

automated support, currently either in prototype condition, or full working condition. The 

leading nations in this technological advancements include the US, Japan, and Western 

Europe. Most of the more recent support has been made possible by the use of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) constructs in the form ofExpert Systems (ES) and Knowledge Systems 

(KS). The following are some of the business processes currently under support: 

• forex operations auditing 

• fraud control 

• dispatching function 

• advice on buy/hold/sell decisions in investments 

• help desk 

• risk assessment 

• underwriting 

• mortgage management 

• corporate/consumer/commercial lending advisers 

• image processing including signature and pattern recognition 

• network diagnostics 

• natural language interface to databases 

• pay-roll and operations management 

• administration and infrastructure support 

• evaluation of taxes and tax optimisation 

• real estate evaluation 

• loan screening and credit analysis 
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• money transfer telex conversion into standard formats 

• personnel training 

• diagnostic and maintenance of computers and communications networks 

• consolidation ofbank databases 

IT Evolution in Banking: A Perspeetive on the Future 

Most IT in commercial banking, such as credit cards, automated cash dispensing, 

electronic fund transfer at point of sale (EFTPOS), home and office banking, expert 

systems, etc., are aimed at two major objectives, namely reduction of banks' operating 

costs and improvement in customer satisfaction. The first objective may mean direct 

increase in bank's profitability. The second objective may also increase bank's profitability, 

but more indirectly by attracting more customers. 

Implementing IT in commercial banking requires a number of considerations such 

as security and especially fraud related crimes, co·operation between banks and other 
consumer related institutions, national investments in telecommunications and the overall 

cost·benefit structure of these technologies. This is especially important because for 

almost every function of a commercial bank there are many possible IT supports, such as 

cash, cheque, credit transfer and direct debit as payment systems, CD and ATM as 

dispensing machines, etc. Suitability of one against another depends on a number of 

factors, falling under, environmental, social, political, economic and regulatory categories. 
Specifically, when considering our context here, the issues of supporting infrastructure 

availability, such as reliable power supply and telecommunications systems, must be 

seriously considered. Resources limitations is another contextual area which needs to be 

considered. 
IT has not only revolutionised the banking sector, but it has also weakened the 

banks' dominance of the payment system. This is because of the fact that, with IT, a lot of 

other financial institutions, such as retailers, insurance companies, brokerage firms, thrift 

institutions, etc., are able to provide the payment service to customers, and in most cases 
even better than banks because they also provide other needed services, not available in 

banks. The independent software houses and telecommunication networks, who are 
usually the natural supplier of these value.added services, have created a danger of 

reducing the banks to electronic scorekeepers for someone else's game. All this means 

that commercial banks are now subject to stiffer competition from both their fellow banks 

and from other institutions. 
When looking into the future it is important to steer a path between unreasonable 

optimism and unreasonable pessimism about the pace of change. In shaping their future 
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plans, banks are motivated by the need to control costs, increase revenue and improve the 

quality of services, but are constrained by public opinion and legal controls. The 

breakdown of demarcation lines between institutions is now extending to their products 

and services. In future there will be a continuing trend towards multi-function machines, a 

single multi-function payment system and multi-function accounts. The successful 

institutions will be those which stand out from the crowd by developing a reputation for 

services of high quality and exceUent value. As plastic cards and electronic banking 

increasingly provide the main points of contact between customers and their banks, they 

will act as institutional standard-bearers in the confusing but stimulating banking markets 

of the future. 

Looking through the evolution of IT in commercial banking, one does not fail to 

see a trend on IT towards enabling the banks to produce more information-based 

products. This can again be related to the informating characteristics of IT, whereby the 

more the banks realised this special quality of IT, the more they were able to develop the 

resulting information into products, most of which were of considerable strategic nature. 

Since this trend is expected to continue, banking products are expected to become more 

and more of information nature, and therefore the banking staff will have to take a new 

role, that of knowledge workers. The implications of this is that IT issues should be 

approached from the top level management, they should involve the knowledge workers, 

and therefore they should be broadly based in the organisation. It will always be necessary 

to look at this aspect in any efforts towards ITSP, and hence the importance of the above 

section of this chapter. The information was also particularly important to the context 

under consideration as it provided a summary of the IT situation as far as the commercial 

banking sector is concerned in general. In the coming section of this chapter, the 

theoretical aspects of ITSP will be looked into before reviewing various approaches for 

ITSP in the foUowing chapter. 

IT STRATEGIC PROCESS: THEORETICAL ASPEcrS 

In general terms the strategic process involves the activities which are concerned 

with formulating a strategy. Most conceptions of strategy would subsume a long time 

scale, a broad significance or a recognisable structural change of some kind. For some 

people, a plant replacement programme, a five year investment budget or a long term 

market penetration plan can aU be considered as strategies, while to others whatever is 

written down on a tat document entitled 'corporate plan' is considered as strategy. 
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Strategy was to do with survival and long term prosperity. It is concerned with 

long term asset growth, not short term profit, and therefore it's purpose is not best 

perceived in terms ofit's impact on bottom line. Instead it can be identified in more 

operational terms as setting the direction of a business and thus achieving a concentration 

and consistency of effort. In this way inconsistent fitting from short term opportunity to 

short term opportunity is avoided and business expertise and leadership can be built up. 

Perhaps the most crucial idea in the notion of strategic process is that of setting a 

direction. Once a direction is set, it becomes possible to take decisions in a consistent 

manner with regard to strategy. Only when the direction is set is it possible for all 
members of the business to know which way they are headed, and only then can they 

shape their own efforts accordingly. "In order to get there- direction, we need to know 

where we are now, where we want to get to, and, how we can get there" [Pearson, 1990]. 

When it comes to the IT strategic process, various authors have provided their 

definitions or objectives for that process. ITSP has been defined [Boynton and Zmud, 

1987] as organisational activities directed toward: 

+ recognising organisational opportunities for using information technology, 

+ determining the resource requirements to exploit these opportunities, and 

+ developing strategies and action plans for realising these opportunities and meeting the 

resource needs. 

IT resources include the hardware, software and personnel used in supporting 

electronically based information processing, including data, text, voice and image forms of 

information. 

The three objectives of ITSP mentioned above can be linked to the three phases of 

IT strategic management mentioned in chapter one, that is, IT strategy formulation, 

planning and implementation. This supports the point raised earlier that the three phases 

have usually been considered together when discussing IT strategy issues. For our 

purposes here we will only consider the first objective since we have limited ourselves to 

the IT strategy formulation phase. 

ITSP is the process of deciding the objectives for organisational computing and 
identifying potential computer applications which the organisation should implement 

[Lederer and Sethi, 1988]. Vitale et al. [1986], classified the objectives of IT strategic 

process into two main groups: 

+ Aligning IT objectives with organisational goals 

+ Impacting organisational strategies with IT. 
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The first group consists of primary objectives of systems planning as were 

highlighted by McLean and Soden [1977], and which includes: 

• to improve communication with users 

• to increase top management support 

• to better forecast resource requirements and allocate resources 

• to determine more opportunities for improving the MIS department 

• to identifY new and higher pay-back computer applications. 

The second group consists of objectives aimed at searching for applications with a 

high impact and the ability to create a competitive advantage over competitors [Clemons, 

1986; Ives and Learmonth, 1984; McFarlan, 1984; Parsons, 1983; Wiseman, 1985]. 

Again in this case the second objective fits weD in our IT strategy formulation 

phase. The first objective is more general, although the overall message that IT objectives 

need to be aligned with organisational goals is an important consideration for IT strategy 

formulation phase. 

Another important issue to consider is the sector differences. The nature of IT use 

varies from sector to sector and so do their management's attitudes to, and beliefs in, IT. 

However sectors have to be distinguished by IT attributes not by conventional 

classification [Earl, 1989]. Earl identified four different sectors: 

# Delivery sector: Examples of firms in this sector includes, financial services, airlines 

reservations services and, increasingly, retailing. In this sector, IT has become the 

means of delivering the goods and services. Indeed, the infrastructure of the sector is 

often IT itself and so each firm's IT infrastructure is a major plank of its asset base. 

# Dependent sector: Examples of firms in this sector include, automobiles and textiles. 

In this sector, business and functional strategies are increasingly dependent upon IT 

for their implementation. Indeed critical success or survival factors in those industries 

are often reliant upon IT for their achievement. 

# Drive sector: Examples of industries in this sector include, many process and food 

industries. In this sector, management believes that IT can yield some strategic 

advantage and that poor IS may prove to be a strategic disadvantage. However the 

requirements and imperatives are by no means clear so that management need faith in 

IT and IS and have to drive continually for the greatest benefits. 

# Delayed sector: For this final group of sectors, the strategic importance of IT is either 

not yet apparent or is minimal. IT is never irrelevant but it is unlikely to make or 

break company performance in this sector. 
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A major implication of this analysis is that formal information management 

practices need to vary in emphasis and style with sector. 

A research conducted in UK [Earl, 1989], showed companies in UK quoted any 

one of the following four reasons for embarking on IT strategy formulation exercise: 

+ Sector exploitation ofiT is posing strategic threats and opportunities 

+ The need to align investment in IT with business needs 

+ The desire to gain competitive advantage in IT 

+ The revamping of the IT function and elevation of IT activities. 

The first reason is common and quoted by most firms in the 'delivery' sector and 

many in the 'dependent' sector. The second reason (the need to align investment in IT 

with business needs) is dominant and reflects a top management concern for many years 

that specialists have decided both what systems to develop and how they should be 

designed. It also reflects on the understanding of business priorities. The third reason (the 

desire to gain competitive advantage in IT) is more fragile and aims at looking at what is 

being done outside the firm in terms of discovering the power of IT and also aiming at a 

competitive position. The fourth reason provides an awareness that indeed IT can make a 

difference. 

The above four reasons are also important considerations for our IT strategy 

formulation phase. Particularly, the first reason about sector differences reinforces our 

decision to be sector specific, because indeed, sectors are different, and it is expected that 

ITSP approaches will differ from sector to sector. 

The above views on ITSP and others similar to them, are related to the 'planning' 

era although here discussed under the 'process' era. They however provide a good starting 

point when one intends to establish what should be the issues in the process era where the 

emphasis is on the IT strategy formulation phase. When strategies are formulated they 

need planning before they become actual strategies in form of concrete actions. The 

above views seem to combine both the formulation and the planning, and subsequent 

approaches developed to deal with them, as will be reviewed in the following chapter, 

were inclined towards planning, while theoretically emphasising the formulation part. The 

key contradiction here is that while planning can be formalised, strategy formulation is 

more of an informal, visionary process which is sometimes individually based. An 

approach aiming at assisting in the strategy formulation, or what is referred to here as 

ITSP approach, should therefore refrain from formalization issues. The best word to call 
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it is a catalyst. meaning that any ITSP approach should behave in a catalytic manner, 

creating conducive environments and encouraging the strategy makers or generally the 

managers to think about the future in a creative way. 

It is from the above views that ITSP should necessarily be a process approach, 

whereby in the process, information, knowledge and actions will be shared, analysed and 

discussed in a way that will enhance strategic thinking for the participants. 

ITSP should be considered as a tool to enable an organisation's general 

management to be in direct control of the pace and direction ofiT use in the organisation. 

This can be achieved by building an early commitment of the senior general management, 

which should be one of the objectives of ITSP. Before commitments are built, the basic 

prerequisite is understanding of issues centred around the entire subject, in this case IT 

issues relevant to the organisation. ITSP should therefore incorporate an element of 

knowledge provision or sharing, aiming at enhancing the understanding. This was 

particularly important for the context under consideration whereby there is a need to 

change the mind-sets by enhancing the awareness and the IT knowledge of the 

participants, which includes the managers and other staff of the bank. 

An organisation cannot just choose to implement, without any planning, a 

particular piece of technology. Research has shown that it must do so in context, that is, it 

must consciously align business strategy and its organisation with its technology 

[Venk:atraman, 1991]. This is the reason that alignment ofiT objectives with business 

strategy and objectives is considered as the backbone of ITSP, and hence any approach 

aiming at ITSP should incorporate that fact in its knowledge and actions. 

It is possible therefore to conclude that ITSP is a process approach aimed at 

setting or shaping IT direction for an organisation, through enhancing the strategic 

thinking in the organisation. ITSP can be considered as the necessary activity to be done 

before the IT corporate strategic planning or the very top-level strategic planning for an 

organisation. 

The discussion about IT evolution in the commercial banking sector is an 

important foundation for IT direction setting in any commercial bank since it gives some 

sort of an overall direction in that sector. It is a knowledge foundation necessary for any 

ITSP issues in that sector, and it is specifically important for whoever will be the facilitator 

of the ITSP approach. It is therefore intended to give some light on the IT issues specific 

to the sector, as the starting point towards thinking about various ITSP approaches which 

is the subject of the foUowing chapter. 
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Chapter3 

Exploiting Information Technology Strategic 
Potential: Issues and Means 

In the previous chapter the strategic potential of IT in commercial banking was 

looked at, through tracing the evolutionary path of IT usage in the sector. This was a 

necessary exercise before defining the objectives and issues around ITSP, mainly because 

of the requirements of contextual specificity, when dealing with ITSP issues. It is 

important to note the dynamic nature of IT in the sector. This dynamics covers every 

aspect of IT, from the technology itself; the management of IT and even the expected 

impact from IT. This is in fact what made IT all that special and different from other 

technologies. 

In order to even-out issues, developments in IT from the technology point of view 

must be complimented by development of IT management issues. As was mentioned in 

the previous chapters, the objective of this research, and for that matter this text, was to 

contribute towards the development ofiT management issues. Specifically, the issues and 

means centred on exploitation of ITs strategic potential, here termed as Information 

Technology Strategic Process (ITSP) approach, is the central theme. The procedure 

which was followed in this part involved looking at various efforts towards ITSP, 

analysing the suitability of the efforts in various situations while putting in mind the 

dynamics of the IT issues and organisational differences. 

This chapter reports on various approaches (frameworks or methodologies) which 

were considered to have their main objectives on ITSP issues. Some of these approaches 

came up as far back as early 1960's, when the ITSP concept was not even known, but they 

are considered here because their objectives could be related to the ITSP objectives. 

These approaches, which had their main objective centred on the "better" use of IT, were 

considered under systems planning, strategic planning, competitive advantages through IT, 

and related subject areas. 

These ITSP approaches are looked at in terms of their structure, specific objectives 

and practicality, in relation to the ITSP objectives highlighted in chapter 2. Some critical 

analysis of the approaches will be provided in the last section, and it will include problems, 

strengths, and practicality of the approaches, together with some concluding remarks. 
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ITSP ANALYTICAL APPROACHES 

Formal infonnation technology strategic process (ITSP) approaches were first 
initiated at many finns in the mid 1960's [Sullivan, 1985; Boynton and Zmud, 1987]. 

Since then, a number ofiTSP approaches have been developed. The popular approaches 

include Stages of Growth [Gibson and Nolan, 1974; Nolan, 1979; Sullivan, 1985], 

Business Systems Planning [Sullivan, 1985; Lederer and Putnam, 1987; Lederer and Sethi, 

1988; Lee and Adams. 1990], Information Resource Management [Diebold, 1979; Truath, 

1984; Sullivan, 1985], Critical Success Factors [Daniel, 1961; Rockart, 1979; Munro and 

Wheeler, 1980; Bullen and Rockart, 1981; Martin, 1982; Rockart, 1982; Munro, 1983; 

Boynton and Zmud, 1984; Shank et al., 1985], Strategic Set Transformation [King, 1978], 

Value Chain Analysis [Porter and Millar, 1985], Strategic Systems Planning [Holland 

Systems, 1986; Lederer and Sethi, 1988], Customer Resource Life·Cycle [Ives and 
Leannonth, 1984], Thr~Pronged Methodology [Earl, 1989] and Business 

Transformation Model [Venkatraman, 1991]. These approaches are reviewed below. 

Stages of Growth (SOG) 

This approach stresses the importance of identifying the IT context within the 

organisation prior to developing a management strategy. The process response was to 

borrow from the social sciences the notion that organisations must assimilate the changes 

brought about by the introduction of computers through a predictable sequence of steps at 

a modest pace [Sullivan, 1985]. The theory held that the sequence, with stages of 

initiation, and erpansion followed by consolidation and maturity, would be similar at all 

finns [Gibson and Nolan, 1974]. The four·stages were later superseded by a six·stages 

approach, consisting of initiation, contagion, control, integration, data administration 

and maturity [Nolan, 1979]. 

During the expansion of the stages of growth from four to six on the basis of 

increasing challenge, Nolan, [1979], suggested a three-step process for the development 

of an effective strategy and plan. First, management should determine where the company 

stands in the evolution of a DP function and should analyse the strengths and weaknesses 

that bear on DP strategies. Second, it should choose a DP strategy that fits in with the 

company's business strategy. And third, it should outline a DP growth plan for the next 

three to five years, detailing this plan for each of the growth processes identified. 

The methodology is based on the hypothesis of benefiting from the experience of 

others through the growth stages primarily by promoting management controls during the 

crucial transition from a period of great expansion to one of consolidation [Sullivan, 
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1985]. Its main emphasis is on developing organisational structures and disciplines 

necessary to manage the computer room, by identifYing isolated applications projects. It 

also stresses the need to know where a company stands today before trying to plan where 

it can go tomorrow [Sullivan, 1985]. 

Business Systems Planning (BSP). 

Perhaps the most weD-known strategic systems planning tool to the IS word is 

mM's BSP methodology [Lee and Adams, 1990]. The methodology involves top-down 

planning with bottom-up implementation. In this methodology, a firm recognises its 

business mission, objectives and functions, and how these determine its business 

processes. The processes are analysed for their data needs, and data classes are then 
identified. Databases are developed by combining similar data classes. The final BSP plan 

describes an overall information system architecture as well as the installation schedule of 

individual systems [Lederer and Sethi, 1988]. 

The methodology was developed in response to the large-scale systems 

development projects that mM undertook for its clients [Lee and Adams, 1990]. Though 

this methodology is a proprietary product, it is well-known and documented. Furthermore 

other structured methodologies that have been developed (e.g. Andersen Consulting's 

Foundation) are similar to BSP [Lederer and Putnam, 1987]. 

mM has defined the purpose of BSP as "a structured approach to assist an 

organisation in establishing an information system plan to satisfy its short-term and long

term information requirements" [Lederer and Putnam, 1987]. These can include 

"assigning systems resources to support high return projects and managing system 

resources to support business goals" [Lederer and Putnam, 1987]. 

The scope of this methodology is primarily internal operations based upon the 

notion that the information systems structure exists to support the organisational 

functions. The basis of BSP is the interviews with senior executives that determine their 
perspective about the organisation and its information needs [Lee and Adams, 1990]. 

Thus the primary resources would be the interviewers as well as management's time and 

energy spent in determining the firm's information needs. An interview typically takes two 

to four hours [R.ockart, 1982]. 

The primary strength of BSP is that it involves the firm's top management which 

helps them to communicate better with the information systems departments, and 
consequently obtain a better understanding of the capabilities and costs of information 

systems. Furthermore, the methodology is highly structured and well documented [Lee 

and Adams, 1990]. Unlike the theory driven SOG approach, BSP is business oriented: 
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BSP recommendations derive from the construction of an empirical model of a particular 

business enterprise and its information resource [Sullivan, 1985]. 

The limitation ofBSP is that the methodology was developed on an assumption of 

centralised environments, and this may be due to the fact that it was developed at a time 

when mM's principal revenue products were mainframe computers [Lee and Adams, 

1990; Sullivan, 1985]. This might cause strategic problems when a proposed competitive 

strategy is based upon a decentralised architecture, which has been the current trend. 
Furthermore, while SOO realistically stresses the need to know where a company stands 

today before planning where it can go tomorrow, BSP is less realistic: it assumes. quite 

incorrectly in most cases - the opportunity to rationalise data structures as if there were no 

legacy from the past [Sullivan, 1985]. 

Information Resource Management (IRM) 

IRM was developed by combining the strength of both BSP and SOO 

methodologies. It retains the information focus of BSP, but brings back into the strategic 

process the management issues of organisational change and commitment (combining data 

resource planning of BSP with the management perspective of SOO) [Diebold, 1979; 

Truath, 1984]. The methodology works under the same assumption as that ofBSP, that 

is, centralised environments [Sullivan, 1985]. 

Critical Success Factors (CSFs) 

CSFs are those few things that must go well to ensure success for a manager or an 

organisation, and therefore represent those managerial and enterprise areas that must be 

given special and continual attention to bring about high performance. As a methodology, 

CSF is a procedure that attempts to make explicit those few key areas that dictate 

managerial or organisational success [Rockart, 1979]. The primary focus of the 

methodology is upon the executive's own experience and intuition in determining what 

factors are truly critical to the success of his/her firm. 

The first ideas ofCSF were developed by Daniel [1961]. These ideas have, since 

then been developed as a methodology for supporting MIS planning and requirements 

analysis. John Rockart was the first to introduce CSF as an information systems 

methodology for defining a Chief Executive Office's (CEO) information needs [Rockart, 

1979]. In his approach, he outlined a procedure by which interviews between an analyst 

and CEO result, first in a set of CSFs and, then, in performance measures that represent 

these CSFs. Rockart did not specifically advocate using the CSF method to develop a 

detailed set of requirements specifications, but rather identitY critical areas of concern and 
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to provide initial descriptions of information measures that reflect these critical areas. He 

stressed two points: CSFs provide a focal point for directing a computer-based 

information systems development effort, and the CSF method should result in an 

information system useful to a CEO as it pin-points key areas that require manager's 

attention. 

Bullen and Rockart [1981] broadened the definition ofCSF and proposed that they 

be used as an MIS planning tooL while Munro and Wheeler [1980], suggest that CSF can 
be used to direct an organisation's efforts in developing strategic plans. 

The scope of this methodology as a strategic process tool depends upon the CSFs 

that are identified. If the CSFs include such factors as delivery of services, then the scope 

is external marketplace. If the CSFs identified include effective and efficient systems, then 

the scope is internal operations [Lee and Adams, 1990]. 

The strength of this methodology is its enthusiastic acceptance by senior 
management as its basic concepts and aims are easily understood. Furthermore, it 

supports structured, top-down analysis, which aids in identifying information services that 
can impact a firm's competitive position. Finally, it is flexible, and does not require a 

rigorous format in interpretation ofCSFs [Boynton and Zmud, 1984]. 

However, understanding of the conceptual nature of CSFs may be difficult for 
lower-level managers that are more used to hands-on operation due to their lack of 

experience in conceptual thinking [Boynton and Zmud, 1984]. It can also be difficult for 

those farther away from the top of the organisational hierarchy to identify substantive 

organisational CSFs. These weaknesses calls for a skilled CSF analyst to direct the CSFs 

study, a situation which has been supported by Munro's [1983] study of two independent 

CSFs analyses yielding comparable results. 

Shank et. al's appraisal of 'critical success factors' provided the following 

guidelines for appropriate use of the methodology [Shank et al., 1985]: 

+ CSFs are very flexible and may entice some users to be too casual in their 
application. Casual application may provide false results. CSFs should be used 

with the precision of a more formal method. 

+ The individual managing a CSF study should have a thorough understanding of the 

organisation's business. 

+ It is very helpful to have a member of senior management champion the CSF 

project. A senior manager can motivate others in the corporation to be more 
receptive to the project in its early stages. 
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+ Education of statr members on the CSF method before actual interview is helpful. 

A basic understanding of the concept and time to think before the first interview 
will make those interviews more productive. 

+ CSFs should not be linked explicitly to information needs, computer applications, 
or anything else concrete during the initial set of interviews. Statr members can be 
more productive and creative in identifYing CSFs if their attention is directed 
away from current information systems realities. 

+ It is helpful to conduct interviews on several levels of the target group. Responses 
may validate one another and lead to broader picture, which will lead to a higher 
quality set of organisational CSFs. 

Strategic Systems Planning (SSP) 

SSP which was developed by Robert Holland, defines a business function model by 
analysing major functional areas. A data architecture is derived from the business function 
model by combining information requirements into generic data entities and subject 
databases. Any information systems architecture then identifies new systems and their 
implementation schedule [Holland Systems, 1986]. Although the language differs slightly, 

the steps in the SSP procedure are similar to those in BSP. 
A major difference from BSP is SSP's automated storage, manipulation, and 

presentation of data collected during the planning process. Software produces reports in a 

wide range of formats and various levels of detail [Lederer and Sethi, 1988]. For example 
"affinity" reports show the frequencies of accesses to data, while "clustering" reports give 
guidance for database design. Menus guide the user through on-line data collection and 
maintenance. A data dictionary interface facilitates sharing SSP data with an existing data 

dictionary or other automated design tools. This approach shares the assumptions ofBSP, 

such as centralised IT -environments. 

Strategic Set Transformation (SST) 
SST consists of general frameworks to discover business strategy, interpret it into 

IT needs and validate the results. The methodology establishes the importance of linking 
IT planning to an organisation's strategic direction. The approach offers insights to 

practitioners on ways to build an effective link between an organisation's IT capabilities 

and strategy. 

This approach involve looking at the organisation strategy set, which includes the 
mission of the organisation, the objectives, and other strategic organisational objectives 
[King. 1978]. The organisation strategy set is then used to derive a management 
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information system (MIS) strategy consisting of the systems objectives, constraints. and 

design strategies. An important aspect of this approach is that it ensures that the MIS is 

developed as an integral part of the organisation and not merely appended to it. 

Value Chain Aualysis (VCA) 

VCA divides the company's activities into technologically and economically 

distinct activities which it performs to do business [Porter and Millar, 1985]. These are 

called value activities because they should add value for which buyers are willing to pay 

when they b':'y the final product or service being supplied. A typical set of activities for 

the value chain comprise of five primary activities involved in the purchasing, production, 

marketing, distribution, and after sales servicing of the product plus four support activities 

which provide the inputs and infrastructure that allow the primary activities to take place. 

The interdependent activities are then connected by linkages, which exists when one 

activity affects another in tenns of cost or effectiveness and trade-offs and optimisation are 

sought to find the right blend to achieve competitive advantage. Also linkages require co

ordination. One firm's value chain, of course, is embedded in the collective value chains of 

both suppliers and customers in the industry, creating a stream of industrial 'value system' 

[Porter and Millar, 1985]. 

The value a company creates is measured by the amount that buyers are willing to 

pay for a product or service [Porter and Millar, 1985]. A business is profitable if the value 

it creates exceeds the cost of performing the value activities. To gain competitive 

advantage over its rivals, a company must either perform these activities at a lower cost or 

perform them in a way that leads to differentiation and a premium price(more value) 

[Porter, 1980]. 

Every value activity creates and uses information of some kind [Porter and Millar, 
1985]. A logistic activity, for example, uses information like scheduling promises, 

transportation rates, and production plans to ensure timely and cost-effective delivery. 

The lending activities of a commercial bank uses information about its possible customer 

such u his business plans, previous loan history, and even his lifestyle, to decide whether 

to offer the loan to the customer or not. 

This type of analysis unfolds the scope of exploiting IT, which could be applying 

either technology directly or its information processing capability to either value activities 

or their linkages. These activities and their linkages are the means whereby a firm can 

seek to implement its cost leadership or differentiation strategies [Porter and Millar, 
1985]. The methodology provides a high level check-list and a possible prompt for IT 

applications by detennining those value chain activities that IT can help improve. The use 
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of an infonnation intensity matrix, which measures and compares the information intensity 

of the value chain with information content of the product, is one of the tools applied in 

this methodology [Porter and Millar, 1985]. 

Customer Resource Ufe--Cyde (CRLC) 

CRLC like VCA, is an opportunity searching framework, and the difference with 

VCA is that CRLC focuses on a single relationship, which is the relationship between 
provide of goods or services and the customer. CRLC is an application diagnostic 

methodology, which plots the life-cycle of how a customer acquires a product or service 

and therefore focuses on the linkage between the supplying firm and its customers [Ives 

and Leannonth, 1984]. The goal is to see where IT can be harnessed to improve customer 

service, with benefits to each party. The supplier uses IT to solidify its business relation 

with its customers, while the customer benefits from the added value of enhanced 

customer service. The major phases of the life-cycle are as follows: 

+ Requirements - determining the requirements of the resource 

+ Acquisition - obtaining or developing the resource 

+ Stewardship - managing the resource while in inventory 

+ Retirement - disposing of the resource. 

Here the need is for frameworks which direct the analyst to ask key questions 

about the activity which will reveal where and how IT might produce competitive 

advantage. The converse use of such frameworks is to be able to test creative ideas 

against a sound business and strategic rubric for the activity. 

The primary strength of this model is that it allows management to view each 

distinct step of the CRLC as opportunities for applying IT for service differentiation and 

thus be able to establish a competitive advantage. However this model cannot be used as 
a prescriptive model in determining opportunities for the strategic use of IT [Lee and 

Adams, 1990]. Thus CRLC model is a post-facto model helpful in determining how IT 

have been used strategically and not a normative model in exploiting the strategic 

possibilities ofiT [Lee and Adams, 1990]. 

Three--Pronged Methodology (TPM) 

In his research, Earl [ 1987], suggested that the challenge is complex and hence the 

need for a more complex approach. He suggested three issues to be tackled by 

management in IT strategic process: 
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+ Clarification ofbusiness needs and strategy in information systems terms 

+ Evaluation of current systems provision and use 

+ Innovation of new strategic opportunities afforded by IT. 

These three issues formed the basis of his three·pronged methodology (TPM) 

[Earl, 1989]. Earl proposed a three.pronged attack as a requirement for deriving the 

application strategic plan. The first leg, of the methodology, addressing the first issue, is a 

'top~own' approach, which aims at clarification of the business needs and strategy in 

information systems terms. This leg consists of the following steps: 

+ Obtain identification and agreement of business objectives and goals for the strategic 

business unit using interviews and documents 

+ Use of the CSF methodology to explicate factors critical to success in achieving these 

goals 

+ Determine information systems support which these critical success factors require 

(either through the application of technology in products and processes, or the 

development of information systems for CO·ordination and control of activities and 

management decision·making). 

The second leg of the methodology which is a 'bottom-up' approach, aims at 

evaluation of current information systems provision and use. The purpose here is to 

demonstrate the quality and coverage of IT hitherto in order to gain, retain or regain 

credibility. Earl proposed the use ofBSP methodology to understand existing coverage of 

systems, both basic business systems and management decision and support systems. He 

then proposed a systems audit grid as an appraisal method, to evaluate current systems on 

their technical quality and business value, and to decide systems for divestment, renewal, 

re-assessment or maintenance and enhancement. Finally, in this leg he proposed the use of 

SOG model to survey and audit technological experience, IT management procedures and 

user awareness as well as applications coverage and quality. 

The third leg of the methodology which is an 'inside.out' approach, aims at 

innovation of new strategic opportunities afforded by IT. Earl proposed the use of 

creativity events such as think-tanks, brain-storming groups and Delphi methods to help in 

idea generation, which will then be subjected to some sort of feasibility and strategic 

validation. The use of opportunity frameworks such as V CA, CRLC, and Porter's five

forces model, for strategic applications searching is proposed. The general principle in 
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this leg is designing an organisational and technological environment which enables 

. innovations to happen. 

Business Transformation Model (BTM) 

This approach is based on a two dimensional framework. with one dimension 

indicating the range of potential benefits from IT and the other giving the degree of 

organisational transformation [V enkatraman, 1991]. The central underlying thesis in this 

approach is that the benefits from IT deployment are marginal if only superimposed on 

existing organisational conditions (especially strategies. structures, processes, and 

culture). It is advocated that benefits accrue in those cases where investments in IT 

functionality accompany corresponding changes in organisational characteristics. 

The approach went on to group the organisational characteristics into five levels, 

the business transformation levels. Two of the levels at the lower end are characterised as 

evolutionary levels, and included localised exploitation and internal integration. The 

remaining three levels, business process redesign, business network redesign, and business 

scope redefinition are characterised as revolutionary. 

The approach requires that each organisation first identify the transformation level 

where the benefits are in line with the potential costs (efforts) of the needed organisational 

changes. Each level's characteristics is described in the approach, and guidelines for 

deriving maximum benefits are also provided. 

It has also been noted in the approach that over time higher levels of business 

transformation may be necessary, depending on competitive pressures and the need to 

deliver greater value than competitors in the marketplace. 

RELEVANT ISSUES ABOUT ITSP MEmODOLOGIES 

Other researchers, while not addressing a specific ITSP methodology, have 

advocated important general issues about IT strategic process. The following part gives a 

summary of the most important issues: 

Technology Diffusion and Infusion 
Sullivan [1985] argued for a contingency approach where he proposes that 

different methods suit different contexts, the key determinants being how diffused are the 

organisation and its technology and how infused (how weD developed and important) are 
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the applications. In his study of 32 companies in the US, he arrived at the following 

conclusions: 

+ The stages of growth (SOG) method applies in what he called 'traditional 

environment', in which both infusion and diffilsion are low, and where the strategic 

process objective is to manage basic processing resource efficiently. 

+ Business systems planning (BSP) and information resources management (IRM) work 

in what he called 'backbone environment', in which computing has become more 

strategic to the company, but it is still centralised in the manner of its deployment. 

This is a high infusion low diffilsion situation. 

+ Critical success factors (CSFs) planning is best suited to the environment in which 

technology is more distributed than it is crucial - high diffilsion but low infusion. He 

called this a 'federation environment' with a collection ofloosely coupled entities. 

+ In a situation where both infusion and diffUsion are high, Sullivan was of the opinion 

that, there were no methodology well suited to their needs, at the time of his research. 

His opinion, then, was that such a situation require an eclectic approach, which should 

be tailored to meet specific needs. 

Sullivan also noted that, in most cases, firms select features of the existing 

methodologies and then, possibly with outside consulting assistance, develop their own in

house approach. This was perhaps the most important conclusion for this research 

because although our context is different as mentioned in the previous chapters, we cannot 

fit it in any of the four areas of Sullivan, because in order to do that we have to ascertain 

that the conditions at that time are the same as for our context now, which is very 

unlikely. 

Problems with ITSP Methodologies 

It has long been recognised that ITSP is an intricate and complex activity ftaught 

with problems [McFarlan, 1971]. In order to organise and summarise these problems, 

Lederer and Sethi (1988], used three categories - resources, process, and output. 

Resource-related problems addressed the issues of time-requirements, money, personnel, 

and top management support for the initiation of the study. Process-related problems 

involve the limitations of the analysis done by the methodology. Finally, output-related 

problems dealt with the comprehensiveness and appropriateness of the final strategy 

produced by the methodology. 
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Several authors have described these problems. Their work is based on field 

surveys, cases, and conceptual studies, and investigates most of the methodologies 

described above. On the resource-related problems, Vacca, [1983], identified problems 

such as difficulty of finding strategic process team leader, difficulty of finding process 

team members meeting specified criteria, difficulty of convincing top management to 

approve the methodology and often too large process team required. Bowman, et al, 

[1983], identified too much time requirements for the process exercise, as a resource

related problem. 

Dependence on the team leader for the success of the methodology; lack of 

enough documentation, computer support, theoretical framework and adequate external 

consultant support, have also been identified as resource-related problems [Zachman, 

1982]. Zachman also identified, as procesNelated problems, both the rigid planning 

procedure and the failure of methodology to take into account issues related to plan 

implementation. Output-related problems identified by Zachman include, the difficulty 

involved in securing top management support and substantial further analysis required 

before implementing the projects and the data architecture identified in the ITSP output. 

Failure of output to determine overall data architecture and to provide priorities for 

developing specific applications, and the difficulty involved in transferring the experience 

from implementing the methodology across divisions, were also identified by the author as 

output-related problems. 

Failure to analyse the current strengths and weaknesses of the IS department, 

failure to take into account legal and environmental issues, and failure to assess external 

technological and organisation's competitive environments, have also been identified as 

process-related issues [King, 1984]. 

McLean and Soden, [1977], had earlier identified output-related problems as lack 

of overall personnel and training plan, and lack of financial plan for the IS department in 

the ITSP output. They also identified the outputs' failure to identity specific new projects 

and to provide statement of organisational objective for the IS department as output

related problems. 

In a survey involving 80 US organisations, seven potential causal factors were 

identified as affecting the extent of the mentioned problems of ITSP methodologies 

[Laderer and Sethi, 1988]: 

+ Organisations with less sophistication in business planning had more severe problems 

than more sophisticated organisations. 
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+ Organisations with less participation by the IS department in business planning had 

more severe problems than organisations with greater participation. 

+ Organisations where top IS executive reported to a controller had more severe 

problems than organisations where the top IS executive reported to a president or vice 

president. 

+ Organisations where top management initiated the study had less severe problems than 
organisations where IS management initiated it. 

+ ITSP studies with a division or function as their scope had more severe problems than 
studies with the entire enterprise as their scope. 

+ When the ITSP study failed to specify a planning horizon, problems were more severe 

than when it did specifY a planning horizon. 
+ Publicly-owned organisations had more severe problems than privately-owned 

organisations. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Looking at the analytical approaches, the following concluding remarks can be 

made: 

+ There are a number of ITSP methodologies which have been developed from mid 

1960's. Most methodologies work in the appropriate context, with skilled analyst and 

in a supportive environment. 

+ Each of these methodologies is only suitable for a particular situation. This is because 

of their narrow focus based either on the technology or on general strategic 

management issues. 

+ The primary objective of most of the methodologies is to align IS strategy with 

business strategy. This is due to the realisation that a successful IT is the one whose 

objectives are in line with the overall corporate objectives and goals. 

+ Each of the methodologies has its own unique set of problems associated mainly with 

the required resources for implementation, strategic process and the ITSP output, 

which shows that strategists are not particularly satisfied with their methodologies. 

+ There has been a trend of development in IT towards complexity, as more and more 

applications are developed, a situation which makes the earlier methodologies 
insufficient. This is more or less an expected situation because these approaches are 

developed while putting in mind a certain level of IT development applicable at that 

time. 
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• Most of the approaches tried to combine all the three phases of the IT strategy, that is 

the fonnulation, planning. and IT strategy implementation under the umbrella of IT 

strategic planning. but the formulation part is given little or no emphasis. 

At the end of this review it was further confirmed that the subject under study is 

very practical, and that the context under consideration determines to a great extent the 

suitability of any approach. Since our context here falls into the commercial banking 
sector, it was important to look into the actual practical situation as far as ITSP issues in 

the sector are concerned, before proposing any new approach. Also, since our context is a 

commercial bank in a developing county situation, with unique characteristics as 

mentioned in chapter one, studying a related context in a developed country setting would 

have provided us with interesting information. This led to the need for the two case 

studies, one conducted at the Rabobank and the other one at Bank Mees and Hope, all of 

which are commercial banks in the Netherlands. The cases are reported in the following 

chapter with some conclusions, which will form the basis for the proposed ITSP approach 

in the subsequent chapter. 
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Chapter4 

Information Technology Strategic Process: Some 
Practical Perspectives 

Due to the practical nature of the subject under study, it was found out to be 
necessary to study some practical examples. In a sense, the literature survey has been 

complimented by two case studies, both of them conducted on commercial banks, which is 

the sector under consideration here. The first case study was conducted on Rabobank and 

the second on Bank Mees and Hope (BMH), all of which are commercial banks in the 

Netherlands. These two case studies were conducted around mid-1992, and hence the 

contained information covers only up to that period. 

The main objective of these case studies was to establish, in a practical perspective, 

the ITSP issues in the commercial banking situation. It was an attempt to establish 

whether the ITSP approaches reviewed in the previous chapter are used in practice, or 

more generally, to establish what is being done towards ITSP, in practical sense. 

Particularly, there was an interest to establish whether there were any process approaches 

employed in practice. The case studies were also important in confirming the parameters 

of interest for the context under consideration, as have been mentioned in chapter 1, and 

this has been achieved through comparing the different situations. 

The two representative commercial banks in the sector, Rabobank and BMH, were 

arbitrarily selected. The major contrasting characteristics of these two banks is that while 

Rabobank is the second largest bank in the Netherlands with extensive branches all over 

the country, and working on co-operative nature, BMH is a medium size bank with 

branches only in the big cities and having its concentration in merchant banking. 

The methodology which was used in the case study involves collection of data 

from both primary and secondary sources. From the primary sources interviews were 

conducted with various management officials of the two banks including the director of 

IS, various IT product group managers, IT support services, policy and IT support 

systems managers. From secondary sources, the banks' annual reports of 1990 and 1991 

were the main sources. The case study reports are summarised in the first two sections of 

this chapter following this introduction. 
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THE RABOBANK CASE STUDY REPORT- 1992 

The Rabobank Group (a Dutch bank) ranks among the 50 largest banks in the 

world. Measured by total assets, Rabobank is the second largest bank in the Netherlands. 

Measured by the market share, it is the largest on the domestic market. With more than 

2,000 branches it has the most extensive banking network in the country. It has a strong 

market position in the Netherlands agricultural sector (9QO/o ), in the small and medium 

sized companies (400/o), and in the private savings market (400/o). 

The Rabobank Group comprises 789 independent local Rabobanks, its central 

institution Rabobank Nederland (Cooperative Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank BA), 

several specialist finance subsidiaries (home mortgage, ship mortgage, factoring and 
leasing) and the Co-operative insurance company Interpolis. 

The local Rabobanks, Rabobank Nederland and other legal entities belonging to 
the Group are liable for each other's commitments in a cross guarantee system. 

Historically, one could say that Rabobank Group was first started in 1896, when 

the first local bank was started. 

Rabobank Nederland has the legal form of a joint-stock co-operative society. The 

local Rabobanks are both its members and its shareholders. All local Rabobanks are 

independent banking co-operatives whose prime objective is to provide finance at 

favourable rates and privileged conditions to local entrepreneurs being the local bank's 

members. 
The member-shareholders ofRabobank Nederland are the local Rabobanks. These 

local co-operative banks have approximately 730,000 members. All local banks are 

autonomous and operate within their own territory. Their Boards of Directors are 

appointed at the general meetings. 

Rabobank Nederland advises and supports the local Rabobanks and supervises 

their liquidity and solvency positions, in other words they are the bankers of the local 
Rabobanks. It also has its own banking division, which serves large national and 

international companies and institutions. For that reason it offers a wide and 

comprehensive range of corporate finance products. 

Rabobank Nederland is divided into three main divisions: 

+ The Central Bank (Centrale Bank Bedrijven - CBB) 
This is the banker of the local Rabobanks. It deals with money markets and the big 

national and international companies and institutions. 

+ Member Bank Division (Aangesloten Bank Bedrijven- ABB) 
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This deals with all other issues concerning the support of the local Rabobanks 

which are not covered in the central bank, such as product development, 

supporting the processing within the local Rabobanks, general policy, etc. 

+ Central Information Service (Centrale Dienst Informatica- CDI) 

This deals with the operation of the central computer facilities located in Zeist and 

Best. 

Business structure 

The loans and current account advances contributes over 60% of the total assets in 

1991, which was a total of about 217 billion Dutch guilders. The deposits (banks) 

contributes about 20%, with the remaining 20% contribution coming from securities and 

syndicates (securities, bonds, certificates of deposit and commercial paper), other 

investments (land and buildings and equipment), and other assets. Decisive elements in 

the movements of liabilities are funds entrusted (about 58%), borrowings (about 100/o), 

banks or deposits (about 15%), reserves (about 10%) and other liabilities (about 7%). 

Figure 4.1 shows the changes over a five years period ( 198 7 to 1991) of other 

important measures of the bank. While a fast increase in the cash dispensing machines can 

be observed, there were decreases in both members and member banks, and office 

branches and agencies. The increase shows a strong realisation of the importance of IT 

for the bank, while the decrease was due to mergers between the smaller banks. Increase 

in payment accounts, decrease in savings account and almost no changes in current 

accounts can also be observed. Foreign offices more than doubled for the period, while 

the number of employees was increasing. 

Overall Business Strategies 

Rabobank is constantly adapting its very wide range of products to the changing 

needs of its members and customers. The bank's over-all policy in the Netherlands is to 

operate as a provider of financial services in the broadest meaning of the term, based on 

what is known as "Allfinanz" concept. Rabobank is therefore responding to the growing 

demand from entrepreneurs and private customers of an integrated range of services and 

products in the fields of loans, savings, insurance and investments. With this objective in 

mind, Rabobank does not only have its own insurance company, Interpolis (through a 

merger with effect from June 1, 1990), but has also embarked on a strategic alliance with 

the Robeco Group, the largest manager of investment funds in Europe. 

Rabobanks European policy is to provide services to its business clients both from 

its own offices as weU as through the networks of its foreign banking partners. For that 
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reason the bank has entered into strategic alliances with Banco Popular in Spain (1,600 

offices), Credit Agricole in France (9,300 offices) and Lloyds Bank (1,900 offices) in the 

UK. The bank has a strong intention to continue developing similar alliances in other 

European countries. 
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Figure 4.1 Rabobank business indicative figures 

AA an international bank, Rabobank also has a global strategy, which stems from 

the bank's more than 90 years of experience in the Dutch agricultural sector. Based on 

this experience Rabobank is globally specialising in the field of international food and 

agribusiness, as well as international agri-trade finance. 

To serve its customers on the international markets, Rabobank is constantly 

strengthening its presence outside the Netherlands. The foreign branch network is 

growing steadily. Including majority interests, the bank now has 46 offices in 19 countries 

all over the world. In Europe the bank has 29 offices in 10 countries. 

In terms of rationalisation, the bank's increased awareness of the relationship 

between costs and revenues has led to an analysis of its operations in order to see if they 

could be conducted more efficiently. This applies to both products and departments. The 

question of whether to provide the services internally or to farm them out is being 

considered more and more often. 
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It was not possible to get any infonnation on who, and how frequently these 

strategies are reviewed, and from the interviews, it can be mentioned that not every 

manager is fully aware of these strategies, leave alone their implications. 

IT Applications 

On the IT side, Rabobank has realised that an adequate IS infrastructure is 

becoming increasingly important within the banking services framework as it enhances 

commercial potential. In 1991, a start was made on the implementation of a new 

generation of information systems using Olivetti hardware. Within the corporate and 

international banking division, a software package which has the name "Internet" was 

supposed to give customers access to a great number of banking products via an advanced 

electronic system and provide them with on-line infonnation about their financial position. 

To achieve its "Allfinaz" objective, the Rabobank makes extensive use of the 

potential offered by the latest technological advances. IT is playing an increasingly 

important role in the development of banking products and their distribution. About 100 

million Dutch guilders is spent annually on IT applications costs, excluding hardware 

costs. Most of these applications fall under the customer services systems as shown 

below: 

+ Processing systems: 

This involves the processing of the accounts transactions which is currently about 

4 mill. accounts for private customers and 0.5 mill. accounts for business 

customers. This form of IT support was the earliest, and started in 1968 with full 

operation in 1976. For the year 1992 the rate of support is about 2.5 million 

transactions per day. 

+ Automatic Teller Machines (ATM): 

These were first introduced in 1985 and for 1992 it is planned that 1356 ATM 

capable of supporting about 90 million transactions a year will be operational. It is 

evident by say the number of branch offices for 1991 (2, 10 l) that the number of 

ATM is on the low side (less than one per branch office). However, due to lack of 

comparative data, it is difficult to compare this with other Dutch banks or banks 

outside Netherlands. 

+ Interest/Fees/Costs Computations: 

A system currently (1992) supporting about 4.5 million accounts was developed in 

1986. The purpose of the system is to automate the computations of interests, 

various fees/costs for various customers. By looking at the 1991 data for the 
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number of all the accounts (savings, payment and current) which is about 12.815 

million in total, this support is only about one third of the demand. 

+ Telegiro: 

This was started in 1989 and by 1992 it was supporting about 17 million 

transactions per year. It is difficult to say how much this support compares with 

the demand due to lack of supporting data. 

+ Electronic Fund Transfer at Point of Sale (EFTPOS): 

This started in 1990 and supports about 10 million transactions per year 

(expectations for 1992). From the point of view of one ofthe interviewee this is a 

reasonable growth especially putting in mind the need for corresponding IT 

support at the point of sale. 

+ Bank cards: 

The bank has offered about 4.6 million credit/debit cards up to 1992. 

Other uses of IT are found in asset management and general operations of the 

banks such as accounting, management decision support, personnel and other activities 

not of banking specific nature. The major considerations for these applications are as 

follows: 

• monitoring current loans/investments 

• time savings 

• risk evaluation/monitoring 

• better relationship with customers( advisory) 

• free professional manpower for "better" jobs 

IT management issues 

In tenns of IT for the local Rabobanks (member banks), each of the product 

groups, as shown in the organisation chart figure 4.2, was responsible for planning, 

development and delivery to member banks, the IT products falling in their respective 

groups. The member banks will bear all the costs of developing these products by 

purchasing them from the various product groups. 

Three groups from the sections (see figure 4.2) are responsible for IT in the 

member banks. Information policy and structuring section is responsible for the central IT 

control for the member banks, in terms of rules, policies and standards. The section 

defines the blueprint of systems (data architecture) and the systems to be built 

(infrastructure). The support systems section is responsible for building and maintaining 
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the infrastructure. The information support services section is responsible for services and 

maintenance ofiT for the member banks. 

The central information services (CDI) division, which is a staff unit, is responsible 

for the operation of the central computer facilities located in Zeist and Best. This service 

is provided to both the member banks and the central bank. 

The central bank is responsible for its own IT products, architecture and 

infrastructure definitions. 

staff teams departments 

... ... ······· •. : ; •.•..•. •.•.• 

Figure 4.1 General Organisation Structure ofRabobank Nederlands 
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IT Planning Issues 

Various product groups, through their day-to-day activities, will realise a need for 

IT support. The need will usually arise out of the business activities of the local 

Rabobanks or the Rabobank Nederland. 

A team, consisting of both business and information people in the particular 

product group will then be formed to prepare a "definition study". This study will consist 

of three main parts: 

• A global definition of the need, indicating what is actually required, where it is 

required, and the functionality. This will also give the first indications on the 

requirements in terms of systems, hardware and software, documentation and training 

needs. 

• A first indication of the cost requirements of the project. 

• A first indication of the expected benefits. 

Definition studies for various proposed projects will then be submitted to a 

management team, within the product group, for decision. For projects which are not 

considered strategic, decision will be based on 3 years return on investment (ROI). Other 

projects, which may not qualify on ROI criteria, will be evaluated on the basis of whether 

or not they are strategic. The criteria used for this evaluation is to consider the 

competitive advantages which will be brought by the project. 

Approximately 9()0/o of the decisions on IT project investments are made by the 

respective management team.ofthe various product groups or sections. For the remaining 

cases, about 7% are referred to the general management level, 2% to the board of 

directors level and only about 1% to the direction committee level. 

Projects qualified under the above criteria will be subjected to a more detailed 

cost/benefit analysis, before being resubmitted for final approval. Final approvals are 

usually given by the same decision making body which approved the definition studies. 

After the above stages, and if approved, the building, testing and implementation 

of the project will be done. The most commonly used methodology is Systems 

Development Methodology (SDM). 

For the data architecture and infrastructure definition, the section responsible, that 

is, information policy and structuring section, uses the Information Engineering (lE) 

methodology. This methodology, which was developed by James Martin [1982], provides 

techniques for building enterprise models, data models and process models. These models 
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form a comprehensive knowledge base which then creates and maintains information 

systems. 

The above approach, although not without problems as mentioned below, puts a 

lot of reliance on the fact that staff, and especially managerial staff are well knowledgeable 

and experienced with IT. Also, the IT strategy formulation part is assumed, as there are 

no indications from the approach showing any efforts towards this direction. This 

situation is less likely to be practical in our context, because of lower levels of experience 

and knowledge, and also because of the mind-sets, and therefore questioning the 

applicability of similar approach in our context. 

IT Implementation issues 

As mentioned earlier the member banks are the users of the IT products developed 

by the various product groups. Member banks will usually go through a decision making 

process to decide what IT products to purchase from the product groups. Their decision 

making criteria is normally cost/benefits, although sometimes the benefits are only 

qualitatively evaluated. 

This means that the various member banks have differing levels of IT 

implementation. 

Associated problems 

At the member bank level: 

+ Acquisition ofwrong (especially on capacity) systems. 

This may be due to the fact that member banks have their systems already made by 

the Rabobank Nederlands, and because they may be under some pressure to 

purchase them, they end up with a wrong or unwanted systems. 

+ Problems of getting the right information. 

Since the member banks are only acting as the customers of the already made 

systems, they are not putting enough efforts in their own strategic processes, 

which could help in solving this information problem. 

+ Poor attitude of employees towards IT applications. 

The member banks are sometimes far removed from the central IT issues, and thus 

become less knowledgeable about them. This could also be an issue of the mind

sets, and hence could somehow be related to our context. 
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At the R.abobank Nederland level: 

+ Lack of overall strategic plans, especially on development of various IT products. 

This was mention as a problem during the interviews, indicating the fact that 

although the importance of strategic planning is known, not enough efforts are put 

in that direction. It is also important to note that the issue here is strategic 

planning, not strategic process, again confirming the lack of clarity on the IT 

strategy issues. 

+ Costs/benefits justification of projects. 

With proper IT strategies, the need for costs/benefits justification becomes less 

important. 

It is possible to state that, some of these problems could be avoided through more 

involvement of the relevant participants at both levels. What is needed however, is a 

process which will involve participant from both the member banks and the Rabobank 

Nederlands, and this reinforces the idea behind our planned process approach. 

mE BANK MEES & HOPE CASE STUDY REPORT- 1992 

Bank Mees and Hope (BMH) is 100% group company of ABN AMRO Holding 

N. V. It is the oldest bank in the Netherlands, having been started in 1720. In comparison 

with the three big banks in the Netherlands (ABN-AMRO, Rabobank and NMB Post 

bank), BMH is a small bank. In the Netherlands it has branches in 8 big cities, 

Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Arnhem, Eindhoven, Groningen, Heerlen and 

Ultrecht. Outside the Netherlands, BMH has branches in Hamburg, London, New York, 

Hong Kong, and Switzerland. 

Business structure of BMH 

Lending to the private sector contributes over 50% of the total assets of BMH for 

1991 which was about 27 billion Dutch guilders. The deposits (banks) contributes about 

200/o, lending to the public sector about 12% with the remaining 18% contribution coming 

from securities and syndicates (securities, bonds, certificates of deposit and commercial 

paper), other investments (land and buildings and equipment), and other assets. Decisive 

elements in the movements of liabilities are the various deposited funds (about 45%), 

banks or commitments to foreign central banks and to institutions subject to government 
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supervision of the banking system (about 27%}, debt securities and non-subordinated 

loans such as debenture loans, Euronotes, bonds, certificates and commercial paper (about 

18%} and other liabilities (about 100/o). 

Overall business strategies 

Increasingly Bank Mees & Hope looks to its present valuable clientele to give it a 

competitive edge. The bank works on a focused strategy by targeting specific groups. 

The groups are drawn mainly from the international commodities trade, ports, shipping, 

the off-shore oil and gas industries, energy development, medium-sized and large 

companies with international operations, institutional investors and wealthy individuals. 

By concentrating on these target groups the bank is able to raise its standard of service, 

offering them a complete package including all necessary financial services. 

The bank offers partnership. Sometimes in a literal sense, when a risk bearing 

stake in the customer's capital or a specific project offers a solution recognised by both 

sides and welcomed by customer. Usually, however, the partnership is a figurative 

expression of the bank's constant desire to provide solutions for financial needs. The bank 

aims at providing an 'individualised' service, whether in finance, investment, financial risk 

management in the widest sense, merger mediation or the day-to-day transfer of funds. 

IT Applications 

Bank Mees & Hope started IT applications in 1981/82. The starting point was the 

transaction processing activities, with the major purpose being labour cost reduction by 

reducing the size of the labour force. Later applications were aimed at providing IT 

growth to the bank (using the Nolan stages of growth (SOG) model}, by emphasising 

training with a loose IT cost control. 

As from 1988, Bank Mees & Hope assumes itself to be at the maturity stage of the 

SOG model and hence started to concentrate on its customers as the IT investment 

criteria. What are the customer's criteria for judging their supplier of financial services?. 

BMH research showed the following: 

• Image and price score low but price is increasing in importance. 

• Expertise, personal attention and above all info-supply score high. 

To BMH, it means the following: 

+ The customer expects more from his bank than ten years ago. Because of 

professionalisation and internationalisation of his activities, he expects the expertise of 

the bank to keep up with these developments. On the one hand he expects a variety of 
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products but at the same time a tailor-made solution for the financial question he faces 

at that moment. In all: attention for his specific situation. 

+ Info-supply has developed into an essential part of financial services. As supplier, one 

has to react alertly to this. Before the competitive ability of the company is affected, 

BMH has to direct the organisation towards this customers' need for information. This 

situation will alter BMH's core-business from the product or service concentration to 

the combination with information. Because of this the information-supply in the 

direction of the customer has become a critical success-factor in financial services. 

This has lead to a change in the role of banks, and specifically to Bank Mees & 

Hope, where decisions on IT depends on the answers to the following questions: 

+ How does BMH supply its customers with the information they wanted?. 

+ On which selection criteria does the customer base his/her decisions?. 

+ How can BMH extend its competitive ability with the aid ofiT?. 

This has led to the following three areas where BMH concentrate their IT 

applications: 

+ Internal administrative systems for among other things the financial bookkeeping. 

+ Applications (programs) generating client-information from connected information

sources. 

+ Communication programs for connection with the outside world, often with networks 

outside the organisation. 

Keeping these three in mind BMH has come up with the following three IT 

functionality: 

+ Supplying financial data, if wanted in EDI-format. With it the communication

software will also be supplied and the EDI-interface to the decision-supporting 

modules of the customer will be taken care of (MeesFlex-communications

manager). 

+ Actual supplying of decision-supporting software as for instance a treasury work

station to chart (map) and help regulate the financial flows of a company 

(MeesFlex-bank-manager). 
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+ Bringing about complete linking of financial administrative programs. One could 

for instance think of reconciliation whereby unpaid accounts will be cancelled out 

by incoming payments. This is where the product decisions of the bank lies 

(MeesFiex- reconciliation-manager). 

IT Management Issues 

There is an information management staff department which is responsible for all 

the IT issues of BMH and its overall organisation structure is shown in figure 4.3. The 

department is under the overall leadership of a member of the direction board, with an 

EDP manager below him. In total there are 145 employees in the department who are 

divided into three sections, data processing, system development and user service. 

However, as will be seen in the this section, this department work very closely with top 

management and other departments. 

Figure 4.3 Organisation structure ofBMH Information Department 
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IT Planning issues 

After every three years BMH 25 top managers will sit together to perform a 
Critical Success Factors (CSFs) exercise. This CSFs exercise is performed as follows: 

+ First, each of the 25 top executives is asked to write down his/her five CSFs. These 

are then collected, and through a meeting of all these executives they are grouped and 

prioritised in nine BMH CSFs. 

The foundation of the CSFs exercise is the BMH mission statement which includes 

the following aspects: 

• Leading role in merchant banking 

• Known position world-wide in the finance of goods trading 

• Well known reputation in private banking 

• To be an expert in the areas of treasury and asset management 

• To keep up with advances in IT 

These CSFs are used as the basis of IT planning in the BMH in the following 

marmer: 

+ Various demands/needs for IT products from various departments/strategic business 

units of BMH are submitted to the information department. The information 

department will then structure these as IT projects and submit them to the Board of 

Management. The board will evaluate these projects and accept or reject them only on 

the basis of how strong they support the current CSFs. The accepted projects are sent 

back to the information department for tacticaVoperational planning and 

implementation. 

BMH is a small bank, and that the activities mentioned above for IT planning 

involves a number of participatory processes, which may be sufficient. This however is 

basically due to the small size of the bank, and thus bringing up the awareness that size of 

the bank can be considered as one of the determinants of a suitable ITSP approach. 

Implementation issues , 

For the last three years BMH spends about 50 million guilders per year for IT. 

This is about 16% ofBMH (bank only) total expenses. This figure has been growing in a 

step-wise manner from 1981/82 when IT was started and when IT costs were about 23 

million guilders or about 98/o of the total (bank only) expenses . 
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IT Problems 

BMH has the following IT related problems: 

• Insufficient IT resources due to limited financial resources 

• Delays from the IT supply side. 

Compared to Rabobank, these are less severe problems, and which are not directly 

related to ITSP issues. It can be concluded that BMH's approach towards liSP fulfilled 

its purpose to a great extent. The fact that BMH' s IT strategy approach is somehow 

successful, and also the fact that one can observe some processes within the approach, 

reinforces our planned process approach. There is a need to inform as many people as 

possible, about the IT issues in an organisation, so as to get their participation, and the 

best way to achieve this is through a process approach. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Looking at the two case studies, some analytical tools have been used in IT 

planning or implementation. CSFs have been used by BMH as a planning tool, although in 

its own unique manner, in that the CSFs are only used in the process of approving or not 

approving an IT project. The ideas of SOG are also linked with the overall IT issues at 

BMH, although not specifically mentioned as a tool for ITSP at BMH. 

The situation with Rabobank is not very much different, in the sense that the core 

ITSP issues centred on directional setting are handled through their own unique approach, 

including what has been termed as the definition study. Some analytical tools are also 

employed to compliment the approach, the examples being systems development 

methodology (SDM) and information engineering (lE). These two approaches were not 

discussed as ITSP analytical approaches because they are more inclined toward 

implementation of strategies rather than direction setting, which is the core of ITSP. One 

coul~ however still loosely connect them with ITSP as is the case here. 

The second important observation on the case studies is that the IT issues are 

strongly linked with the overall business strategies. While the "Allfinaz" concept of 

Rabobank is the driving force for IT applications in that bank, the market segmentation 

approach and strong customer orientation are the driving forces for BMH's IT 

infrastructure and applications. 
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The third observation is that IT is an important resource to the two banks, and a 

considerable amount of financial resources are allocated for that purpose. 

The last observation is that although IT use in the two banks has been on for a 

long time now (about 15 years for Rabobank and 10 years for BMH), still a number of 

problems ranging from employees negative attitude towards IT applications, difficulties in 

cost/benefit justifications, and acquiring wrong systems, to delays from the IT supply side, 

are prevalent. This has been linked with the lack of a more participatory approach for 

ITSP in the Rabobank (with more severe problems), compared with the BMH situation 

(less problems), but with a more participatory approach in their ITSP issues. 

The final conclusion here is that ITSP approach should follow a process approach 

in order that it achieves a participatory intent, where by knowledge and experience can be 

shared, and mind-sets can be changed. These are the major characteristics of our intended 

context. 

Before developing the framework of our proposed ITSP approach in the following 

chapter, some issues which appeared (although not directly) from both the literature and 

the case studies, and which are considered important for our approach, are mentioned in 

the following section. They are considered as critical ITSP issues due to their unique 

importance. 

Critical ITSP Issues 

The following eight issues are considered as important key points which are critical 

to effective ITSP efforts. 

Organisation culture 

An organisation's culture is closely linked to the success it can expect to achieve 

[Peters and Watennan, 1982]. ITSP must consider the organisation's current culture and 

anticipate how this culture may impact or be used to affect IT efforts [Boynton an Zmud, 

1987]. 

IT risk analysis 

All efforts to introduce new technologies into an organisation involve the risk of 

dysfunctional and unanticipated consequences [Rogers, 1983]. Effective ITSP must first 

determine an appropriate risk posture for the organisation and then assess the extent to 

which this risk posture is embodied in the existing and planned application portfolios 

[McFarlan, 1981]. 
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IT infrastructure 

Effective ITSP, by definition must include an analysis of the constraints of resource 

capabilities and limitations under which IT's function operates. Such an analysis should 

cover hardware, software, telecommunication channels, data resources, personnel 

resources, end user capabilities, organisational maturity and the application portfolio 

[Boynton and Zmud, 1987]. 

Organisational learning analysis 

When business plans involve the introduction of new technologies to an 

organisation's sub-units, the capabilities of sub-units to accept, use and institutionalise the 

technology must be assessed. Such a concern has proven especially important with IT 

[McKenney and McFarlan, 1983]. 

IT's "informating" capabilities 

Realising that IT applications could produce important by-products [Zuboff, 

1988], is very important. This is due to the fact that these by-products can form a cheaper 

source of IT strategies, because of the fact that the by-products will be produced anyway. 

Business market analysis 

Business market analysis is based on an understanding of the markets within which 

an organisation operates, not only the firm's relative stance vis-a-vis its competitors, but 

also those external agencies crucial to the organisation's survival. This is useful in 

recognising opportunities for developing inter-organisational information systems [Barrett 

and Konsynski, 1982; Cash and Konsynski, 1985]. 

Business strategy analysis 

Business strategies can be developed through a systematic examination of clearly 

defined choices and alternatives available to the organisation. Business strategy analysis 

must bring to surface the choices and alternatives through identification of an 

organisation's weaknesses and strengths [Boynton and Zmud, 1987). 

Technology analysis 

Business strategies must incorporate tracking key developments in relevant 

product and process technologies. This is particularly important when the dominant 

technology is in a state of rapid evolution, as with IT [Boynton and Zmud, 1987]. 
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It is by combining the issues which have been analysed so far that a new ITSP 

approach, which is action oriented is proposed starting from the following chapter. This 

new approach is based on four major observations derived from both the case study 

review and the literature review on ITSP analytical approaches. These observations 

include: 

+ The need for a strong link between IT strategies and business strategies; 

The proposed approach incorporate business strategy formulation or at least 

verification as part of the ITSP approach. 

+ The need for an approach which is specific enough for a particular situation; 

The proposed approach is developed for a particular sector but tailored for a 

specific organisation through action-oriented process approach. 

+ The need for an approach which can be practically implemented as intended; 

The proposed approach is developed through action-oriented research 

methodology which is a practically oriented approach ascertaining that the 

approach is implementable. 

+ The developed approach gives the necessary emphasis on IT strategy formulation; 
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The developed approach follows a process approach whereby information and 

knowledge is shared and discussed for the purposes of enhancing the managers' 

strategic thinking. 



Chapter 5 
Information Technology Strategic Process: 

An Action-Oriented Approach 

In chapter three we have seen that there were various attempts towards the IT 

strategic process, using some analytical approaches. Although these analytical tools did 

not specifically advocate the strategic process as has been defined here, they have been 

considered because the objectives of most of them were inclined in that direction. While 

some of these tools were advocating the ideas of strategic planning, others extended it to 

competitive advantages, process innovation and organisation transformation through IT. 

In the same chapter, most of these analytical tools were reviewed in terms of their 

sufficiency and practicability. A comprehensive conclusion about these approaches was 

also given in the chapter, and could be summarised as insufficiency and lack of 

practicability. Insufficiency in the sense that most of the analytical tools deal with only 

part of the problem and hence fail to achieve the overall objective of IT strategic process 

as was previously defined. On the lack of practicability, chapter three gave a lot of 

associated problems from the literature as far as implementation of the analytical tools is 

concerned. Although it is not the intention to repeat these problems here, one can not fail 

to notice the issue of specificity or lack of it as the major cause of these problems. From 

the mere fact that organisations differ from each other, it appears too theoretical to 

assume that one approach wiU suit all, or even suit a considerable some. 

Another notable deficiency with most of the analytical approaches reviewed is that 

of trying to combine the strategy formulation and strategy planning, and then inclining 

more on the planning side of the coin. This aspect, which was also mentioned while 

defining ITSP is a key foundation for the proposed ITSP approach. It is the intention here 

to separate the two aspects, and the concentration will be on the strategy formulation 

which is the more critical part, and which is also the area less covered by the reviewed 

approaches. 

In chapter four, where review of practice was conducted through case studies, it 

was concluded that ITSP approaches should be designed with the issues of the particular 

context in mind. The second important conclusion from the practical cases is the 

realisation that an ITSP approach should be participatory in nature. 

In defining ITSP in chapter 2, it was already hinted that a process approach wiU be 

most appropriate due to the characteristics of strategy formulation. The second major 

reason for proposing a process approach lies on the work behaviour of managers. Kotter 
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[ 1982] studied the daily behaviour of fifteen general managers and found that they spent 

most of their time developing networks of relationships that provided the insights they 

needed to develop their strategic agendas. Kotter stresses the implicit quality of the 

general managers' knowledge, noting their agendas tended to be informal, non 

quantitative, mental road maps highly related to people issues, rather than systematic, 

formal planning documents. 

Isenberg's research on "how senior managers think" has penetrated another layer of 

this, usually inarticulate, domain of executive management [Isenberg, 1984]. Isenberg 

found that top managers think in ways that are highly "intuitive" and integrated with 

action. He concluded that the intuitive nature of executive behaviour results from the 

inseparability of their thinking from their actions: "Since managers often 'know' what is 

right before they can analyse and explain it, they frequently act first and think later". 

The third major reason lies on the fact that managers, who are the strategy makers, 

are the nerve centre of their organisations, with unique access to a wide variety of internal 

and external contacts that provide privileged information. But most of this information is 

not documented, and much of it unsubstantiated and non quantitative. A manager is a real 

data bank, unfortunately he is a walking and talking data bank, but not a writing one 

[Mintzberg, 1973]. Lodged in the body and dependent upon presence and active display, 

the implicit heart of the executive's special genius appears to evade rationalisation [Zuboff, 

1988]. 

By considering the problems associated with the earlier approaches, and 

specifically the issue of sufficiency and practicability, and the issues discussed above about 

managers and their behaviour, an approach for ITSP is proposed. This process approach 

consists of three stages, and requires a facilitator, here referred to as the facilitator of the 

strategic process (FSP) who will manage the 'informating' part of the process. This is 

because of the fact that the approach is designed in such a way that processes; essentially 

consisting of group discussions or otherwise, will lead into information, which will be used 

in subsequent processes to give more information. This information, which will be 

actively collected by the FSP will be used to informate the participants in such a manner 

that they will enhance their strategic thinking. It is from this reason that action orientation 

is proposed as the process approach. The action orientation is also intended for making 

sure that specificity and practicability issues are taken care of, as will be made clear in the 

subsequent sections of this chapter. 

One of the lessons from the literature review is that an ITSP approach should be 

specific. From the previous theoretical review on sector differences, it is logical to assume 

specificity within a sector. The sector under consideration here is the commercial banking, 
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and the logical starting point will be to have a model for the sector, before proposing the 

details of the ITSP suitable for the sector. This model, which is described in the foUowing 

section, is aimed at opening up the sector in terms of its business domain and IT domain. 

The final section of this chapter gives the details of the developed action oriented ITSP 

approach. 

COMMERCIAL BANKING BUSINESS/IT MODEL 

Information technology is intended for supporting the business, and therefore the 

IT and the business domains should be aligned is such a way that conflicts are eliminated. 

The business should provide the necessary resources for the acquisition of IT, and in the 

same manner IT should aim at expanding the business resource base. It is therefore 

important to prepare a model for commercial banking which will incorporate the two 

domains and their interactions. It is from this basis that figure 5.1 is proposed as the 

overall model for the commercial banking business and IT interactions. This model, which 

will be used as a storehouse of knowledge, is a road-map which can be used to develop a 

specific methodology for a specific commercial bank through an action orientation. This 

particular development process for the methodology provides for maximum interaction 

with the context, and also, is intended, as part of solving the observed shortfalls with 

existing ITSP methodologies, to involve a great deal of participation especially from top 

management in the process of its development. It is a methodology intended to capture 

the specific intentions of the business with the aim of uncovering better ways of 

supporting those intentions using IT. 

The most likely organisation structure of commercial banks is that of 

bank/corporate headquarters and bank branches. Business wise, the bank branches 

perform more or less the same activities, and they are more distinguished by size than 

other parameters. However, when some of the branches are located outside the bank's 

national boundaries a different business set-up/activities is possible in those branches 

because of differing national regulations on commercial banking. The banks' headquarters, 

together with providing the overaU administrative structuu~ of the branches, might also 

have business activities (not usuaUy performed by the branches) such as international 

banking, check clearing, etc. From this more or less general organisational set-up, 

commercial banks are expected to have corporate business strategies and corporate IT 

strategies aimed for the entire commercial bank. 
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The framework is therefore aimed at IT strategies for an entire commercial bank 

and is based on causal-effect models. The models consists of two major parts, namely the 

business and IT domains, linked through various applications. 

In the following subsections each of the parameters of the model will be discussed. 

In the first two subsections, the variables of the business domain side are discussed. These 

include the performance objectives and the performance business entities, which refer to 

the various processes and their associated products. The third and fourth subsections 

continue the discussion of the framework variables by looking at the IT domain side, 
which include the infrastructure and the performance groups variables. The linking 

variable, consisting of various applications (both IT supported and manual) are discussed 

in the last subsection. 

The performance objectives 

Commercial banking business can be divided into three major groups: 

+ Customer-based loan business 

+ Customer-based deposit business 

+ Customer-based information business 

These subdivisions are very important when analysing the performance of 

commercial banks because of the differences among the expected outputs from them. 

Looking at figure S .2 [Bruggink, 1989], which shows a hierarchy of banking 

outputs, three sectors have been identified. In sector A all types of banking products are 

presented, constituting in fact the banking financial disposable (BFD) outputs, which 

determine a bank's financial results. These are results of both the "customer-based loan 

business" and the "customer-based deposit" business, and are usually measured by the 
"interest margin". 

In sector B different kinds of technical-organisational disposable (TOD) outputs 

are mentioned. These outputs are indirectly connected to the BFD-outputs (opening an 

account, processing of a line of credit or credit limit, etc.). On the other hand, transfers of 

payments are financial transaction outputs which are nece.ssarily connected to the BID

outputs. One could call this sector the "information services" portion of sector A, where 

most of the operating costs pertaining to the BFD-outputs are realised. 

Sector C consists of TOD-outputs which are partly related to sector B, and partly 

to an independent "customer-based information business" such as bills and letters of credit, 

transfers of payments, etc., which attracts income in the form of commissions. This sector 
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has been purposely named as the information business to show the importance of 

information-based, IT -enabled products, which are more and more characterising modern 

commercial banking. 

"c.t-r••n•leu......._" "c..a-r..Joale4llepollt ......... .. ~ ............... 
.......... 
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Figure 5.2 Hierarchy of commercial banking products 

Although the commercial banking products are presented here in three sectors, the 

processes leading to them are in most cases crossing the boundaries. This is especially 

true for IT based innovative products which, although in most cases are services focused, 

could entail some loans or deposits accounts. Home and office electronic banking systems 

are typical examples. In these situations, the emphasis is more on the quality of services, 
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than the products which could be offered by any commercial bank and hence leading to 

competitive parity. 

Bruggink [1989], through his intensive analysis of banking performance control, 

identified banking organisational profitability as the best overall performance indicator or 

objective in banking. He defined banking organisational profitability, in very general 

terms, as the ratio income/operating costs, and that it is a result of the contribution of the 

various product profitability. Other important performance objectives were also identified 

and these includes "growth", "image", "capacity" and "structure". 

Growth is defined here as the extent to which the banking organisation is able to 

intensify existing bank-customer relationships, to create new bank·customer relationships, 

etc. [Bruggink, 1989]. To realise this, the bank has to offer products with the following 

characteristics: 

+ Having the potential to satisfy customer needs or to stimulate latent customer needs; 

+ Adapted to technological developments; 

+ Which offer the possibility of entering new markets and communicating with new 

customer groups; 

+ Can be produced profitably. 

The image of a bank is a measure which shows the customers' appeal to the 

banking organisation. It is one of the major determinants of the customers' choice of a 

bank and customer loyalty to the bank. The image of a banking organisation is determined 

by the customer {type of customers, e.g. market sectors, industries, etc.), the banking 

organisation (organisational aspects, quality of personnel, quality of services, etc.), as well 

as the environment {competition, regulatory institutions, consumer organisations, etc.). 

The effects on banking "capacity" might be an objective of the product policy. 

Because the capacity of banking organisations is generally tuned to peak loads, resulting 

for example in periods of idleness, adjustment of capacity can be of importance, and can in 

consequence be defined as one of a bank's objectives [Bruggink, 1989]. 

Capacity of a commercial bank will depend on factors such as space, human 

resources, their experience and organisational learning, and other infrastructure items, 

such as the available IT infrastructure capacity. It is important to look at this 

performance objective because of the costs associated with it. It is evident that the bigger 
the capacity, the higher the costs associated with both its acquisition and its maintenance. 

Since a typical commercial bank will have several branches located in different 

geographical areas, another important aspect of capacity for this particular situation is the 
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location of capacity. It is important to make sure that capacity is available where it is 

needed. 

The structure of a bank in this case refers to the structure of the balance sheet, 

sometimes known as the "balance sheet structure". Every commercial bank is governed by 

certain regulatory and policy requirements on the maintenance of the balance sheet 

structure, and specifically on three very important parameters, namely, risk, liquidity and 

equity. 

In the "customer-based loan business" (CBLB) the bank incurs two types of 

"risks", namely credit and interest rate risks. While credit risk refers to the danger that 

borrowers will not repay, interest rate risk refers to the danger that rates on short-term 

funds, which are what a bank normally buys, will rise to such a level that the bank's 

longer-term loans, written at a lower interest rate of an earlier time, will become 

unprofitable. All these risks have to be managed so as to maintain them within acceptable 

limits. 

Commercial banks are limited by what is known as "liquidity" in their drive for 

higher profitability. Liquidity is the ability to meet cash obligations as they come due. 

Although liquidity analysis requires a detailed comparison of the maturity of assets and 

liabilities, several ratios can be used to give an indication ofliquidity. 

Investments maturing in less than one year can generally be sold quickly with little 

or no loss in value if additional funds are needed. Thus the quality of these assets is one 

source of liquidity. The year-end ratios of these assets to total assets can give an 

indication of liquidity. 
Loans are non liquid assets. Most loans cannot be sold and must be held until 

maturity. Thus, a high ratio of loans to total assets means low liquidity. On the other 

hand, loans are generally the most profitable assets, so a high ratio of loans to total assets 

generally contributes to profitability. 

Commercial banks are also required to maintain a certain ratio of debt-to-equity. 

The key function of equity is to maintain the confidence of stakeholders in the continuity 

or viability of the commercial bank. Equity acts as a buffer against unexpected and 

temporary losses and also assist commercial banks to divide banking risks appropriately 

between equity and liabilities. From the capital point of view, equity provides the 

commercial banks with capital without the costs of finance. 

Figure 5.3 and figure 5.3a shows how the overall bank performance objective, that 

is profitability, is related to the other performance objectives and to other factors. This Du 

Pont system of representation [Bruggink, 1989], gives a comprehensive summary of 

representing overall commercial banks' performance objectives. 
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Figure 5.3a Commercial banking profitability model (continued) 

Bank profitability, as an overall performance indicator, is a result of the 

contribution of the BFD-outputs and the TOO-outputs, which also signify the dualistic 

nature of banking outputs. The contribution of the BFD-outputs, which is essentially the 

contribution ofboth the customer-based deposit and customer-based loan businesses, is in 

the form of"interest margin", which is the difference between interest income and interest 

expenses. The amount of interest income is a product of total volume of loans and the 

customer loan margin. Similarly, the interest expenses is a product of total volume of 

deposits and the customer deposit margin. 

As shown in figure 5.3a, the total volume ofboth loans and deposits depends on 

market volume and the share of that volume to the particular bank. In turn, the market 

volume is a result of the market potential and the degree of exploiting this potential, which 

fits well to our definition of"growth". On the other hand, the market share is determined 

mainly by service accessibility, price and conditions and the "image" position of the bank. 

The customer loans and deposits margins are measures of the difference between 

the interest rates given to the customer (debit and credit interest rates) and internal 

calculation interest rate. Internal calculation interest rate which measures the financial 

healthy of a commercial bank is determined by considering the "structure" of the bank, or 

in other words, the balance sheet structure. It therefore depends on the equity, risk and 

liquidity considerations. 

On the side of TOD-outputs, performance is contributed by commission income 

and the operating expenses. Commission income results from various charges and 
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operations dependent benefits, both of whose magnitudes depend on the intensity of 

working and the magnitude of operations. Operating expenses which also covers the 

information services part of BFD-outputs, is mainly the personnel related costs and the 

residual costs, which refers to the "capacity" related costs. 

Performance Business Entities (PBE) 

The term performance business entity (PBE) refers to a measurable product and its 

associated business processes. The term has been formulated because of the need and 

importance of emphasising the combination of a product and its associated processes. 

This importance is due to the fact that while the performance objectives are a direct 

consequence of the products, the applications are usually applied to the business processes 

needed to produce respective products. 

Unlike in manufacturing industries where physical products are usually the final 

results, banking products are of service nature. There could be many ways in which one 

could identify possible commercial bank products, depending mainly if one will take a 

customer view or a bank view. 

A business process has been defined [Davenport and Short, 1990] as a set of 

logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome. Another 

definition [Pall, 1987], defines a business process as the logical organisation of people, 

materials, energy, equipment and procedures into work activities designed to produce a 

specified end result or work product. A set of processes forms a business system - the 

way in which a business unit, or a collection of units, carries out its business [Davenport 

and Short, 1990]. A business process is a specific ordering of business work activities 

across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs and outputs: a 

structure for action [Davenport, 1993]. 

From the above definitions and considering that this exercise is done for the 

purposes of IT strategy, which includes, among others, computerisation, it will be logical 

to define PBE in such a way that it incorporates both the process and products views 

defined above. The basic question to be asked when identifying PBEs is that if one will 

decide to computerise, what will be the most reasonable unit of computerisation or what 

processes or group of processes need be taken together to give an identifiable product. 

From the products' point of view, the best indication of what could be considered as 

products will be from the financial statements. The nature of presentation of the various 

items in these statements will shed light on the level of aggregation possible for isolating 

products. 
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It is a question of looking at the BFD-outputs, that is, deposits and loan business 

outputs, and TOD-outputs, that is, services business outputs, as was previously shown in 

figure 5.2, to be able to identify the basic performance business entities for a particular 

commercial bank. Typical examples includes: 

• savings account, 

• current account, 

• deposit account, 

• investments, 

• bills and letters of credit, 

• term loans, 

• overdrafts and advances, etc. 

IT Infrastructure 
The most important issue in the formulation of a strategy for IT in organisations is 

the realisation that the expected impact of IT (current and future), differs from one firm to 

another. This has led to the sectorial division of firms into delivery, dependent, drive and 

delayed, using the criteria of expected IT impact [Earl, 1989]. 

While in the delivery sector IT is the means of delivering goods and services, in the 

dependent sector business strategies increasingly depend on IT for their implementation. 

In the drive sector, IT potentially provides for new strategic opportunities. Finally, in the 

delayed sector, IT has no impact yet. 

The prescription provided [Earl, 1989] about the approaches in IT strategy 

formulation for the various sectors includes an infrastructure-led approach for delivery 

sector, business-led approach for dependent sector and opportunity-led approach for the 

drive sector. The banking sector has been classified under the delivery sector [Earl, 

1989], and the prescribed infrastructure-led approach is concerned with laying down the 

infrastructure, such as communications networks, creating appropriate hardware 

environments, rationalising data standards, and then developing a sound business systems 

foundation. 

To provide for clarity, the IT infrastructure items are divided into four groups, 

namely computing, data, communication and knowledge. Computing is the principal 

information processing capability. It comprises of mainframes, minicomputers, 

microcomputers, process control and departmental computers, workstation terminals, 

peripherals, operating systems, networking protocols, 4GL environments etc. The 

important issues here include preferred machines and vendors, configuration planning, 

compatibility rules, and security measures. 
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The data item deals with the determination of data storage location, use and 
access, design and administration of databases, and increasingly the definition of coding of 

data for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) between organisations, e.g. article numbering 

and bar coding. The important issues here include; 

Making use of independent data systems: The basic advantage with independent 

data systems is that it saves time required to communicate with builders of other systems, 

and hence a logical starting point for managing data for an enterprise just starting 

computerisation. 

Making use of data sharing through interfaces: While this might eliminate some of 

the problems of the independent data systems, it may result into complex and messy 

systems requiring a long time and high costs to maintain or rectifY. Interfacing is achieved 

through writing interfacing programs which read data from independent data systems and 
then write them into shared data files. There is more need for co-ordination and 
communication as compared with the independent data systems. 

Making use of database management systems (DBMS): A DBMS is software 

intended for collecting and maintaining data. As different users and programmers require 

data, they are given access to them through the DBMS. Essentially, the task of 

performing logical operations on data are separated from the task of collecting and 

maintaining the data. This calls for more communication needs (in form of local or wide 

area networks) and also ~s for data administration. Data administration focuses 

exclusively on the task of managing shared data and critical to the discipline is the concept 

that data belong to the organisation and not individual systems analysts and users. 

Communication is concerned with the transport of voice, data, text, and image 

between customers, suppliers and collaborators. The issue of local, national or 

international networks through the use of private or national PTTs to provide the 

infrastructure is very important. The needs for data sharing will determine to a very large 

extent the nature of communications needs in a business. One could therefore establish a 

whole spectrum of needs, starting with loosely coupled systems on the one end to the 

tightly coupled systems on the other end [Bedell, 1985]. Loosely coupled systems 

essentially consist of the independent and interfaced data systems, which share data 

serially, and hence needing some data gateways and miniltlum communications. Tightly 

coupled systems operate simultaneously and share the same vital data, and hence need 

same or similar architecture. The DBMS falls into this category, and data communications 

are vital. 

Knowledge is taken here to include both the computer based application 

knowledge (such as expert systems for mortgage offers) and the organisation's staff based 
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IT knowledge and expertise, which gives a measure of how the staff is able to cope with 

the IT world. Ability of management, including top management of the organisation to 

make use of IT and IT outputs, and the ability of other staff of the organisation to be 

conversant with IT as far as their positions demand, are the qualities referred to here as 

organisation knowledge IT infrastructure. While the IT personnel needs to be more 

conversant with IT technicalities, the end-users only need to know the best way to make 

use of the available technology and improve the awareness through continued use of the 

technology. It is therefore logical to measure those situations and others on different 

scales. The important issue is that knowledge is a key infrastructure resource for a 
successful IT strategy in an organisation. 

Performance groups 

The importance of this variable differs from one commercial bank to another 
depending largely on the size of the bank. For small banks it might be unnecessary to have 

this variable, but as the size of the bank increases the variable becomes more important. In 
practical sense, for a large commercial bank, there will be a gradual approach in acquiring 

IT infrastructure and applications. It is the purpose of this variable to provide a guide on 

this incremental approach. 
As previously mentioned, commercial banks consist of branches and headquarters 

as the basic organisational setting. For larger banks it will be very common to have 

branches spread over a very large geographical area, within a nation or even beyond 
national boundaries for the international banks. Typically branches will be located in 

cities, towns and rural areas, and the nature of these branches will differ from one other. 

Differences which are of importance to bank branch locations include: 

+ Bank customers concentration per unit area; 

this is higher in cities than in towns or rural areas, in that order, and hence 
differences in expected volume-by-number of bank customers per one branch 

location. 

+ Infrastructure issues such as communications; 
this is more developed in cities than towns or rural areas in that order. 

+ Bank customers volume-by-value; 
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+ Exposure to competitive forces; 

because of the above and other reasons, the intensity of the five competitive forces, 

namely the powers of customers and suppliers, inter industry rivalry, new entrants 

and substitute products and services, will be more severe in cities than in towns 

and rural areas in that order. 

All these differences make bank branches located in those three areas different and 

hence one could use that as a possible grouping aimed at a certain level of aggregation and 

hence simplification. 

Other possible groupings include home and international branches for the 

international banks. It is also possible to have groups depending on whether certain bank 

services are only available in some branches which could form a unique group. Some 

commercial banks might already have some groupings which might be based on multiple 

factors, and these groups can be adopted for this purpose. 

In conclusion, the question of whether or not it is necessary to have performance 

groups and the criteria for grouping will depend on a specific commercial bank. The 

important issue to observe is that while formulating these performance groups one should 

put in mind the aspects of IT infrastructure as the key determinants. If it does not make 

sense to establish such groupings, then the whole bank should be taken as one group. 

Tbe linking applications 

As mentioned earlier, the IT domain is linked to the business domain through 

various applications. In the absence of IT applications, the business domain is usually run 

manually, and hence the presence of that item on the framework, as one of the application 

types. There could be many ways of subdividing the IT applications, but one of the more 

common ways, and which is adopted here involves dividing them into mandatory, strategic 

and traditional applications [Earl, 1989]. 

Mandatory applications 

Mandatory applications are the ones which are essential for legal or similar 

reasons. These will also include applications which have been made obligatory within a 

certain industry due to competitive pressure, for example, electronic-point-of-sale (POS) 

among large retailers in developed countries. 
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Strateaic APJ)Iications 

Strategic applications are the ones which it is hoped will yield sustainable strategic 

advantage, both on new strategic options and on support of current business strategy. 

These applications focus on completely new functions, new business activities, new 

products or new management tasks, in short they define the business through the 

application ofiT. 

Traditional APJ)lications 

Traditional applications are the ones which are justified on cost-benefit grounds, 

whether by pay-back or rate of return or more multidimensional metrics. These 

applications focus on existing business and business organisations, while aiming at 

matching IT to the business. 

The use of the model or framework will be made clear in the subsequent sections 

and chapters of this research work It suffices to say at this point that the framework 

opens up the sector parameters, and it can be developed to reflect actual situations for a 

particular commercial bank, and thus becoming an important informating tool. In the next 

section the developed action oriented model will be discussed. 

ACriON-ORIENTED PROCESS APPROACH FOR ITSP 

Various actions are designed within the overall process in such a manner that 

informating atmosphere is created. The FSP actively acts as a vehicle in making sure that 

information is created, discussed, shared, improved and stored, with final expectations that 

it will form a knowledge base of the organisation, and at the same time enhancing the 

managers' strategic thinking. Since the key issue here is on IT strategies, (or specifically, 

to assist in their formulation), actions will be designed, and information will be directed, 

towards IT issues, and hence the importance of the sector framework. 

By explaining the why and how of action research and action orientation, the 

foUowing two subsections wiU provide us with the overall ITSP approach and the 

processes necessary in order to achieve the informating atmosphere. 

Aetion orientation 
The action orientation approach, among other things, is aimed at specificity, 

contrlry to many earlier attempts where generalisation at various levels were advocated. 
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This however may be due to the fact that most of the research settings which lead to most 

of the earlier approaches were of analytical nature contrary to the approach here which is 

inclined towards the action research (or sometimes known as naturalistic inquiry 

paradigm). Proponents of these approaches have concluded that no two social settings are 

sufficiently similar to allow simplistic, sweeping generalisation from one to another. 

[Erlandson, et al., 1993]. The action researcher maintains, however, that no true 

generalisation is really possible: all observations are defined by the specific contexts in 

which they occur [Erlandson, et al., 1993]. 

The action researcher, however, does not maintain that knowledge gained from 

one context will have no relevance for other contexts or for the same context in another 

time frame. "Transferability" across contexts may occur because of shared characteristics. 

However, the basis for transferring knowledge emanates from a very different starting 

point. Rather than attempting to select isolated variables that are equivalent across 

contexts, the action researcher attempts to describe in great detail the interrelationships 

and intricacies of the context being studied. Thus the result of the study is a description 

that will not be replicated anywhere [Erlandson, et al., 1993]. 

Although described as a research approach, it is the intention here to make it a 

methodological approach for the ITSP, to be tested in a case study through action 

research. 

Before proceeding with the reasons as to why action orientation has been chosen 

as a process approach, it is important to show how action orientation is incorporated as a 

process approach. As a starting point, figure 5.4 shows how analytical frameworks have 

been utilised in ITSP. Most of the analytical approaches have been used to analyse 

separately the global IT domain and the organisation business domain. While searching 

for business context, analytical tools such as CSFs, value chain analysis, customer 

resource life cycle, and so on, are used to identify the priority areas of the business which 

could then be supported by IT. Other analytical approaches such as TPM extends the 

analysis to the IT side by looking at opportunities afforded by IT. Problems and issues 

associated with these approaches have been extensively discussed in chapter three. 

Also, it is important to note that the analytical approaches did not give room to a 

process orientation, and therefore relied on the final output as their outcome, which, 

although could be of some value in planning, did little in the direction of strategy 

formulation. 

In the action oriented approach whose general framework is shown in figure 5.5, 

the analytical approaches are used indirectly, after incorporating the knowledge-ware of 

the organisation. The organisation is usually better placed to know its requirements, but 
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the only problem is that most of the time this knowledge is scattered all over the 

organisation. and the larger portion of it is in its staffs' minds. By combining the analytical 

approaches with action orientation, through intensive participation of human minds in the 

ITSP, the best of the two worlds is expected to be achieved. The action orientation 

process approach, under the leadership of a facilitator, will draw :from both the 

organisation's knowledge-ware and some appropriate analytical tools, the best connection 

between the IT global context and the organisation business context. This IT -business 
connection will be specific to the organisation requirements because it is a result of the 

organisation's own knowledge. It will be practical because it will be incorporated in the 

organisation's knowledge-ware. With those achievements, the approach will have solved 
the problems associated with analytical-only approaches. 

The organisation Tbe global IT 
business context: context: 

Analytical 
-mission. objectives, .. .. :frameworks ... .. -applications, .... 
-PBEs, -infrastructure 
-performance groups, 
-current IT situation 

Figure 5.4 The analytical ITSP approach 

Action orientation has been chosen as the process approach due to the 

commitments inherent in the orientation, namely [Robinson, 1993]; the understanding and 
improvement of practice, the enhancement of problem solving capabilities of the 

practitioner with whom the action leaders collaborate, and the advancement of knowledge 
about practice itself. It is the focus of practice, in conjunction with educative thrust that 

lead to the selection of action orientation as the process approach. 

It is acknowledged that there is no simple guide to the process of proposing and 

defending a conception of improved practice [Robinson, 1993]. Such conceptions 

constitute a theory of the problem and, while there will frequently be competing theories, 

pragmatist approaches do provide us with broad criteria for theory adjudication such as 

explanatory adequacy effectiveness, coherence with our existing best theory, and 

testability [Evers, 1991]. 

If action research is to achieve its goals of the understanding and improving of 

practice, then its methods must be well matched to the constraints that practice contexts 
place on the generation and utilisation of knowledge. In short, the starting point for 
thinking about action research methods should not be our traditional conception of 
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vigorous research, but our understanding of the new way inquiry occurs and can be 

strengthened in practice situations [Robinson, 1993]. 

The organisation The global IT 
business context: eontat: 

Analytical 
-mission, objectives, frameworks -applications, 
-PBEs, -infrastructure 
-performance groups, 
-current IT situation 

Action-
oriented 
process 

A 

, 
The organisation 

knowledge context 

Figure 5.5 Action oriented ITSP general framework 

The third goal, that of improving the problem analysis and problem solving 

capacities of practitioners themselves, requires investigation of why they have been unable 

to resolve the problem so far [Robinson, 1993]. To what extent are their own problem

solving efforts and those of the organisations in which the problems are located congruent 

with the guiding values of action research, namely, valid information, free choice, and 
internal commitment? To what extent do individual, interpersonal, and organisational 

learning styles prevent critical reflection on the way existing problems are being 

formulated? 

To be able to develop and validate the action oriented process approach, a cue 

study will be conducted following action research as a research methodology, with details 

as provided in the following subsection. 
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Aetion research development and validation through a case study 

In order to check the practicability, in an action research approach, of the action 

oriented process approach for the IT strategy formulation, an action research project is 

proposed as a research methodology. The research is case oriented, whereby a specific 

commercial bank, in this case the National Bank of Commerce, Tanzania, has been 
selected as a practical testing ground for the approach. In the action research, the 

researcher who proposed this approach takes the role of the FSP. The participation and 

collaborative process is achieved by having members from the case organisation 

participating in the process. 

Action research begins with participatory intent and continues by building 
participatory processes into the activity within limits set by the participants and the 

conditions [Greenwood, et al., 1993]. Thus we treat action research as an emergent 

process in all cases, placing it on a continuum ranging from "expert research" to "pure 
action research". In the expert research model all authority and execution of research is 

controlled by the expert researcher. In pure action research, authority over and execution 

of the research is a highly collaborative process between the FSP and members of the 

organisation under study [Greenwood, et al, 1993]. 

Action research incorporates the knowledge and analysis of members of the 

organisation under study in support of the research process. It rests on the rather simple 

assertion that members of organisations are knowledgeable and intelligent and that 
ignoring this is a poor social research practice [Greenwood, et al., 1993]. Further, it rests 

on the simple proposition that incorporating organisation members and the extensive local 

knowledge they have in the research process results in their development of their own 
roles and stakes in the research process and outcomes. 

With the commitments mentioned earlier for action research, the following were 

the aims of choosing action orientation as the process approach: 

+ Participation by the members of the organisation in the strategic process. 

+ Arriving at various conclusions in a collaborative process. 
+ Enhancing continuous learning between the facilitator of the strategic process (FSP) 

and the members of the organisation involved. 

+ Incorporating the knowledge and analysis of the members of the organisation in the 

strategic process. 

Doing action-research is an attempt to live simultaneously in the realm of 
theoretical ideas and action filled life situations with an intention to contribute to both 
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[Gupta, 1990]. Action research is both a scientific-humanistic approach to social-scientific 

knowledge as well as construction ofbetter social reality. 

The first important step towards action research involves establishing the necessary 

acceptability of the researcher to the organisation involved. This has been termed by 

Schutz [1967] as establishing a "content-filled we relationships" which can only be 
actualised by growing old together in their lives. To establish such we-relationship with 

his/her subjects the researcher will have to go through a change in his social status from a 

stranger to an accepted person and take care that one does not end as an "unwelcome 

intruder" or a "marginal man" [Gupta, 1990]. 

It is from the above reason that the IT strategy formulation, action oriented 

process approach, is proposed as shown in Figure 5.6. In this 3 stages approach the first 

stage involves the development of the information base. This stage involves establishing 

the current state of affairs on both the business and IT domains. It is a stage intended to 

bring the FSP into the organisation in order to establish the "content filled we

relationships". It aims at thorough understanding of issues from both the FSP and the 

other participants of the process points of view. Looking back at the general framework 

in figure 5.5, this stage corresponds to the interactions of the left-hand side elements of 

the framework. The business context is analysed by the FSP through an action orientation 

by incorporating the organisation's knowledge context. It is a fact finding and fact sharing 

stage between the knowledge context and the action process facilitator, with the basic 

aims of knowledge context improvements and establishment of a firm practical ground for 

subsequent stages. The detailed procedures for this stage are reported in chapter six of 

this text, followed by the findings of the case study intended for building up the necessary 

steps for the stage. 

The second stage of this approach, referred to as the development of the model 

base, aims at establishing possible directions for the future development of the commercial 

bank. This is a stage whereby some of the analytical tools developed earlier are employed 

if and when the context calls for that, in order to establish some critical business issues 

needing serious considerations. The stage falls on the middle branch of the general 

framework of figure 5.5, whereby the analytical frameworks are used by the FSP to 

interact with the knowledge context. As a middle stage, it _f<>nstantly interacts with stages 

I and m and it is continuously being shaped by those stages. It is a link between earlier 

theoretical approaches and the group processes proposed here. Detailed procedures 

together with the results of the case findings for this stage are reported in chapter seven of 

this text. 
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Stage I 

Stagell 

Stage ill 

Development of the 
infonnation base 

Development of the 
model base 

Scenario development 
approach 

Figure 5.6 The three stages of the overall approach 

The third and last stage of this approach, whose details and case findings are 

reported in chapter eight of this text is tenned scenario development approach. It is a 

stage where most of the action is centred and hence could be considered as the heart of 

this action oriented process approach for IT strategy. In this stage, the already nourished 

organisation's knowledge context is brought into interaction with the global IT context 

through the action orientation process, and hence could be related to the right hand branch 

of the action oriented ITSP general framework of figure 5. 5. The global IT context, while 

providing the existing IT potential opportunities to the organisation, is criticaiJy examined 

by the improved knowledge context, so as to achieve practical directions for the 

organisation as far as IT is concerned, and hence fulfilling the basic objective ofiTSP. It 

is a stage with maximum group interactions under the leadership of the FSP. The stage 

aims at alignment of the important elements of the IT strategic process, which includes the 

business priorities and the IT potential. 
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Chapter 6 

Development of the Information Base 

This is the first stage of the process approach aiming at developing the framework 

to reflect the existing situation of the intended commercial bank. The importance of this 

stage is to know where you are, which is a necessary first step before deciding where you 

want to go. It will entail the process of captUring the bank's present business and IT on 

the basis of the framework, by building the bank's specific framework from the sector's 

generic framework. 

Action research was used by a facilitator, in a process approach, to establish the 

necessary steps required to accomplish this stage of the methodology. The guide was the 

framework developed for commercial banking sector in the previous chapter. One of the 

main objectives of this first stage is to let the facilitator get a clear feeling about the 

context so that he can develop his informating role on firm grounds. 

In this first stage, the facilitator is expected to take some time for studying the 

business specifics of the particular commercial bank, while developing the framework to 

capture the existing situation. This stage will consist of a number of steps which will be 
elaborated in the following sections of this chapter. These steps and their contents were 

made clear after a case study (action research) at NBC, that is, they are context specific, 

nonetheless, they are reported before the findings of the case study. 

From the case study, it was possible to proposed some necessary steps for this first 

stage of the proposed ITSP approach. The first of these steps will involve the 

identification of the bank's business mission and objectives. This will be followed by a step 

intended to establish the performance groups, followed by one intended to partition the 

banking business into some performance business entities. The last two steps involves 

establishing the current IT coverage and establishing its link with the business strategy. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE BUSINESS MISSION AND OBJECfiVES 

The broadest strategic planning which must be done by an organisation is that of 

its mission [King, 1978]. An organisation's mission statement tells what the organisation 

is, why it exists, and the unique contribution it can make. This mission statement answers 

the organisation's basic question, "What business are we in?" [King, 1978]. It is a 
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statement of the long term purpose of the organisation reflecting deeply held corporate 

views and hence the best starting point for strategy formulation. 

The organisation's objectives are statements of desired future positions or 

"destinations" that it wishes to reach [King, 1978]. These statements are stated in either 

quantitative or qualitative terms, but they should be broad and timeless statements. In 

other words, these statements represent the strategic objectives of the organisation by 

outlining the desired direction and performance in broad terms. 

It is evident from the above definitions that identification of the bank's mission and 

objectives should be the starting point for any efforts towards formulation of any strategy 

for the bank. The purpose of this step is to be able to identify the bank's mission statement 

and objectives from either various documentation of the bank (written form) or interviews 

with senior executives of the bank, especially the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), or both 

sources. One source of the written form is from the Chairman's statements appearing in 

various annual reports, others include bank's strategic or long-range plan documents. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PERFORMANCE GROUPS 

As it has been found out from the case study, it might be necessary to establish 

some partitioning of the bank for easier handling of issues. The size of the bank, measured 

typically by the number of bank branches and their geographical dispersion, will generally 

provide some information on whether or not some groupings are necessary. 

The way to go about in establishing the performance groups depends entirely on 

the nature of the specific commercial bank, but here are some hints: 

+ Establish whether there is such grouping already in existence at the bank. 

+ Study the organisation structure to establish any possible implied groupings. 

+ Study the management information systems (MIS) reports, and specifically the 

financial statements to establish whether some groupings are used. 

+ Look at the approach for adopting the existing IT infrastructure to establish any 

patterns which may suggest some groupings. 

Whatever grouping which will be adopted, it is important to get· the blessings of 

the bank management and other staff. This can be achieved through discussion and 

agreement on the established groupings. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE BUSINESS ENTITIES OF THE BANK 

In the previous chapter, conunercial banking products were divided into three 

sectors, but the outputs were categorised as either banking financial disposable (BFD) or 

technical-organisational disposable (TOD) outputs. The loans and deposits business fall 

into the BFD category, while the services-oriented business attracting income in the form 

of conunissions falls into the TOD category. From the definition of the performance 

business entities (PBE) provided earlier, the products are combined with associated 

processes. 

In establishing the PBE for a conunercial bank it will be clearer to start from the 

products' point of view and then incorporate the associated business processes. For 

example, the loan business, sometimes known as assets management will have business 

entities such as term lending and investments. The deposits business also known as 

liabilities management consists of various deposit accounts such as savings account, time 

deposits, current account, and so on. The services business together with providing the 

services support for the loan and deposits businesses, consists of activities whose income 

is in the form of conunissions such as currency conversions, local and foreign bills and 

letters of credit, etc. With this more or less generic activities of a conunercial bank, the 

business entities involved in any conunercial bank branch will not differ too much. The 

major difference will be in whether all or only some of them are present in a certain group 

of bank branches, and the purpose of this step is to identify that. 

After establishing the various performance business entities the next task is to 

establish their contribution to the performance objectives. From the overall framework 

provided in the previous chapter, it can be seen that performance objectives of a 

commercial bank, namely growth, structure, image, capacity and the overall objective of 

profitability result from the contributions of the various performance business entities. AJ 

it has been shown before, the overall performance objective of profitability is directly or 

indirectly linked with the other performance objectives. It has also been established that 

profitability in conunercial banking can simply be measured by a ratio of income to 

operating expenses. 

In order to establish PBE contribution to the performance objectives one needs to 

look at the size of the particular PBE in the balance sheet. This is due to the nature of 

banking PBE, whereby some entities in the deposits category contribute more to expenses 

in the form of interest paid by the bank, while those in the loans category contribute to the 

income in the form of interest paid to the bank, but depend on each other in the sense that 
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the deposits provide the bank with money to loan out. In the balance sheet, the assets and 

liabilities are usually provided, and the contributions of each of the PBE towards either of 

them is also shown. 

It is therefore possible to form a matrix of PBE contributions to the performance 

objectives, with the general format as shown in figure 6. 1. In this case the value Peg gives 

the percentage of assets or liabilities contribution of the particular performance business 

entity/group combination to the bank, with P g giving the group totals. 

PBE 

Figure 6.1 Percentage contribution of various performance business entities/group 

combinations to the performance objectives 

ESTABLISHING CURRENT IT COVERAGE 

The purpose of this step is to establish the existing IT coverage for the bank by 

looking at existing distribution of the infrastructure items. It is a step intended to build the 

IT domain side of the framework for the current situation. 

It is at this step that the infrastructure support to various performance groups is 

established by looking at the existence of any of the infrastructure items, namely, 

computing, communication, data and knowledge. With the infrastructure in place, the 

next question to be asked is what applications are supported by the existing infrastructure 

for each of the performance groups. 

There are several reasons behind this part of the strategy formulation, some of 

which have been mentioned earlier [Earl, 1989]: 
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+ The importance of demonstrating the quality and coverage of IT hitherto in order 

to gain, retain or regain credibility. 

+ Top management often is not informed about the current IT position of the 

organisation and requires confidence both of understanding IT and of the firm's IT 

capability before it will approve any major IT investment. 

+ IT strategies are rarely developed from a green field site but have to recognise the 

strengths and weaknesses of the current applications portfolio. 

+ Examination of current systems may suggest either that some could already be 

better exploited for strategic advantage or be built upon to yield significant added 

value. 

The infrastructure support is realised through the various performance groups. It 

is therefore possible to establish a matrix similar to the structure shown in figure 6.2, 

which shows several possible combinations of infrastructure support to the various 

performance groups. 

In figure 6.2, for each combination of infrastructure (i) and performance group (g), 

a variable (Tig), which is an estimated percentage representing the ratio of the existing 

infrastructure type to the maximum possible total for the performance group is provided. 

This value gives an indication of how much infrastructure of a particular type, that is, 

either computing, data, communication or knowledge, is already in place for each 

performance group. 

, .21 
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Figure 6.2 Extent ofiT infrastructure support to various performance groups 

After establishing the existence of various types of IT infrastructure in the various 

performance groups, the next task is to establish how this infrastructure supports the 

various business entities through the various applications. Considering the nature of the 

entities, one realises that when considering a particular bank branch, it is possible to 

assume that an entity will have IT support or it will be manual, without the possibility of 

having in-betweens. This assumption eliminates the possibility of computerising a business 
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entity partially, especially when the required infrastructure support is in place. It is also 

true that when an IT application is in existence for a particular business entity, it is very 

difficult to establish whether the application was brought in as a mandatory, traditional or 

strategic type of application. Finally, although a business entity will be IT supported or 

manual when considering one bank branch, for a particular performance group which 

consists of a number of branches, it will be possible to state that a business entity is IT 

supported to a certain percentage. This will refer to the percentage of branches with IT 

support for that business entity in that performance group. 

For various applications in the various groups, the matrix of figure 6.3 establishes 

the extent of deployment of various IT applications in support to various performance 

business entity/group combinations. In this figure, for each performance business entity 

(e) and performance group (g), a variable (Aeg), gives a percentage of IT support to 

group (g) for business entity (e). 

PBEs 

Figure 6.3 Deployment of IT applications to performance business entity/group 

combinations 

ESTABLISHING THE BUSINESS STRATEGY LINK WITH CURRENT IT 

COVERAGE 

As we have seen previously in the profitability model, profitability as the best 

overall performance objective measure in commercial banking is related to the other 

performance objectives namely image, capacity, structure and growth. Although there is 

no mathematical relationship which could be used to relate the objectives together, from 

the model and the case study one may establish the following statements of relationships 

between the performance objectives: 
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+ The higher the "image", the higher the profitability: 

Other things being equal, higher image will result into more business volume both 

in value and in numbers. This will consequently lead to more income, without 

necessarily increasing the operating costs in the same proportions, and hence more 

profitability. 

+ The higher the "growth", the higher the profitability, at least ultimately: 

As was defined before, growth refers to the customer satisfaction and increase in 

customer value and customer size due to provision of improved and new product 

qualities. Although at the beginning growth might be at the expense of profits 

resulting into lower profitability, the ultimate aim of growth is usually increase in 

profitability. 

+ The higher the "capacity" utilisation, the higher the profitability: 

Proper utilisation of capacity will lead to lower operating costs and consequently 

higher profitability. 

+ Timely and accurate information about "structure" will lead to higher profitability: 

The structure of the bank or in other words the balance sheet structure which 

consists of information on risk, liquidity and equity, assist in decision making. 

Timely and accurate information helps in making timely and accurate decisions. 

For example, knowing the liquidity position accurately and timely will help in 

making fast and accurate decisions on whether to offer loans or not. Therefore, 

the most important issue about structure is a timely and accurate knowledge about 

the current structure, and this will contribute positively to profitability. 

When an IT application is introduced to an originally manual business entity or 

when new IT based business entities are introduced there will be certain changes on the 

performance objectives. These changes are expected to be positive in the sense that IT 

applications are usually introduced in order to realise certain improvements. The ultimate 

objective will still be improvements in the overall performance objective of profitability. 

Before going into the details of how IT applications will affect the various business 

entities, it is important to establish whether the performance objectives are all reachable by 

IT through applications on business entities. This is important because if some of the 

performance objectives can only be improved by IT applications through new or improved 

business entities, concentrating on existing business entities will have no major effect on 

the particular objective. For this and similar reasons, the performance objectives were 

looked at closely and in view of IT applications. The results of this analysis is shown in 

figure 6.4. 
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Executives Strategic applications 

Management I Mandatory applications I 

Operations I Traditional applications I 

Figure 6.4 Hierarchy ofiT applications support to banking performance objectives 

In figure 6.4, the three types of IT applications are related to the performance 

objectives. Growth is seen to be affected through strategic applications, and this is 

especially through new business entities, a responsibility which could be placed to the 

bank's top executives. Structure, which is a responsibility of management is essentially on 

management information systems (MIS). It is about having timely and accurate 

information for decision making in various aspects of the bank's operations, and cannot be 

improved through applying IT on existing business entities. Most of the mandatory type 

of IT applications can also be grouped here. Image and capacity are more related to the 

traditional applications through application of IT on existing business entities. This 

operational level responsibility does not however eliminate the need for process redesign 

or innovation while computerising existing business entities. 

To be able to establish any reasonable relationship between IT supported business 

entities and the resulting consequences on the performance objectives, it is important to 

separate the performance objectives into three groups as explained above. The first group 

will look at strategic applications as supporting more directly the growth of the bank 

through new business entities. The second group will look at MIS, which could also be 

related to mandatory applications, as the best way of deploying IT to support the 

perfonnance objective of structure. This will in most cases not be through existing 

performance business entities. The third and last group will look at the traditional 

applications as supporters of image and capacity through existing business entities. 
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Strategic applications support to bank growth 

Strategic applications, as were defined before, are those applications aiming at 

sustainable strategic advantages through new business activities, functions, processes and 

products. The newness here could be global, or, and in most cases, newness within the 

competitive boundaries which in most cases is within the industry sector concerned. In a 

commercial banking situation, industry sector boundaries could be taken within national 

boundaries. It is therefore possible that a commercial bank operating in Tanzania, such as 

NBC, could decide for A TM in 1993 as a strategic application, while a similar decision at 

the same time for a commercial bank located in USA, Japan or Europe, will fall into 

traditional or even mandatory applications type. 

Growth, as we know it, refers to an increase in size. For a commercial bank, 

expansion of branch network may be considered as the most obvious growth. But this is 

essentially growth in physical infrastructure. Associated with this growth however is the 

growth in customer "volume-in-numbers", which might also be associated with growth in 

"volume-in-value". 

Our previous definition of growth refers to the bank-customer relationships. 

Intensification of existing and creation of new bank-customer relationships are considered 

to be the measures of growth as far as the definition is concerned. It is agreeable that 

positive growth is necessary not only as a means of registering expansion but also as a 

means of maintaining current levels. 

Various performance business entities contribute differently to growth depending 

on several factors, important of all being the ability of that business entity to satisfY 

customer needs and to stimulate latent customer needs. One might conclude that offering 

same business entities in the same manner will not contribute significantly to growth. It is 

at this point that the importance of IT applications to various existing and new 

performance business entities to the growth of a bank becomes significant. However, for 

simplification purposes it can be concluded that only the strategic type of applications will 
offer a significant growth, because it is only through this type of applications that one is 

able to have significant changes on existing business entities (formation of hybrid entities) 

or to create new IT -based business entities such as A TM, EFTPOS, and so on. 

The overall performance objective model of profitability indicated that growth 

could be loosely associated with the degree of market exploitation, and hence a significant 

contributor to the market volume. In this first stage of the methodology, which involves 

capturing the existing situation as far as the particular commercial bank is concerned, the 

task here will be to establish the current degree of exploitation of the market potential. 
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IT applications support on tbe bank structure 

How much interest should the bank offer to this deposit customer?. Is the bank 

liquid enough to offer these loans?. Is the risk exposure of the bank currently low enough 

to venture into a relatively riskier loans and investments?. These and similar questions are 

what a commercial bank manager needs to answer most of the time in his/her decision 

making activities. The basic required input here is information and specifically information 

about the balance sheet structure. Timely and accurate information will help to lead the 

managers' decisions to the best options and hence to the best contributions to the overall 

objective of profitability through realisation of the most optimal customer deposit/loan 

margin. 

It has been mentioned before· that issues of bank structure are of MIS nature as far 

as IT is concerned, and could be linked with the mandatory type of applications. 

Mandatory applications, can be divided into two major categories: The first category of 

mandatory applications consists of applications which are essential for legal or similar 

reasons, which are not easy to plan for in advance. These applications covers the issues 

concerning the bank's relationship with the government through the central bank, and 

hence of little or no customer outlook. The other type of mandatory applications are the 

ones resulting out of competitive pressure. They could have been of traditional or even 

strategic nature, but implemented after a delay and hence unlikely to have a high impact, 

and could only be considered as a must for survival. 

The second category of mandatory applications fits our purpose better in this 

particular case. The issue here is that MIS which is considered as the basic stipport for 

structure, in the sense of providing timely and accurate information to management, 

should be considered as a must in any competitive arena. 

In this stage where current situation is being analysed, the task is to look at what 

could be indicators of current state of affairs as far as bank structure is concerned. One 

possible aspect is to look at an item in the income statement known as "bad and doubtful 

debt (B&DD) written-off". This item and similar ones which are usually considered as 

bank expenses can give an indication of how serious the problem of timely and accurate 

information is to the bank. One might argue about this fact by raising issues about loans 

follow-up, etc., which are also contributors in the problem of bad & doubtful debt, but 

correct decision at the time of loan issue, and follow-up information on various indicators, 

which are all of MIS nature, are more important. The B&DD written-off can be 
compared to the overall expenses of the bank to get an indicative percentage. 
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IT applications support on image and capacity through existing manual 

performance business entities 

Traditional applications are generally geared towards mechanisation of processes, 

that is, computerisation of the basic processes for purposes of efficiency, effectiveness and 

customer satisfaction, with possible operational cost reductions or increased benefits. This 

is why this type of applications is best suited for the improvements of image and capacity 

performance objectives, as will be explained below. 

~ Effects on the Image 

The image of a commercial bank will be influenced mainly by the quality of 

services which includes the speed and accuracy by which customers are served. It will 

therefore be correct to assume that performance business entities and their IT applications 

support will form the best centre of observation for the bank image. 

To be able to distinguish various performance business entities as far as image 

resulting from traditional IT applications is concerned, one needs to look at the 

importance of bank-customer relationship for that business entity. Performance business 

entities which require a high degree of organisational support are reckoned to be high 

contact relationships (for example, term loans, overdrafts and advances), while business 

entities in which the bank-customer relationship is of little or no importance (for example 

current accounts and savings accounts}, are reckoned to be low contact relationship. 

By incorporating approaches by Bell [1981] and Lovelock [1983], it is possible to 

classify banking performance business entities by using the criteria of contact-intensity and 

contact-frequency, as shown in figure 6.5, and this will be the task for this particular 

portion of stage I. 

~ Effects on Capacity 

Capacity is related to the operating expenses item as was indicated on the overall 

profitability model explained earlier. In this model, the use and cost of capacity used are 

the determinants of what is termed as residual costs. Residual costs are the costs 

associated with operations, but not directly spent on personnel. Depreciation and 

maintenance of facilities, administrative overheads and office expenses forms the major 

portion of these costs. 

When considering IT applications and capacity, the best item to consider is the idle 

capacity, and in particular idle IT infrastructure capacity. Although this does not cover all 

aspects of capacity, it is considered as the best compromise as far as IT is concerned. 
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Figure 6.5 Classification of banking performance business entities by using the criteria of 

contact-frequency and contact-intensity, with typical examples 

In this stage the task here will be to establish the extent of utilisation of the existing 

IT infrastructure support. The matrix in figure 6.6 gives a skeleton format to be used for 

this purpose. In this figure, the variable Uig gives a percentage utilisation of infrastructure 

of type (i) in the performance group (g). This percentage gives an indication of how much 

more applications can be added to a particular group without having the need to invest in 

more infrastructure of a particular type. 
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Figure 6.6 Extent of existing IT infrastructure utilisation to various performance groups 
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CONCLUDING STAGE I 

This stage will be concluded by a workshop aimed at creating a consensus of both 

understanding and agreement among management and other relevant staff on the 

framework and approach, together with the information collected in this first stage. The 

workshop has been necessitated by the need to incorporate top management as early as 

possible, in order to realise the importance of informating, which has been established as 

necessary for the achievement of the ITSP objectives. 

The workshop will visualise the entire action research to be conducted. The 

participants of this workshop will include all expected actors, and the workshop will be 

guided by the FSP whose role, as an initiator of this workshop will be to bring together 

the participants, and to actively live the role of imformating. However, at this point in 

time the facilitator will have gathered a lot of specific banking knowledge from the 

activities of this stage, which when combined with his overall knowledge about the subject 

puts him in a second role of a consultant. As a consultant, the facilitator is expected to 

bring in the necessary external knowledge about the subject. 

After this workshop, the process can be continued by bringing the future 

perspectives into consideration. The issue about what should be the best future position 

of the bank needs to be examined. The practical findings from NBC on this issue together 

with some derived theoretical perspectives are the subjects of the following chapter. 

However, what follows here is the case study report pertaining to this first stage, and as 

was conducted through an action research at NBC. 

CASE RESEARCH: THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE-TANZANIA 

I was welcomed to the bank by the then managing director, a relatively young, 

smart and educated man who had been with the bank then for about three years. He has 

a PhD degree in economics and extensive banking experience, having worked with the 

central bank of Tanzania for several years, climbing the ladder up to a director level. 

Before his appointment as the NBC managing director, he was the director responsible 

for among others, IT matters at the central bank. His previous experience and 

responsibility made him an IT person, which might have increased his interest in what I 

had to work on, and thus paved for my smooth entry to the bank. There I was, a 

researcher in the bank, something which did not sound so normal, because it wasn't 
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nonnal within that context. What was expected of a researcher was data collection, and 

not a request for an office for doing action research. 

The director responsible for IT issues directed me to contact the chief manager for 
electronics data processing (EDP) department, as his little was then. A smart young 

person, well conversant will IT issues at NBC, was to remain my right hand person for the 

entire period of my research. He gave me an office, and an assistant, and then formally 

wekomed me to NBC. My assistant was a senior banker, turned banker-IT person with a 

little of senior programmer analyst. He was the most right personality to have worhtd 

with me on my research, in that capacity, as not only was he very knowledgeable on both 

IT and banlcing issues, he was a very sociable and lihtable person. He opened avenues of 

my further contacts within NBC. 

My first experience was to be shown around the banldng IT facilities, at the same 

time as to be introduced to the staff who were on or near those facilities. I realised that I 

was already in the process, as I was already collecting valuable information, later to be 

summarised as history and cu"ent situation of IT at NBC. My guide was my assistant, 

whom I will be refemng to as a research assistant (RA). The taur started at the head 

office and ended up in some bank branches. I could not visit all branches in the city, but 

my sampling included both the highly computerised and the ones still manually operated, 

as I wanted to get a feeling of both ends. 

At this point in time one might be wondering as to what sort of a commercial bank 

I am talking about. I didn't know how the NBC was structured before this research, 

although, being from the same country, I had some prior information that NBC had 
many branches located all over the country. The fact that I as the FSP had some prior 

concrete information about NBC led me to question the qualifications of a FSP. Should a 

FSP be from the same culture, same organisation, or what are supposed to be the 

qualifications of the FSP? I believed the answer to this and any other questions about 

the facilitator would be found later, at least after I have lived through that role. 

Before getting an answer on the structure of NBC, which could be obtained from 

some documents in addition to my own observations, I thought I should know something 

about how NBC came to existence in the first place. With assistance from my RA, I was 

led to a body of knowledge, a booldet summarising not only when NBC was started and 

how, but the mission and objectives of NBC were there, in black and white. After reading 

the booldet I asked myself whether it had anything to do with my research, and I had an 

immediate answer, strategies are necessary to support the mission and the objectives of 

the organisation in question. 
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Mission and Objectives of NBC 

The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) was set up by an act of the Tanzanian 

Parliament in 1967 to take over the banking business from the nationalised commercial 

banks operating in the republic of Tanzania at that time. The nationalised banks to 

constitute NBC included: 

• National and Grindlays Bank, 

• Standard Chartered Bank Limited, 

• Barclays Bank D.C.O., 

• Algemene Bank Nederland N. V., 

• Bank of India Limited, 

• Bank ofBaroda Limited, 

• Commercial Bank of Africa Limited, 

• National Bank ofPakistan Limited, and, 

• Tanzania Bank of Commerce Limited. 

NBC was charged with the responsibility of providing commercial banking services 

to private individuals and corporate bodies throughout Tanzania. These services included 

the borrowing and lending of money, the handling of negotiable instruments and the 

provision of certain specialist ancillary services. Above all the bank was charged with the 

responsibility of operating profitably. 

The purpose for the NBC's existence has been summarised in the following three 

points: 

+ To provide improved and much needed banking services throughout the United 

Republic of Tanzania at a reasonable price. 

+ To serve as a front line tool and catalytic agent for national development. 

+ To ensure a reasonable return on invested capital in the bank to the shareholders 

being the entire people of the United Republic of Tanzania and the government. 

With the above statement of purpose or mission, the roles and duties ofNBC can 

be found in the following statements of business definition as were set out in section 4 of 

Act No. 1 of 1967: 

+ to provide in accordance with the conditions appropriate in the normal and proper 

conduct of banking business, adequate and proper banking services and facilities 

throughout the United Republic; 
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+ to conduct its business without discrimination except on such grounds as are 

appropriate in the normal and proper conduct of banking business; 

+ not to diwlge any information relating to, or to the affairs ot: a customer of the 

National bank, except in circumstances in which it is, in accordance with any 

written taw or the practices and usage customary among bankers, necessary or 

proper for the National Bank to divulge that information; 

+ to carry on the business of banking in all its branches and departments, including 

borrowing, raising or taking up money, lending or dealing in bills of exchange, 

promissory notes, coupons, drafts, bills of lading, warrants, debentures, 

certificates, script, and other instruments and securities, whether transferable or 

negotiable, or not; granting and issuing letters of credit and circular notes; buying, 
selling. and dealing in bullion and species; acquiring, holding and issuing on 

commission, underwriting and dealing with stocks, funds, shares, debentures, 

debenture stocks, bonds, obligations, securities and investments of all kinds, the 

negotiating of loans and advances, receiving money and valuables on deposit, or 

for safe custody, or otherwise, collecting and transmitting money and securities, 

managing property, and transacting all kinds of agency business commonly 

transacted by bankers; 

+ to undertake and execute any trusts the undertaking whereof may seen desirable, 

and to undertake the office of executor, administrator, receiver, treasurer, registrar 

or auditor, and to keep for any company, government, authority, or body, any 

register relating to any stocks, funds, shares or securities, or of transfers and the 

issue of certificates; 

+ to take or concur in taking all such steps and proceedings as may seem best 

calculated to uphold and support the credit of the National Bank, and to obtain and 

justify public confidence and to avert or minimise financial disturbances which 

might affect the National Bank. 

Going hand in hand with the business definition, in 1986 the following immediate 

challenges, which had to be met through planning, organising, motivating, co-ordinating 

and control, were highlighted: 

+ To improve the bank's competitive position with a view to gaining a larger share of 

the retail market. 

+ To improve the bank's deposit mobilisation capacity. 
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+ To evolve a responsive and responsible credit policy for both trade and industry 

including small scale industries and primary production in line with the bank's 

lending policy. 

+ To promote the country's development through development of financing by 

purchasing government paper, direct equity participation in selected viable public 

and co-operative enterprises, and provision of bridging finance to projects pending 

receipt of their contractual funds. 

+ To finance and promote foreign trade, particularly export-oriented production 

activities, so as to boost the country's foreign exchange reserves. 

+ To implement government fiscal and monetary policy. 

+ To provide trustee and executorship services. 

+ To provide information related to trade and transaction through status report. 

+ To improve management control of expenditure and to maximise revenue. 

+ To train and retrain the work force at all levels and to that end provide equal 

opportunities for development and advancement for all employees. 

+ To make the bank, as far as is practicable and in consonance with its policies and 
objectives, socially accountable to the communities in which the bank operates. 

At this point I was happy and satisfied that at last I knew why my bank NBC was 
in existence, and kept asking myself how far NBC are really fulfilling their objectives and 

mission. It was not my intention to seek for an immediate answer for this question, 
although it crossed my mind that NBC was a governmental institution, within Tanzania 
financial services sector, which until then was all government controlled, through the 
treasury. However, there was already an agenda for changes, as shown in the following 

paragraphs. 
Until recently, the formal Tanzanian financial services sector was predominantly 

Government owned. The bank of Tanzania (BOT) operates as the country's central bank. 

The remaining formal sector comprises three commercial banks, two development banks, 

several non-bank financial institutions (such as the Tanzania Post Office Savings Bank), 

over 400 savings and credit societies and 200 co-operatives involved in financial inter

mediation. NBC dominates the commercial bank market, accounting for nearly 90"10 of 

total deposits. 

In 1991 the Banking Act was amended whereby private banks have been allowed 

to operate in the country again. Although the main objectives ofNBC have not changed, 

the emergence of competition has meant that the issues of efficient and timely services to 
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customers have to be given special emphasis in order to enable the bank to retain its 

customer stock and attract new customers in a competitive environment 

By the end of 1994, two private commercial banks were in full operation with two 

branches each in Dar es Salaam. They included Meridian Bio Bank and Standard 

Chartered Bank. Two others, one local and the other foreign, have also been given 

permission by the central bank, but not yet operational. 

Organisation ofNBC 

As a more informed facilitator, I was now ready to deal with more serious issues. 

I asked myself what next, but before getting an answer I reminded myself that mine was 

not an all time open agenda, otherwise what will then be my destination. I had a 

framework for commercial banking, and I wanted one for NBC for the purposes of 

information and knowledge gathering for my envisaged subsequent stages, whose details 

were still vague at this point in time. Then I realised, whatever direction, I needed to 

know the organisation of NBC, as that will not only confirm my image of NBC's size, but 

will show me who is who in the bank. 

The National Bank of Commerce (NBC) is organised in branches and a 

headquarters. In total, there are 186 branches, as of May, 1994, located in each of the 

twenty geographical regions of Tanzania mainland. Each region is under a regional 

director who is the overall in-charge of all the branches in that region. 

The Dar es Salaam region, which is essentially the capital city of Tanzania, is 

divided into Dar es Salaam Metro as a region (part of the 20 regions) which consists of all 

branches in the city except the biggest five branches. 

It is out of the above observations that the performance groups are proposed here 

in three groups. These groups are referred to according mainly to their geographical 

locations, although that is also indirectly related, in most cases, to the sizes of their 

branches. The identified performance groups includes "City group" with all 21 branches 

located in Dares Salaam. The second is "Town group" with 47 branches located in the 

regional towns of Arusha, Dodoma, Iringa, Morogoro, Moshi, Mbeya, Mwanza, and 

Tanga, with an average of 3.5 branches each, and in the towns of Bukoba, Kibaha, 

Kigoma, Lind~ Musoma, Mtwara, Shinyanga, Singida, Songea, and Sumbawanga, with an 

average of 2 branches each. The rest of the branches, a total of 118, located in various 

districts, are considered in the "Rural group". As this was a snapshot as at 31st May, 

1994, there has been a trend towards reduction especially in the rural group branches, with 

a slight increase in the city group branches, leading to overall trend in the direction of 

reducins the total number ofbranches. 
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NBC headquarters located in the city of Dar es Salaam is the administrative head 

office of the entire NBC as a public corporation. The administrative structure at the 

headquarters consists of five general management groups under the leadership of general 

managers. Two of the five groups, namely, operations and business development, are 

directly under the managing director. Two other groups dealing with branches 

management are under the deputy managing director. The fifth group, dealing with audit, 

is under the board of directors through an audit committee. There are two staff positions 

under the managing director, one headed by a special assistant to the managing director, 

and dealing with public relations and security issues. The other staff position under the 

managing director deals with the management of a banker's training institute, the Dr. 

Arnon J. Nsekela Banker's Academy. Several committees exists both under the board of 

directors and under the managing director, as seen in the overall structure shown in figure 

6.7. 

The organisation structure of the IT department, here referred to as automation 

and systems sub-group, consists of three departments, namely, electronic data processing, 

networking and systems, and organisation and methods. Each of the three departments is 

under the leadership of a chief manager. 

At this juncture I realised that NBC was a very big organisation spanning a wide 

geographical area within the boundaries of Tanzania. Dealing with the bank as one 

entity was unrealistic, separating it into parts was even more unrealistic. Back to my 

original framework, I realised that I can partition the bank into groups, but leave the 

groups within the bank. I wanted to know more about the bank. 

My visits to various branches, discussions with my RA and other NBC staff, and 

my own intuition, lead me to three groups, namely, city, towns and rural, as already 

mentioned above, based on geographical location of NBC branches. At this point I also 

wanted to know what business NBC is doing, what exactly can one call products or 

processes, or in other words I wanted to know the performance business entities (PBE) of 

NBC and their relative contribution to the bank's business. 

Looking at various processes within each of the branches, and considering the 

primary processes only, and comparing these with the existing structure of the financial 

statements, one arrives at performance business entities for various performance groups 

(Peg) as shown in figure 6.8. The few key business entities, whose performance 

contribution can be expressed in market results, e.g. market share, volume, etc., are 

considered here as the performance business entities. Others, not considered, falls into 

supporting and advisory, facilitating, managerial and administrative categories. 
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Figure 6. 7 Organisation structure ofNBC 
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The cells in the matrix of figure 6.8 are filled with numbers indicating the 

percentage contribution of each of the PBE to the performance objectives of the bank. 

These figures were obtained by using the balance sheet, in particular the figures are based 

on the size of contribution towards the assets or liabilities of the bank by the particular 

PBE. The importance of these figures is to give a simple indication of the relative 

importance of each business entity towards a particular performance group, and also the 

relative importance of each of the performance groups to the bank as a whole, in terms of 

contribution to the performance objectives. For example, the contribution of city group 

alone is more than 500/o, while the importance of current account differs from city and 

towns groups (where it is highest) to the rural group (where it comes second to savings 

account). These situations were all expected, and hence showing some accuracy in the 

approach. 

Performance business entities 

Figure 6.8 Performance business entities and their contribution towards the performance 

objectives of NBC 

History and Current Situation of IT at NBC 

I had now been in the banJc for some time, and as I was sitting in the same floor 

as the IT people I now know most of them. They had become my valuable source of both 

formal and informal information. The IT analysts and programmers were a bunch of 

young hard working people, whose common complaint was about the fast pace on which 

IT issues were being handled The basis of their complaims lied on the fact that before 

the arrival of the current managing director IT issues were given much less emphasis and 

resources compared to the present situation. The staffing for IT had not caught up with 

the pace of IT deployment. This reminded me of the need to formally look at the history 

and current situation of IT at the bank. 
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The need to computerise NBC was determined principally by two consulting firms 

through which feasibility studies for the same were conducted. As early as 1971 a French 

consultancy firm conducted a feasibility study to determine whether it was feasible to 

computerise the NBC's operations. The recommendation of the study was that it was not 

feasible as it wouldn't be cost effective. It was however recommended to review the 

matter after a period of ten years. 

It was again during 1983 when NBC commissioned the management consultancy 

firm of Deloitte, Haskins and Sells, to undertake a review of NBC's data processing 

strategy. The consultancy report identified significant benefits which could result from 

computerising the bank's operations and recommended that first priority for 

computerisation should be given to grade one branches, the central clearing function and 

the international banking group. Two objectives for computerisation were given at that 

time, as follows: 

+ To replace accounting machines used in the branches as these had become obsolete 

and very expensive to maintain. 

+ To provide management with timely, relevant and accurate information to manage the 

bank's business. 

Following the acceptance of the consultancy report and tender invitation, NBC, in 

1986, chose Computer and Telecom Systems (CATS), the ICL dealer in Tanzania, as the 

preferred supplier ofhardware and' software. In 1987 a contract was signed between NBC 

and CATS for the supply of: 

• One ME 29 mainframe computer to be used at NBC headquarters. 

• Six ICL DRSJOO minicomputers to be installed at the five Grade I branches 

and at the bankers training institute. 

• Software for head office and branch applications on the basis that CATS 

undertake a bespoke development of the software specifically for NBC. 

In 1988 CATS started undertaking system studies to specifY in detail NBC's 

system requirements. Following agreement of these studies with NBC management, 

CATS started the design and programming of the systems. In 1989 NBC decided to 

increase the specification of the branch systems being developed to include front office 

processing, with improvement in customer services as the major objective. 

In the same year, NBC commissioned another computer vendor in the country, 

Business Machines Ltd (BML ), to provide the hardware and software needed for the 

replacement of outdated accounting machines in the branches. This was done through a 
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pilot study in one of the branches (Azimio) aimed at designing a computer system to 

perform the functions of an accounting machine. 

The three year period from 1990 to 1992 saw a tremendous increase in the number 

of applications developed for branch operations, the international banking group and 

corporate finance group. Priority was given to grade the five biggest branches in the city 

of Dar es Salaam, and to systems aimed at the following objectives, as were identified by 

1991 Coopers and Lybrand NBC's computerisation review: 

+ Improving customer services and in particular: 

• reducing customer waiting times, 

• improving the accuracy and timeliness of statements, 

• shortening cheque clearance times. 

+ Improving the management information available. 

+ Reducing NBC's reliance on accounting machines. 

One of the major driving forces towards the increased pace in computerisation at 

NBC was the 1991 banking act, which allowed for private commercial banks, signalling 

for a stiff competition ahead. From this and other reasons, early 1993, NBC's computer 

steering committee redefined the IT objectives as follows: 

+ To provide management with timely, accurate and relevant information for decision 

making and support, monitoring and control; 

+ To improve customer services; 

+ To automate routine and mundane tasks, streamline and improve procedures, improve 

operations and reduce costs; 

+ To provide IT based new products and to create new opportunities; 

+ To improve the image of the bank and hence create confidence and goodwill, and to 

be in consonance with other banks. 

Looking at the two sets of objectives, for 1991 and 1993, one can see a 

development towards the need for more strategic applications, but still keeping in mind the 

need for more traditional applications. It can also be concluded that these were the first 

attempts by NBC towards ITSP, although the approaches were different. 

By May 1994, the NBC's IT infrastructure situation could be summarised as 

follows: 
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+ All the city group branches have been supplied with computing infrastructure, enough 

to run their applications. Seventeen of the 21 branches were supplied each with one or 

two mini computers (ICL DRS 3000), up to 40 terminals, several personal computers 

(I CL DRS MS0/15), printers and other accessories. Of the remaining four branches, 

two were supplied with two units each of NCR PC 486/33 MC, and two were 

supplied with two units each ofUNISYS U6000/35 SYS. Terminals, pes, printers and 

other accessories are also provided in these branches. One could classify this situation 

in the city group as high computing infrastructure position. 

+ In the towns group, 24 branches out of the total of 4 7 branches have been supplied 

with two units each of either ICL DRS 3000 or UNISYS U6000/35 SYS mini 

computers. This basic computing hardware is supported by up to 30 terminals, several 

pes, printers, and other accessories, in each of the branches. The situation as far as the 

extent of computing infrastructure support provision is concerned for the towns 

performance group can be classified as medium. 

+ At the head office, an ICL mainframe, ME29 model 54, has been installed in the 

automation systems sub-group, with several terminals and a high speed printer. Also, 

in most of the other sub-groups/departments such as international banking, finance, 

stores and the MIS, there are several stand alone micros, printers, and accessories. 

+ There were no networking or any considerable database in any of the performance 

groups. as each application was independently built. 

+ On the knowledge infrastructure, the situation as far as city group is concerned can be 

classified as medium, while for the towns group is low. There is no knowledge 

infrastructure which is available in the rural group. 

In figure 6.9 the situation as far as infrastructure provision for NBC is concerned is 

summarised using low, medium and high qualifications instead of percentage, because of 

the difficult involved in determining the latter. These values gives an indication on how 

much of the possible total infrastructure is already in place for the various types of 

infrastructure and the performance groups. 

The situation as far as applications are concerned can be summarised as follows: 

+ The branches with installed hardware had several applications, such as current 

accounts, savings accounts, time deposits, foreign exchange and bills, banker's orders, 

and the back office reconciliatory activities. These applications were mainly aiming at 

efficiency, effectiveness and customer satisfaction. 
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+ While there are no applications in the rural group, the situation in the towns group 

indicated about 1 00/o support to most PBE. The city group, as may be expected has 

reached up to about 70% in some PBE, with the lowest around 25%. 

Figure 6.9 Extent of IT infrastructure support to the three performance groups at NBC 

To summarise the situation, figure 6.10 shows the extent of deployment of various 

IT applications in support to the performance business entity/group combinations. The 

figures in this matrix give the percentage of IT applications support to the performance 

business entities in their respective performance groups. 

Performance 

PBE 

Figure 6.10 Deployment of IT applications to the performance business entities at NBC 

ITSP Framework- NBC's Point of View 

Going back to the framework for commercial banking, one could now draw the 

framework for NBC with the information which has so far been collected. Figure 6.11 

shows the framework for NBC at the time of this information collection. The following 

observations can be made from this model: 

+ Existence of computing and knowledge for city and towns group, as the overall 

infrastructure. 

+ Existence of only traditional applications support for various business entities. 

+ Each of the business entities is available in all of the three performance groups. 
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+ Performance business entities which are not IT supported are of manual applications 

type. 

As has been mentioned before, profitability is the overall performance objective 

measure for a commercial bank, and it is related to the other performance measures of 

growth, structure, image and capacity. The ultimate aim of applying IT to a bank is to 

positively influence the performance objectives. The performance objectives have been 

loosely linked with the overall performance objective of profitability through the banking 

profitability model, but as it was mentioned, establishing the exact mathematical 

relationships, among the objectives and in relation to the overall performance objective of 

profitability is not practical. However, theoretically, any improvements in the objectives 

will ultimately lead to improvement in the overall objective of profitability. 

It is from these facts that the business strategy link with current IT coverage at 

NBC is looked upon. The first issue is to look at the NBC in terms of growth. The 

theoretical approach relates growth with the degree of exploitation of the market 

potential. At NBC, the traditional approach towards growth has been mainly through the 

expansion of branch network and advertisements. IT applications could be linked with 

growth of the bank, and specifically NBC, through establishment or introduction of "high 

growth products". These high growth products have the characteristic of attracting many 

customers, due mainly to their special attractive characteristics. Newness in the market, 

highly convenient, profitable, high appeal, fashionable, etc. are some of the special 

attractive characters which will make a product a high growth type. At NBC, very little, 

especially as far as IT is concerned, has been done towards this direction. The market 

potential in this area is still very high and opportunities for its exploitation are visible. 

There exists at NBC, a MIS which is a compilation of the financial data from 

branches, regions, and finally from NBC as a whole. The overall consolidation of the MIS 

data is done at NBC headquarters, and this is done monthly, quarterly, half-yearly and 

yearly. The contents of these MIS reports covers the income statement, expenditure 

statement, balance sheet and some performance statistics. Although these reports are 

distributed to NBC management as frequently as they are produced, it is not easy to 

measure their contribution to the management decision making. Having a certain 

structure, however good or bad, is one part, but the more important part is for 

management to be informed about the structure, timely and accurately, and this is where 

IT becomes handy. At NBC, MIS reports are computerised from regional level, leaving 

individual branches (excluding the biggest five branches) to do it manually. Reports are 
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bulky, mixed up and mainly financial oriented. Accuracy and timeliness of these reports 

are not yet up to acceptable levels. 

Image has been linked with the frequency and intensity of customer contact. This 

is due to the fact that bank image has to be perceived by the customer, for practical 

realisation. The theoretical approach has indicated that the image of a commercial bank 

will be enhanced more through high contact intensity/frequency PBE than the rest. As a 

matter of prioritisation, one can therefore direct more efforts on these PBE in making 

them more appealing to the customers. Looking at the nature of the identified PBE for 

NBC, it was possible to classifY them on the contact intensity/frequency matrix as shown 

in figure 6.12. 

term 
loans 

time deposit current 
account account 

commission saloings 
earners account 

------~~-c-ont~ac-t-4-~-~--nc-y~l------•• i H~I 

Figure 6.11 Classification ofNBC performance business entities by using the criteria of 

contact-frequency and contact-intensity 

Computerisation in commercial banks, or more generally, the use ofiT, is more an 

issue of infrastructure than applications. This is because, much more resources are 

required in acquiring and maintaining the infrastructure than the applications. For this 

reason, capacity, which is associated with costs, has been related with infrastructure. 
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Specifically, capacity here is aiming at utilisation of available IT infrastructure. For NBC, 

it was shown earlier how the various IT infrastructure items are distributed in the various 

perfonnance groups at NBC. 

Having the infrastructure in place is one issue, the utilisation of the infrastructure is 

the second, also important issue. It is the intention of this approach to establish the extent 

of IT infrastructure utilisation as a first step towards proper utilisation of existing 

infrastructure. Figure 6. 13 shows the extent of utilisation of existing infrastructure at the 

three perfonnance groups of NBC. Due to the difficulty involved in establishing exact 

percentage values, low, medium and high are used as the three possible states of IT 

infrastructure capacity utilisation at NBC. While for the city group the computing 

infrastructure is highly utilised, for the towns group computing infrastructure has a 

medium utilisation, and this is mainly due to the fact that while the infrastructure is already 

in place, the applications are still being developed. The situation as far as knowledge is 

concerned shows a high utilisation in the city and towns groups. The rest of the 

infrastructure items in the city and towns perfonnance groups and all in the rural group are 

not applicable (N/ A), because they do not exist. 

,.,,"f;:,rrnance ~roups 

Infrastructure 

~ 

Figure 6.13 Extent of existing IT infrastructure utilisation to various perfonnance groups 

atNBC 

Workshop to conclude stage I 

At this point in time I felt the need to share the knowledge I have collected so jar 

with as many NBC staff as possible. My need arose out of curiosity, I wanted to verify 

whaJ I know because I know others might also know it, but on the other hand I thought it 

will be within the objectives of my research to informate, so that thinking will be 

triggered in the minds of those I will injormate. First /thought maybe I should go from 

one office to the other, but my RA thought that would have been very time consuming. 

We finally agreed with my RA on the possibility of a workshop, whereby we can 

create an atmosphere of knowledge sharing and discussion. This sounds very 
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encouraging to me although my very first reaction is on who we are going to invite and 

how we will make sure that they attend There .was no easy answer to the second concern, 

but for the first one we agreed to look for interested individuals, although we did not 

know exactly what we meant by that. My consciousness always remind me of the fact that 

strategy makers are the more 'active' of the staff, sometimes in total disregard of 

seniority, and therefore those were my targets. 

The workshop was held after I had been at NBC for about six months. It was 

planned in such a way that it would provide for some group interactions. For this 

reason., some participants were invited to give their views on various subjects under their 

competence. Specifically the MD was invited to give some opening remarks, the chief 

manager of business corporate planning group was invited to give a paper on 

business/corporate planning at NBC, and the chief manager of automation group gave a 

paper on historical perspectives, problems and successes of IT at NBC. Additionally, 

some end-users' views on IT at NBC were presented by the director of one of the most 

highly computerised branches. 

The FSP, being assisted by research assistants, presented the overall ITSP 

approach, the findings of stage I, and some preparatory materials for stage II. The 

workshop was concluded by some discussions and concluding remarks from the workshop 

chairman, the chief manager of automation group. In total, about 20 participants were 

invited to attend the workshop, and these included directors/general managers, chief 

managers and other senior staff from various groups and departments ofNBC. 

The workshop attendance 

The attendance was very good, with all invitees attending in person, except one 

director who was represented because he had travelled abroad and two of the chief 

managers who were also represented for similar reasons. However, because of his tight 

schedule, the Managing Director had to be represented by his only deputy. The five senior 

staff from the automation group, under which all the IT issues are centred, included two 

managers, two systems analysts and an architect responsible for all site preparations (civil 

and electrical works) before IT installations. 

Just one day before the workshop, a new organisation structure started operating 

at NBC. In this new structure, all directorates were replaced by only five general 

management units, in fact this new structure is what has been shown earlier in figure 6.7. 

In a very coincidental manner, all the five directors who were earmarked for attending this 

workshop had been appointed as the five general managers under the new structure, and 

hence attended in their new capacities. This showed that the FSP was aware of the key 
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staff, which was an important information for selecting the key participants for our 

process. 

The workshQp o.penins remarks 

The workshop was opened by the deputy managing director ofNBC. His opening 

speech was short, but contained an important message to the participants from NBC, 

which was that the research was important to the bank. On this basis he argued all 

participants to be seriously involved in the ensuing discussions. 

As mentioned earlier, after the opening speech, several presentations followed. 

The main points in those presentations are summarised below. 

Businesslcomorate planning at NBC 

The purpose of having this presentation was to establish the kind of business 

planning currently being done by NBC. The presentation was made by the Chief Manager 

of the department of planning and business development, from a paper prepared by the 

same. 
It was more of a theoretical paper on the subject of business planning, rather than a 

practical business planning approach for NBC. This was more or less expected because 
earlier on it had been established that no formal corporate/business planning existed at 

NBC. The department of planning deals mainly with annual planning and budgeting as 

their main activity. 

StrateiW process Qverview 

This was presented by one staff invited from my department, and covered the 

materials in the introduction and on general approach. The major issues in this 

presentation included: 

• definitions of strategic process and that ofiT, 

• definition ofiT strategic process (ITSP) and its objectives, 

• IT competitive advantage issues, 

• expected outcome ofiTSP. 

The presentation was treated as an introduction, from the researchers' point of 

view, to the entire subject. 
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IT at NBC. histoty. problems and successes 
This presentation which was delivered by chief manager, department ofEiectronic 

Data Processing (EDP), later the chief of automation, and it covered two major parts 
about IT at NBC which included: 

+ Historical background 
+ Problems and successes. 

The contents of the first part of this presentation have been used to shape-up an 

earlier write-up of this subject, to come up with a final report as appearing in the case 
report on stage one earlier in this chapter. This gave the best way to quickly update a 

section of stage I findings, and hence fitted well within the objectives of this workshop. 

The second part of this presentation highlighted on the successes of IT 

implementation, which include, substantial staff training, more user awareness, and 
substantial IT systems coverage for city branches and few for towns branches. Some 

problems were also mentioned, which include delays in IT site preparations due to failure 

by contractors to meet deadlines, delays in software development due to frequent changes 

in design specifications, and last but not least, cultural problems, especially on the end

users, causing resistance to change from manual to IT systems. 

End-users' views on IT 
This presentation was given by the director of the most highly computerised 

branch ofNBC, the Samora Avenue branch. Among the important things he mentioned 
was the fact that there has been staff reductions from 220 to about 110 which was 500.4 

reduction due to computerisation, improved volume of deposits by about 400.4, improved 

general outlook and improved customer satisfaction. He also mentioned resistance to 

change from cultural and healthy factors as some of the problems observed from the staff 

which are the end-users. 

The intended IT strateldc process approach for NBC 
This presentation was made by the FSP, and covered the general framework 

together with the stage by stage approach as proposed by the methodology, and as it 

appears in the chapter on the general approach. Highlights were made on the performance 

objectives and business entities, so as to obtain a consensus on their mode of isolation, 
from the management team. All in all, the purpose here was to present and seek 
agreement from management on the general approach as one objective, and to share and 
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discuss the findings as the process objective. To this end, the results of stage I were 

presented to the participants. 

Introducing stye n 
This was the last session on the individual presentations and was conducted by the 

FSP. It covered the materials, which had been distributed earlier, on the subjects of 

Vision and CSFs exercises. These papers were aimed at providing an understanding to the 

expected participants of the two exercises, on what the two exercises entails and the 

procedures for accomplishing them. The vision exercise was aimed at the 

directors/general managers, while the CSFs exercise was aimed at chief managers, 
managers, and some other senior staff, most of whom attended the workshop. 

Discussion 
This was the feedback session, whereby the workshop participants were given the 

chance to air their comments, criticisms, suggestions for improvements, etc. It was a very 

lively session, and issues ranging from comments on the general approach, to the use of 

certain data items were raised. After discussions, resolutions were reached on the various 

items raised, and these have been incorporated in the case study write-up. Reflecting 

back to the workshop room, the atmosphere were that of relaxation and satisfaction. One 

could observe a sense of happiness, hopefully not because the workshop was about to end, 
but because of the valuable information and knowledge which have been shared in the 

workshop. 
To me as the facilitator, this was yet another opportunity not only to know more 

NBC staff, but even to have a feeling of who was more interested in my work. lAter I 

would have a chance to have some personal discussions with some of the participants, 

discussions which were valuable in shaping my subsequent stages. 

Closin& remarks 
Two major items were mentioned in the closing remarks: 

+ A word of thanks to all participants who attended the workshop; 

+ A pledge from the NBC side to continue in supporting and collaborating in the 

remaining stages of this research. 

This was a very encouraging information which paved our way to the second stage 

of the ITSP approach, with action research at NBC, as presented in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

Development of the Model Base 

This is an important step in the methodology aimed at developing directions setting 

models for a particular commercial bank. It is a stage intended to capture various future 
preferred directions of the bank's business and the intended support from IT. 

The starting point for this stage is the framework developed and agreed upon by 

management in stage I. The contents of the framework at this point in time will consist of 

the following: 

+ The bank's mission statement and objectives, 

+ Various performance groups and business entities of the bank together with their 

current contributions to the overall performance objective of profitability, 
+ Current situation as far as IT infrastructure deployment and the consequential 

support to various performance business entity/group combinations is concerned, 

+ The link between the business domain and current IT coverage, to include issues 

such as: 

• Degree of exploitation of the current market potential, 
• Categorisation of business entities on contact frequency and intensity, 

• Capacity utilisation of current IT infrastructure, 

• Magnitude of"information" problems related to bank structure. 

Some of these findings will form an input into the direction setting activities of this 

stage, while others will be used in stage Ill for scenario development. In this future 

directions settings approach, two analytical tools have been selected as directions setting 

tools, and they include the vision and the critical success factors (CSFs) exercises. The 

choice of these two analytical tools depended more on the actual situation within the 

context, and hence one could say it was a direct derivation from the case study conducted 

at NBC for the previous stage. 

The case study part concluded in the previous chapter opened up the NBC by 

highlighting on the important parameters, both business··related and IT related, which 

characterised NBC at that particular time. It was an opportunity for the FSP to know 
more about the bank, and to share that knowledge with the context, through its 
representatives. The next step was then to develop a projection of what is expected to be 
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of NBC in the future, so that IT issues could be fitted within that projection in the best 

possible manner. 

NBC is a public corporation, wholly owned by the government whose interests are 

safeguarded through the board of directors. Most major issues will be proposed by 

management, but have to be approved by the board. It means therefore that NBC is 

shaped by its management to a very large extent. The best tools to capture the managers 

thinking about NBC's future in this situation were found to be the vision and CSFs, and 

hence their choice as the directions setting tools for this stage of ITSP approach. These 

tools have some process qualities and hence fitted well in our process approach. 

After presenting some theoretical aspects of applying these two analytical tools in 

the following section of this chapter, a case study report for this stage consisting of the 

practical findings from the applications of the tools at NBC, is provided in the subsequent 

section. It is important to mention that the final shape of the information presented below 

(that is, the theoretical steps to be followed in this stage) was arrived at after the case 

study for this stage. In other words, the case study (conducted through action research at 

NBC) contributed in shaping up the steps as they are presented. 

DIRECI'IONS SETIING STRATEGIC APPROACH 

Naturally, the bank's business and hence the IT coverage will be changing over 

time, and normally the changes will reflect positive or negative trends towards a certain 

direction. In most cases one would wish for certain positive trends and that the efforts 

towards fulfilment of this wish is the core of strategic process. When the efforts are 

directed towards the use ofiT to achieve 'the most preferred direction' one will then be on 

IT strategic process (ITSP), as a management process. 

The performance outcomes and the groups identified in stages I are aimed at the 

fulfilment of the strategic goals, through the attainment of a certain level of the 

performance objectives. The strategic goals are the reflections of the mission statement 

and the business objectives. Changes in the mission or objectives will call for changes in 

the strategic goals and hence possible changes in the performance business entities and the 

levels of the performance objectives. 

It is a top management task to decide towards which direction the business should 

be developed, while being guided by the business mission and objectives. The outcome of 

this decision process is usually in the form of written down management goals. In the 

process of making this abstract decision, a number of implicit assumptions are made about 
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the environment surrounding the business. Unexpected changes affecting the validity of 

these assumptions may imply failure of the business in achieving the management goals. 

The criticality of each of the management goals will differ from time to time 

depending on the importance of the goal towards overall success of the business. It is 

possible therefore, at various points in time to identify these more critical goals, and they 

will be known as strategic goals because of their strategic importance. The process of 

identifying the strategic goals of a business can be considered as part of the strategic 

process. 

To able to use IT strategically is to be able to use IT to support the strategic 

business goals. IT strategic process, as a direction setting process, has one of its main 
objectives to establish the most preferred link between the business and the IT strategies. 

Because of possible non-existence of business strategies in most organisations a 

comprehensive ITSP should always start with formulating the business strategy. 

It is from the above explanation that the approach shown in Figure 7.1 is proposed 

for this stage of the ITSP methodology. This proposed methodology will produce three 

major outputs namely, an internal view, an external view and a combined view. The 

external view will consist of a list of critical competitive forces (CCFs) established from 

the list of critical assumptions (LCA). The internal view consists of the critical 

performance business entity/group combinations. Finally, the combined view consists of 

the business vision 
ExtemalView 

List of critical 
assumptions Critical 

(LCA) competitive forces 

~~ 
(CCFs) 

Internal View 
Micro level 

... direction Critical performance 
(CSFs) business entity/ group 

combinations 

Framework f---+ 
Stage I 

Combined Vaew 
Macro level 

direction ... 
(Vision) The business 

Vision 

Figure 7.1 IT strategic process methodology- Directions setting approach 
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As the title of this stage suggests, the job of the FSP as a skilled analyst, is to 

facilitate the management activities. The management activities in this stage are as 

foUows: 

+ Setting the macro level direction through vision exercises 

+ Setting the micro level direction through critical success factors (CSFs) exercise. 

Setting macro level direction 

This is a macro level articulation that reflects the direction and magnitude of 

efforts in particular markets and the criticality of the various organisational resources to 

these efforts. The expected outcome of this exercise is a set of business visions ftom 

various top executives of the bank. This outcome, which is categorised as a combined 

view because it will contain factors of both external and internal nature, could also be 
termed as a coUection of the strategic business goals of the bank. 

This exercise will be accomplished by soliciting for the futuristic picture of the 

bank and its environment from the visions of the key top management. This group of the 

key top management (to include the CEO) will be selected by looking at factors such as 

seniority, and distribution of the representation from various organisational groupings. A 

group of about five will be sufficient. 

There will be factors, business entities, groups and assumptions critical to the 

successful attainment of the strategic goals and there will be a need to identify them. The 

CSFs approach, as was previously descnoed, with some extensions guided by the 

framework, provides for the most preferred method for this purpose. 

Setting micro level direction 

The process of setting micro level direction involves going by the management's 

critical goals, and hence one could say it is a process of shaping various top management 

directions into one preferred direction. At any point in time, top management will have 

among their issues, a list of critical ones, and these are the key for shaping hislher 
preferred direction at that moment. Eliciting these critical issues from each of them will 
provide for the right co-ordinating effort, and hence the CSFs approach. 

In general the CSFs approach involves a three step process [Henderson and 

Sifonis, 1988]: 

+ Interviews with relevant managers and key staff. 
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+ Focus group sessions to evaluate and characterise the relevant CSF. 

+ Feedback, critique and adoption of these CSFs to provide final CSF statement. 

AB was shown in figure 7.1, the results of stage I will provide for the basis of 

selecting the relevant managers and key staff. This is because, from stage I the bank will 

have been opened to the FSP in terms of organisation structure, basic functions and even 

slightly on the functions which are more critical. The task of the analyst is to select 

managers and key staff which will form the best representative group for the CSFs 

exercise. Heads of more critical functions, more "active" of the senior staff, and long 

serving senior staff, are some of the possible criteria for selection of the participants of the 

CSFs exercise. 

Interviews will be held by the FSP for each of the selected staff to extract his/her 

list of personal and bank's CSFs. These interviews will be conducted by first briefing the 

interviewee on the subject of CSFs, and then requesting him/her to write down a list of 

three to five "things" which must go well if the banking business is to succeed or if they go 

wrong the business fails. 

The collected CSFs will be grouped by eliminating repetitions, and through a 

group session a prioritised list of the bank's CSFs will be agreed upon. 

From the bank's ranked list of CSFs, two outputs are expected, as was shown in 

Figure 7 .1. These outputs are the critical performance business entity/group 

combinations, and the list of critical assumptions (LCA). All these will be generated from 

the CSFs by a nominal group process [Delbecq et al., 1975]. This group process 

technique has two basic phases: generation and prioritisation. 

A planning group session will be conducted involving all the participants of the 

CSF exercise, under the leadership of the FSP. In this session, the participants will be 

provided with the developed CSFs and asked the following two nominal questions: 

(1) What are the assumptions about your bank, competitors, or industry that lead you 

to believe each of these CSFs is valid?. 

or What would have to change about your bank business, industry, and so on to 

cause you to change or delete a CSF?. 

(2} What are the performance outcomes/groups of the bank that directly affect the 

success or failure of these CSFs?. 
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A nominal group or idea writing technique for generation and a clarification stage 

will provide for opportunities to define issues. combine issues that are redundant and to 

ensure for a common understanding of terms. An evaluation stage wiU use a vote-discuss

vote technique to evaluate and prioritise individual assumptions, entities and groups. The 

prioritised performance outcome/group combinations are final outputs of this formulation 

stage for the internal view. 

For the external view, a further analysis will be conducted to arrive at the critical 

competitive forces (CCFs). In simple terms, critical competitive forces (CCFs) is one or 

two forces out of the five Porter's competitive forces, which are assumed to be the major 

competitive players of the bank in the coming years. These forces reflects the bank's 

expected future environment, and hence its external influence. 

Porter [1980] argues that five major sources affect the competitive position of a 

firm: (I) intra-industry rivalry; (2) customer power; (3) supplier power; (4) threats of new 

entrants; and (5) possible substitute products. The description of these competitive forces 

will provide a basis for evaluating each assumption and mapping each assumption to a 

particular force. This analysis will be conducted by the FSP but a consensus of the entire 

group will be required, and this will be achieved through discussions and conflicts 

resolution. The final output here, the CCFs, wiU be some kind of prioritisation on the five 

competitive forces depending on the amount of critical assumptions falling under the 

particular force. 

As has been mentioned before, the outcome of this stage, or specifically the "bard" 

outcome, will be used in stage three for the scenario development process, as reported in 
the following chapter. However, the soft outcome, specifically the informating 

capabilities, will have been achieved through the various formal and informal meetings 

pertaining to the activities of this stage. 

CASE RESEARCH FOR STAGE ll: THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE 

TANZANIA 

Before the workshop to conclude the previous stage I had already asked myself of 

what could the next stage logically consists off. My knowledge of the bank so far and the 

objectives of my research were combined in arriving at an answer. My model of chapter 

5 had already hinted on the possibilities of using some analytical tools, if and when the 

context demands for that. I desperately wanted to know what is expected of the future of 

NBC, if it is to remain as a valuable institution to the society it is supposed to serve. The 
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best source of this information, or so I thought, should be from management itself. The 

issue was how to get that knowledge from management. The vision and CSFs exercises 
looked most appropriate, and so I prepared some introductory documents on the two 
subjects, as part of the final workshop for stage one. At the end of the workshop the floor 

was set for these two exercises, as is reported in the remainder of this section. 

In the first group of activities, the vision of the top management of the NBC were 

sought through requesting for their vision of the bank. In the second group, the critical 

success factors of the bank were obtained from top and middle level managers of the bank. 

These CSFs were further analysed to arrive at first, the list of critical assumptions (LCA) 

pertaining to the CSFs, and then to a list of critical competitive forces (CCFs). 

Vision exercises 

Six top managers ofNBC were approached for these exercises. They included the 

deputy managing director, and five general managers under the managing director, one 

dealing with bank operations in general, two dealing with branch operations, one dealing 

with business development and the fifth dealing with audit and inspection. 

The approach which was followed in requesting for these visions was through an 

invitation, giving a short summary of what vision is all about and then requesting for their 

specific input. The details of this invitation note is attached as Appendix I. 

Responses were received from three general managers, one for business 

development, the second for branch operations and the third for audit and inspection. 

There were no particular reasons given by the three who failed to respond, although they 

were always claiming to be too busy. 

In general, all three general managers envisaged stiffer competition from other 

banks, and called for better staffing, new product development, efficient customer 

services, proper planning and more use of IT as some of the issues to be seriously 

considered in putting NBC at a competitive position. Specifically, new IT based products 

which were mentioned in the vision papers included, ATM and credit cards, while on the 

infrastructure issues there was a call for proper utilisation of existing infrastructure and a 

call for introducing networking. The details of these vision papers are provided as 

Appendix 11 (a) - (c). The key issues in these vision papers are going to be used as an 

input to the scenario development in the following chapter. 

Extended critical success factors (CSFs) exercise 

The CSFs exercise together with its extensions of finding the LCA and the CCFs 

was conducted in five major phases: 
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Phase 1: 

Phase2: 

Phase3: 

Phase4: 

PhaseS: 

Introducing the CSFs exercise and provision of a reading material. 
Personal interviews with the CSFs participants to solicit for their CSFs. 

Group discussion with the CSFs participants to agree on the final list of 

corporate CSFs. 

Group exercise to arrive at a prioritised list of critical assumptions from the 

corporate list ofCSFs, and then deducing the CCFs from the LCA 
Voting exercise to establish some critical performance business entity/ 

group combinations in relation to the CSFs. 

Phase 1: Imroducing the CSFs exercise and provision of a reading material. 

A paper consisting of a comprehensive introduction to the subject of CSFs and its 
practical approach was prepared and presented to the intended participants in a seminar. 

After some discussion and understanding, the participants were given the copies of the 
paper as a reading material and requested to be ready for the interviews. The details of 

the reading materials and instructions can be found in Appendix m: 

Phase 2: Personal interviews with the CSFs participants to solicit for their CSFs. 

There were 20 participants in the CSFs interviews. Their names and positions are 

indicated in Appendix IV, where they have been grouped in groups (A) to (D), consisting 

of some chief managers, staff from electronic data processing department, some senior 

staff from head office, and some senior staff from branches located in Oar es Salaam city. 
The interviews were conducted between the respective staff and the FSP who was being 

assisted by the RA from the bank. The interviews involved seeking clarification on what 

was given as CSFs from the respective staff, and then agreeing on combining related 

factors and arriving at simple sentences representing the CSFs. 

Phase 3: Group discussion with the CSFs participants to agree on the final list of 

corporate CSFs • (CSFs retreat). 

The first draft of the corporate CSFs was arrived at by the FSP in his capacity as 
an analyst, through summarising sentence CSF from phase 2 into groups sharing the same 

subject. Care was exercised here to arrive at groups representing the entire list of CSFs, 

and to group each CSF into the right subject area. 

After elimination of individual repetitive responses and grouping of similar 

responses, the CSFs list was aggregated into six NBC (corporate) CSFs, with ranking as 

foUowa: 
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+ Good organisation and staffing 

+ Efficient customer services 

+ Proper planning and plan implementation 

+ Improved MIS 

+ Proper lending policy and loans follow-up 

+ New products and services. 

Developmeat or the Model Bale 

The grouping was achieved by putting together various individual responses which 

fall under each of the six CSFs, established as the best overall coverage for all the 

responses. The wording might have differed from one individual to another, but through 

the individual interviews, the meaning behind each response was established and used as 

the basis for including each response to a particular factor. The detailed groupings of all 

the responses is provided in Appendix V, with the respondent of each indicated by 

grouping abbreviations whose details are as were provided in Appendix IV. 
The ranking has been achieved by looking at the number of respondents on each 

factor, and the individual ranking of each response. This was done through scoring. 

whereby lst ranked response for each individual is scored 5, followed by 4 for the second 

ranked and so on until the 5th response which is scored 1. All other responses ranked 

beyond five, are also given a score of 1. For each corporate CSF, the responses' scores 

were added up and the final ranking achieved through the size of total scores. 

This information was given to the CSFs participants prior to the group discussion 

so that they could familiarise themselves with their responses and those of their colleagues. 

They were requested to study the information, especially to trace whether or not their 

responses have been properly grouped/aggregated. Their proposals, criticisms or 

suggestions were incorporated in the final list after they had been brought up in the group 

discussion, which was part of the CSFs retreat. 

The final results of this group discussion is that, although there was an overall 

consensus on the grouping of the various responses into the CSFs and the scoring 

approach, the wording of some CSFs was changed, and after those changes, the final list 
of corporate CSFs reads as follows: 

+ Good organisation and staffing 

+ Good customer service 

+ Effective planning systems 

+ Efficient and effective MIS 
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• Proper lending policy and loans follow-up 

• New products and services. 

Phase 4: Group exercise to arrive at prioritised list of critical assumptions from the 

corporate list of CSFs., and then deducing the CCFs from the LCA. 

The objective of this session was to elicit from the CSFs participants the 

assumptions behind each of the established CSFs and ranking them. This objective was 

accomplished by using a nominal group technique (NGT). By using NGT, the following 
steps were followed: 

Silent peration of ideas in writing 
Each participant was provided with a piece of paper for each CSF, with the CSF written in 

block letters, and the following question asked: 

• What are the assumptions about your bank, competitors, or industry that lead you to 

believe that this particular CSF is valid?. or 

• What would have to change about your bank business, industry, and so on to cause 

you to change or delete this particular CSF?. 

The participants were requested to write down, for each CSF or on each piece of 

paper, the answer to the above question. Since the written answers were not for 
collection. good penmanship was unimportant. About IS minutes were allowed for in this 

step. 

Round-Robin recordina of ideas 

The objective of this step was to map the participants' thinking, and the step was 

accomplished by going through, step by step, each of the six CSFs. Participants were 

requested to present orally one response from his/her list pertaining to the particular CSF, 

in a phrase or brief sentence, without discussion, elaboration or justification. This was 
done in two or three rounds for each of the CSFs. Participants were requested to skip 

responses which have already been mentioned by their colleagues, and they were also 
encouraged to "hitchhike" on other responses and to add new items, not previously 

generated in the first step. These responses were recorded on flip charts and were 

numbered serially as they were recorded. 
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Serial discussion of the listed J'eSl?Onses 
The objective of this step was to clarify the responses presented. The step was 
accomplished by going through each of the responses through reading the response aloud 

and inviting comments. Participants were allowed to note their agreements and 

disagreements, but arguments were unnecessary as each participant was later given a 

chance to vote in the next step. Through this clarification step, small editorial changes 

were made on the responses, but all these were done with great care so as to avoid losing 

the original meaning of the responses. 

Voting was done once for all CSFs, whereby each participant was provided with 

five 3" x 5" cards. They were asked to select the five most important responses from the 

entire list and write each of them down at the centre of each of the five cards. The serial 

number of the response was recorded at the upper left-hand corner of the card as shown in 

the example below: 

4 

MORECO~ETITORBANKSTOBE 

STARTED IN TANZANIA 

When everyone has completed the set of five cards, the rank ordering followed the 

following instructions: 

# Spread the cards out in front of you so that you can see all jive at once. Decide 

which card is more important than all the others. Write "5" in the lower right

hand corner and underline. Turn the card over. 

4 

MORECO~ETITORBANKSTOBE 

STARTED IN TANZANIA 
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# Which is the least important of the four remaining cards? Write "1" in the lower 

right-hand corner and underline it Turn the card over. 

# Select the most important of the three remaining cards. Write "4" in the lower 

right-hand corner and underline it. Turn the card over. 

# Select the least important of the two cards that are left. Write "2" in the lower 

right-hand corner and underline it. 

# Write "3" in the lower right-hand corner of the last card and underline it. 

The cards were then collected ready for vote counting. In total eleven participants 

voted in this exercise, where there were 50 assumptions. Some of the assumptions did not 

get any vote, while others attracted up to five votes. The entire list of assumptions and 
the votes are as shown in Appendix VI( a). 

In order to arrive at the critical competitive forces, the list of critical assumptions 
(LCA) was made from the overall list of assumptions by taking the assumptions having at 

least two votes and ranking them. The ranking was done more by looking at the number 

of votes for the particular assumption than the quality of particular votes. This listing is 

shown in Appendix VI(b) in descending order. 

The figure in Appendix VI( c) shows a mapping of the ordered LCA on the Porter's 
five competitive forces to give the critical competitive forces (CCFs). It is seen here that 

inter-industry rivalry is the most critical force for NBC. 

PhaseS: Voting exercise to establish some critical performance business 

entity/group combinations in relation to the CSFs. 

This part of the exercise was aimed at answering the following question: 

"What are the performance business entities/groups of the bank that directly affect the 

success or failure of these CSFs?" 

Performance business entities 
Five performance business entities have been identified as representatives for NBC 

banking business at present. By considering each of the six CSFs identified for NBC, the 
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participants were required to indicate on the table provided, scores with meaning as shown 

below: 

Score Meanins 
1 Business entity strongly affects the success or failure of the CSF 

2 Business entity moderately affects the success or failure of the CSF 

3 Business entity is not related to the CSF 

Performance groups 

For the purposes of this exercise, the bank has been partitioned into three groups. 

These groups are city, towns and rural, signifying the location of various bank branches. 

In this manner, all branches located in the Dar es Salaam city are considered under the city 

group while the ones located in the towns, specifically the regional headquarters are 

considered in the towns group. The rest of the branches are considered in the rural group. 

It is a fact that the contribution of each of these three groups to NBC business 

differs from one group to another. It will also therefore be true that the success or failure 

of the identified CSFs will be differently affected by the three groups, and it is the 

intention here to identifY that difference. 

In a table provided, participants were requested to score using I, 2, or 3 the 
significance of the three groups to the CSFs, as follows: 

~ Meanins 
I Group strongly affects the success or failure of the CSF 

2 Group moderately affects the success or failure of the CSF 

3 Group has minor effects to the CSF 

The votes were collected from the participants (about ten) and appear in Appendix 

vn in aggregated form. As would have been expected, the importance of various 

performance business entities as far as their effects on the various CSFs are concerned, 

differ from one CSF to another. But since the CSFs are ranked, it is possible to come up 

with the more critical performance business entities, that is those which score high on 

CSFs which are also ranked high. For the performance groups, city group is seen to be 

equally critical to all CSFs, while towns and rural groups follows with some variations 

from one CSF to another. There was no intention of coming up with clear cut ordering of 

performance business entity/group combinations on their criticality to the CSFs. This is 

due to the fact that it might not be very realistic to do so, and secondly the results as 
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presented are good enough for the intended purpose, which is to fonn an input in the 
discussions pertaining to the scenario development process in stage m. 

Although the analytical approaches employed here are well known, the manner in 

which they were applied can provide for some valuable lessons to the developed approach. 

They have been incorporated in the process approach in such a manner that they led into 

participatory situations, which enriched the overall ITSP approach. Most of the outputs 

of this stage are used as inputs into the scenario development, as presented in the 

following chapter. 
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Scenario Development Approach 

Information from stage one, directional models from stage two, now stage three. 
The overall framework as was explained in chapter 5 gave a hint that stage three will 
involve further interactions with the context. I would like to admit at this point that the 
need for this stage and its contents became evident only after going through the case 
study for the second stage. I realised that I needed more informating sessions, and 

particularly sessions where all relevant issues will be brought together. I was deeply 
concerned with the process, and I was always asking myself whether the approach has 

achieved the overall ITSP objectives at the end of stage two. 
As an FSP I asked myself whether I have learned enough from the process so far, 

because I believed that my own experience would have provided some kind of a measure 
on how much the participants have been informated There was no simple answer to this 
question, although I knew I had learned a lot about NBC, I was not sure of whether it was 
enough, and secondly I had strong feelings that I needed more informating session(s). I 

needed to sort of bring issues together in a more intensive group discussions. I had in 
mind issues related to both the business and IT domains. The idea of scenario 
development approach, through scenario development process (SDP) looked promising. 
The overall approach is shown in figure 8.1. 

Model 

Figure 8.1 Scenario development approach 

Dialogue 
with the 
Context 

The approach involves interactions between three major inputs, which includes the 

information base, the model base, and the context (the bank as represented by the 

participants). The model base at this point consisted of the structure of the overall 

information technology strategic process (ITSP) model as has been developed over stages 
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I and n of this methodology. The information base will consist of the information which 

has been gathered through developing the ITSP model in stages I and ll. Specifically, 

information about the bank organisation and management, the banking business strategy 

and structure, and IT support, will form the major part of this information base. 

These two inputs. which are also related to each other in the sense that the model 

base was developed by using information which now forms the information base, will form 

the two out of the three inputs for this scenario development approach. The third input 

will emanate from the context consisting of selected groups of executives and managers. 

The nature of these selected groups will depend largely on the particular step in the SDP 

as will be explained later. 

The entire exercise of scenario development will be done through an action 

research whereby the model base, information base and the context will interact in a 

dialogue through the SDP. Out of this interaction all the three elements will be improved 

in one way or another in a cross impact nature. The information base will be further 

developed through gathering more information from the dialogue process. Some areas of 

the model base may need modifications if the context will justifY that. On the other hand, 

the context will, together with modifYing the model base and the information base, be 

better placed as far as IT strategic process action is concerned. The context participants 

will ~dually be in a better position to formulate their own strategy with the help of the 

model and the information base, and this will be incorporated in their thinking. Therefore, 

the importance of this approach is the emphasis put on strategic thinking rather than 

strategic programming. 
The activities of this scenario development approach stage will basically follow the 

SDP model shown in figure 8.2. The SDP model involves the alignment of four major 

groups of outputs from the previous stages of the methodology, two of which could be 

considered as resulting from the model base and the remaining two could be considered in 

the information base group. They are also related to our original general framework 

discussed in chapter five. These groups of outputs which will be referred to as the 

elements of the SDP, are as follows: 
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+ Critical performance objectives ~ from the model base. 

+ Supporting performance business entity/group combinations ~ from the model 

base. 
+ IT application ~ from the information base. 

+ IT infrastructure/group combinations needed for supporting the applications and 

processes ~ from the information base. 
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Figure 8.2 Scenario Development Process (SDP) 

This chapter continues by first providing a detailed explanation about the four 

elements of the SDP which include the structure and content of the elements. The chapter 

then continues by giving an explanation on the SDP and how to practically implement the 

process. Finally, the chapter reports on the case findings pertaining to this SDP, whereby 

the details of its practical applications and the results of its application at NBC are 

provided. 

ELEMENTS OF THE SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

As mentioned above, four elements are provided in the SDP. These elements 

which include the business based performance objectives and their supporting 

entities/group combinations, and IT based items of infrastructure and applications, are 

elaborated in the following sub-sections of this chapter. 

Critical performance objectives 

The Critical Competitive Forces (CCFs) from stage II will determine which of the 

performance objectives are more critical. In essence, it will spell out that more emphasis 

should be placed on one or two of the objectives. By using the CCFs, it will be possible to 

establish which of the performance objectives needs more emphasis. As shown in figure 

8.3, the five Porter's competitive forces could be linked with the four performance 
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objectives of the banking business. This is both from the nature of the forces and from the 

definition of the objectives. 

While good image will take care of the inter-industry rivalry, good growth is more 

aimed at the threat of substitute products. It is also possible in the same manner to link 

structure to the threat of new entrants and capacity to customers' and suppliers' power. 

What it means here is that, depending on the CCFs, it will be possible to deduce the 
associated critical performance objective. 

Figure 8.3 Banking performance objectives related to Porter's five competitive forces 

Supporting performance business entity/group combinations 

By definition, supporting performance business entity/group combinations will 
consist of some business entities in selected groups, which are considered by this exercise 

to be more vital to the success of the bank in the coming several years. These 

performance business entities in selected performance groups will consist of two major 

types, one involving current business entities and the other new IT -based business entities. 

The critical performance business entity/group combinations from the internal view 

will form the basis of selecting from the current business entity the supporting business 

. entity/group combinations. The major decisive factors which will be used to rank 

performance business entity/group combinations in this category will be as follows: 

+ Magnitude of their support to the performance objective of image, 
+ Level of their contribution to the overall performance objective of profitability, 
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+ Existence of idle IT infrastructure capacity at the place of their location. 

The basic information about all these three factors will come from the results of 

stage I. In the case of support to image, the criteria of contact-frequency and contact

intensity will be used. The hypothesis here is that the higher the intensity and frequency of 

contact, the higher the image resulting out of applying IT on the performance business 

entity. Figure 8.4 can be used as a guide, where high, medium and low image is indicated 

depending on the location of a particular performance business entity on the contact 

intensity/frequency matrix. 

Medium High High 
image image image 

Low Medium High 
image image image 

Low Low Medit.m 
image image image 

I Low I ------.--------=---..,----.~ I High I 
1 contact-tequency I 

Figure 8.4 Banking image related to contact-frequency and contact-intensity classification 

of performance business entities 

For the second decisive factor, the results of stage I can be used to determine the 

contribution of each performance business entity to the overall performance objective of 

profitability, through looking at its contribution towards the assets and liabilities of the 

bank. If a performance business entity contributes high on the assets, it will score high in 

this particular case. The higher a performance business entity contributes to the liabilities 
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of the bank, the higher that business entity will score in its contribution to profitability. 

This is true because of the dualistic nature of commercial banking products, as has been 
explained before. 

The third decisive factor of capacity deals with infrastructure issues. If the 

infrastructure required to support the application is not in place, a reasonably high amount 

of resources, as an initial infrastructure investment will be required. When the initial 

infrastructure is in place, especially the basic computing facilities and knowledge, an 

addition may be required, most likely if data or communication type of infrastructure will 
be needed for the application. 

With the required infrastructure in place, the . applications can be developed. 

Development will essentially involve setting the required database after installation of the 

software. The costs of developing the database are usually part of the data infrastructure 

resource costs. The costs of software acquisition in this particular situation can be 

neglected because it will most likely be acquired from other groups or branches of the 

bank where that particular business entity is already computerised. 

The second group consists of the new IT -based performance business entities in 

some performance groups. The first hint of which new type of IT -based business entities 

should be considered will come from the vision exercise. By reading through the various 

vision statements, one will be able to get the first list of possible new IT -based 
performance business entities which could be implemented. However, before 

implementation there will be a need for a feasibility study which should result into some 

kind of prioritisation based on both resource needs and time scale. It is important to 

mention here that the overall magnitude of all these new IT -based entities and their 
priority on the time scale, in comparison to the other IT applications will depend largely 

on the criticality of the performance objective of growth. 

IT applications 
For IT applications element, the major point of discussion will be on the 

development of IT applications through the process innovation approach. Performance 

business entities identified earlier as critical to the success of the bank will be analysed, not 

only in terms of outright computerisation, but in terms of process innovations. This means 

that the business entity will be studied at some reasonable level of detail, to highlight the 
major processes involved, to give a high-level judgement on their "health" and to access 

their strategic relevance for the business entity, before deciding on the software support 

for the business entity as a whole. Cases of successful innovations on similar situations 

will be coUected to complement this part of the information base. 
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Competitive pressure, finance, and customers are more and more driving 

businesses for radical process changes. Development of fast, less costly and high quality 

processes are the underlying issues here. This issue is about processes innovation, it is 

also about new ways or improved ways of doing things better, and also about improving 

quality and reducing costs (which are sometimes contradictory), in order to realise higher 

magnitudes of improvements in productivity. In the introduction to the subject of process 

innovation, Davenport [1993] calls for a revolutionary approach to business performance 

improvement which must encompass both how a business is viewed and structured, and 

how it is improved. Davenport urged that business must be viewed not in terms of 

functions, divisions, or products, but of key processes. Achievement of order-of

magnitude levels of improvement in these processes means redesigning them from 

beginning to end, employing whatever innovative technologies and organisational 

resources available. 

Fundamental to effective implementation of IT is the alignment of the technology 

and the organisation that operates it [McKersie and Walton, 1991]. Alignment here refers 

to the idea that the requirements of the particular IT system - for certain levels of 

motivation, types and amount of knowledge and skill, and communication and co

ordination, are matched by the capabilities of the organisation. Conversely, alignment also 

means that the requirements of the organisation - for example decentralised decision 

making, continuous learning, challenging jobs, or attractive career paths are 

accommodated by the design of the IT system. The current state of affairs as far as this 

alignment is concerned will form the basis of this information base element. 

IT infrutrueturelgroup eombinations needed for supporting tbe applications 

The other output of stage I, to be discussed in stage m, is the IT infrastructure/ 

group combinations needed for supporting the applications. This information base 

element will provide the necessary details pertaining to the IT platform which could be 

developed for the bank. The element will provide an overview of future IT enablers and 
inhibitors, which will form the driving force for developing the IT platform towards one or 

the other direction. 

For the IT infrastructure items, issues of communication networks, distributed data 

base capability, workstations, IT architecture, knowledge based applications, staffing and 
staff training, and so on, will be looked into, in terms of enablers and inhibitors. A future 

projected strengths and weaknesses (SWOT) analysis will be done on the context. 

Information resulting from historical, factual and critical analysis of the present 

state of affairs as far as IT and related aspects are concerned will form the major part of 
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this information base element. Some of this information will have been gathered through 

development of the model in stage I. Additional information especially pertaining to the 

critical analysis will be necessary at this stage. Issues of human resources, organisation 

and IT capacity utilisation will be among the important items to be critically examined. 

The above four elements can be considered as packets of knowledge which needs 

to be shared and improved, through group discussions, and in such a manner that 

informating atmosphere will result. It is the informating situation which has been the 

desired outcome of this process approach. because, it is hoped that it will enhance 

strategic thinking and consequently strategy formulation. The following section provides 

an explanation on a set-up, known as SDP, which aims at creating an informating 

atmosphere to the participants. 

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

The scenario development process (SDP) is a balancing act between internal and 

external factors and between the business domain and the IT domain. The strategic 

position of the bank in the external competitive environment, made explicit by the critical 

performance objectives, must be supported internally by an appropriate choice of 

organisational arrangements, reflected by supporting business entity/group combinations. 

These supporting business entity/group combinations must be supported by appropriate IT 

applications and process innovation initiatives, which must in turn be supported by 

appropriate IT infrastructure/group combinations. The infrastructure/group combinations 

will form the IT strategy which must in turn support the business strategy through putting 

the appropriate attention on the critical performance objectives. Establishing perfect 

stability and harmony among these four elements is the core objective of the SDP. 

In comparison with the Strategic Alignment Process (SAP) model [Macdonald, 

1991 ], the essence of SDP depends on the use of the value and potential triangles shown 

in figure 8.5. The process is decomposed into the progressive stabilisation of each of 

these triangles. The SDP will involve taking three elements at a time, while assuming the 

fourth element (the one which is not part of the triangle) remains stable (and will look 

after itselfin due course). The key issue here is that each of the four outputs, which are 

referred to here as the SDP elements, will each get a chance to be the focus of the 

discussion. 
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Figure 8.5 Scenario development: The value and potential triangles 

The SDP protoco~ as shown previously in figure 8.2, showed that each ofthe four 

elements is positioned at a particular point depending on its causal-effect nature in relation 

with the other elements. When an element becomes the focus, or the problem area being 
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addressed, two other elements will be considered together. On the causal side, the 

element will be referred to as the preconditions, and will take that role in the discussions. 

On the effect side, the element will be referred to as the impacted element, and will also 

take that role in the discussions. This situation is shown in figure 8.6. 

As it appears in figure 8.6, the ·preconditions element forms the input to the 

process stage; the problem area being addressed is confirmed and improved by the input; 

there are some constraints on the freedom of change to the problem area being addressed 

by the initial status and the prospects of changing the impacted element; and the adopted 

changes of the problem area being addressed requires changes in the impacted element. It 

is also seen from figure 8.6 that there will be a feedback which is expected to be weaker 

than the input, and which starts from the impacted element to the problem area and finally 

back to the preconditions. 

In generalised form, the process is taking account of the constraints and 

contributions of the preconditions on the problem area being addressed; noting any 

unacceptable constraints or unneeded contributions from the preconditions; and after 

taking account of limitations on the freedom to change the impacted element, resolving 

and confirming the content of the preconditions element and determining the changes to be 

considered in the impacted element. 

Problem area 
Preconditions being Impacted 

element ~---······-·· addressed 14- .......... element 

Figure 8.6 Inputs and feedback in the SDP model 

There will be about two cycles of the SDP, whereby for each cycle each of the four 

elements will assume all the four possible status, in four different steps, as shown in figure 

8. 7. The steps have been named to reflect the kind of input/feedback involved in the step. 

As far as the number of cycles is concerned, iterating to perfection at infinity is 

unproductive. A more useful goal is to seek significant constructive improvement from 

each process step and to stop when it is clear that the effort involved in another cycle is 

not justified by the anticipated improvement or refinement. Because of provision for 

feedback in the full process, a minimum of two cycles is required to allow every feedback 

loop to close. 
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Cycle 1, Step 1: Competitive potential 

In this first process step, IT infrastructure/group combinations provides the 

preconditions, the critical performance objectives (measure of competitiveness) is the 

problem area being addressed and supporting performance business entity/group 

combinations is the impacted element. 

Step Step name Preconditions Problem Impacted Stable 

element area being element element 

addressed 

Step 1. Competitive IT infrastr./ Critical Supporting IT 

potential group performance PBE/group application 

combinations objectives combinations 

Step2. Business Critical Supporting IT IT infrastr./ 

value performance PBE/group application group 

objectives combinations combinations 

Step 3. Service Supporting IT IT infrastr./ Critical 

level PBE/group application group performance 
combinations combinations objectives 

Step4. Technology IT IT infrastr./ Critical Supporting 

potential application group performance PBE/group 

combinations objectives combinations 

Figure 8. 7 Steps of a SDP cycle 

The primary objective is to develop a general confirmation (provisional 

endorsement) of the critical performance objectives, take account of IT infrastructure 

issues as the preconditions and identify any obvious IT infrastructure problems or under 

utilisation of capabilities. In other words, this step intends to set an ambition level of 

performance for the bank, through setting certain levels for the performance objectives. 

The secondary objective is to assess the fit of supporting performance business 

entity/ group combinations, to support the critical performance objectives and to identifY 

needs for change. 

If the discussion of these issues suggests that certain critical performance 

objectives should not be considered as such, then the processes that generated those 

objectives should be reactivated to either confirm the criticality of the objectives or 
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reassess the objectives in the light of the constraints that have emerged during the 

competitive potential strategy domain review. 

In order to be able to fulfil the objectives of this stage, a discussion will be based 

on the following issues: 

+ How the list of critical assumptions (LCA) was aggregated into CCFs as was found 

out in stage n. 
+ How the CCFs were mapped on the Porter's five competitive forces framework as was 

explained earlier in this stage. 

+ Starting at the current situation and highlighting on the one or two performance 

objectives considered as more critical. 

+ Looking at the near future, and asking the following questions: 

• Will the same performance objective(s) remain critical?. 

• Which other performance objectives are expected to become critical ? . 

+ Extending the horizon to a foreseeable future and predicting criticality of performance 

objectives. 

Cycle 1, Step 2: Business Value 

Critical performance objectives element has now become the preconditions, 
supporting performance business entity/group combinations (measures of the business 

value), the problem area being addressed, and the IT application the impacted element. 

The primary objective of this process step is to fit the requirements from the 

competitive potential process step to the supporting performance business entity/group 

combinations. This involves considering in details the supporting business entity/group 

combinations implied by the previous step, assessing the necessary changes (feasibility, 

resources and implications) and noting problems in implementation as they will affect 

strategy effectiveness, for review in the competitive potential step in the second cycle. 

One could relate this objective with the need to link the performance objectives arrived at, 

with the required performance in the new and existing PBE. 

The secondary objective is to establish the preliminary implications as far as the 

needed IT application support and associated processes innovations are concerned. 

A discussion will base on the following issues: 

• Results of voting from stage 11 to establish critical performance business entity/group 

combinations. 
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+ Contributions of various performance business entities to the overall performance 

objective of profitability as was obtained in stage I. 
+ Possible new performance business entities from the vision exercises. 

+ Looking at the near and foreseeable future for the possibilities of changing scenario as 

far as supporting performance business entities are concerned. 

Cyde 1, Step 3: Service Level 

Supporting performance business entity/group combination will now take the role 

of the preconditions, the IT application the problem area being addressed, and the IT 

infrastructure/group combinations the impacted element. 

The primary objective of this step is to fit the requirements from business value 

step to the IT applications. In this step, the process innovation issues will be reviewed 

against reports from supporting IT applications. Final plans for improved processes will 

be documented. The need here is to link the PBE with the IT applications. 

The second objective is to assess the fit of the proposed IT applications to the 

existing IT platform. What is being looked at here is how to make the best use of existing 

IT resources. It is also important to look at the human resources available and their ability 

to cope with any possible changes suggested in this step. 

A discussion will base on the following issues: 

+ Deployment ofiT applications to performance business entity/group combinations. 

+ Services and skills, policies, adopted tools, standards and so on, together with an 

expression of the capabilities possessed by the bank to exploit the adopted technology. 

+ Working on the key activities for identifying process change enablers for the critical 

performance business entities, which will involve: 

• Identifying potential technological and human opportunities for process 

change. 

• Identifying potentially constraining technological and human factors. 

• Research opportunities in terms of application to specific processes. 

Cyde 1, Step 4: Technology potential 

Finally in the first SDP circuit, the IT application has become the preconditions 

element, the IT infrastructure/group combinations is the problem area being addressed, 

and the impacted element is the critical performance objectives, thus completing the loop. 
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The primary objective of this step is to establish the implications of the proposed 

IT applications on the existing IT platform. As the expectation is to build on the existing 

IT platform, issues will be analysed in terms of whether there will be a simple add-on, 

major add-on, simple changes or major changes, and the feasibility there-off. At the same 

time, feedback from the competitive potential step must be assessed. Problems that may 

result in the failure to satisfy IT strategy requirements will be identified for review when 

the technology potential process step is revisited during the second cycle. 
The secondary purpose of this step is to revisit the conflicts of the first step and 

prepare them for discussion during the second cycle. 

A discussion will base on the following issues: 

+ Starting with the current situation and looking at~ 

• deployment of various infrastructure items to various performance groups., 

• utilisation of existing infrastructure items, 

• critical analysis of current infrastructure situation. 

+ Looking at the near future~ 

• possibilities of improving on the infrastructure utilisation, 
• possibilities of extending the deployment of the infrastructure items, 

• approximate cost implications. 

+ Extending the horizon to a foreseeable future; 

• what must be done for survival of the bank, as far as IT infrastructure is 

concerned, 
• predictions on technological developments and their consequences to the bank 

in the future should be incorporated. 

Cycle l: Review of all steps 

This review cycle will look at the following issues: 

+ reviewing the modified strategies from cycle 1 against new inputs from the potential 

steps, 

+ resolving conflicts resulting from cycle I, 

+ reaching agreement on the issues discussed in cycle 1, and others resolved her~, 
+ confirming the IT strategy as implementable and as the best support for the business 

strategy, 

+ arriving at a first draft of the implementation time schedule for the agreed upon issues. 
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PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SDP 

The SDP will be practically accomplished through a series of discussions under the 

leadership of the FSP. In this practical situation, two meetings are envisaged, one for all 

the steps of the first cycle and one for all the steps of the review cycle. 

At each SDP step, the key players from the context will consist of the top 

management and their key advisors who "own" the main issues under the problem area 

being addressed. This means that for each step of the two cycles, the key group will be 

changing, although some top key management staff may be common in more than one 

step. 

For practical reasons however, the review cycle 2, which will be conducted in one 

session will involve the four groups of participants from the four cycle 1 steps, as one 

representative group from the context. The presence of the CEO or hislher immediate 

deputy is highly recommended. 

Visual and computational aids will be used throughout the scenario development 
process. For example, graphs from both the context and related cases, and computer 

spreadsheets will be used to clarity, elaborate and show trends on various relevant issues. 

CASE RESEARCH FOR STAGE m: THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE 

TANZANIA 

AB was mentioned in the theoretical aspects of this stage, the objective of this 

stage was to bring the results of the earlier stages into another round of discussions, this 

time in the process of creating an IT -business scenario which will be most suitable to 

NBC. The IT scenario consist of statements aimed at guiding NBC towards the "best" 

possible direction as far as IT use in the bank is concerned. The directional statements are 

justified by relating them to the overall bank's business strategy, through the performance 

objectives and performance business entities in various performance groups. These 
statements are expected to form foundations for various individual and finally corporate IT 

strategies. 

More specifically, the output of this final stage of the ITSP methodology consist of 
statements of decisional nature, covering a broad schedule and relative investment 
commitments on IT infrastructure and applications on various performance groups. The 

justifYing business strategy consist of statements showing the areas of NBC business 
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which will need more emphasis within the coming period of time, or within a certain 

specified future time schedule. 

Before presenting the final IT directional statements for NBC, this section reports 

in details on the practical findings of stage m of the ITSP approach dealing with scenario 

development. This report, which essentially traces the steps of the SDP model by 

reporting on the findings from NBC, starts by reporting on the preparatory works for the 

SDP. By preparatory works it means the important activities which were conducted 

before engaging on the SDP. 

Preparing for the SDP at NBC 

The strategic development process at NBC was under the guidance of the 

facilitator of the strategic process (FSP), who was in charge of leading all the SDP 

activities and hence responsible for its preparatory works. The first preparatory work was 

to identifY various element owners. The FSP accomplished this task by using some 

guiding principles, which included: 

+ For each SDP element to be well represented, it needs at least two owners. 

+ For the purposes of limiting the entire group to a reasonable number, each element 

should have a maximum of four owners. 

+ Selection of owners for each element should consider several factors, some of which 

included seniority, experiences for the issues within the element, and willingness to 

participate in the exercise. 

+ Top and middle level managers provided a better combination than either of the 

groups alone. 

It is by using the above guiding principles that the SDP elements owners were 

selected as shown in Table 8.1. It is seen from this table that element owners included 

general. IDIRigei'S, special assistant to MD, branch director, chief managers and other 

managers. Before their inclusion as element owners, the FSP bad obtained their consent, 

although fortunately none of the earlier identified individuals declined. 

The second preparatory work for the SDP was to prepare and distribute some 

reading materials aimed at introducing the participants to the SDP approach and also to 

provide them with the relevant findings from the earlier stages. The FSP prepared four 

different sets of reading materials for each of the four groups or elements. The first part 

of the reading materials was common for all the four elements and covered a short 

summary of the SDP including the various steps and their objectives, the mechanics of the 
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approach and some important points for discussion for each of the four steps of the first 

cycle and the review cycle, as was presented in the earlier parts of this chapter. The 

second part of the reading materials was unique for each element. It consisted of two 

major parts, one reporting on the theoretical explanation of the element and its contents, 

as was reported earlier in this chapter, and the second reported on some practical findings 

from NBC pertaining to the element. The contents of the practical findings consisted of 

the findings of stage I and stage IT of the ITSP approach, as were reported in the previous 

chapters. It is important to mention here that only the information specific to a particular 

element was given to its owners, and this was aimed at making the element owners 

concentrate on issues relevant to their element, and avoided overflow of information to the 

participants. 

Table 8.1 Various elements owners 

Element Owners Position 

Critical performance Mr. Ayugi General manager - Audit 

objectives Mr. Mpatila Chief manager - planning & budgeting 

Mr.Mboya Chief of credit 

Supporting PBE/ Mr. Karashani General manager - Branches 11 

group combinations Mr. Rwechungura Special assistant to MD 

Mr. Urio Chief manager - Treasury 

IT applications Ms. Amina Chief manager - EDP 

Mr.Mkwawa Branch director - City branch 

Mrs. Mwaijonga Systems analyst/programmer 

Mr. Kagorora MIS development manager 

Infrastructure/group Mr. Minja Chief of automation systems 

combinations Mr. Matumbo Manager - Systems development 

Mr.Ouma Manager - Networking and systems 

In the third preparatory work for the SDP, the FSP was involved in providing 

some clarification on the various reading materials. This exercise, which went hand-in

hand with enhancing the participants awareness about the subject of SDP was 

accomplished through meetings of each of the four individual element owners with the 

FSP. The meetings which were conducted within the two weeks prior to the SDP group 

discussion, were held in the offices of one of the element owners. The duration of these 
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meetings differed from element to element, with the shortest taking about 1 hour and the 

longest extending to 1.5 hours. 

The FSP started the meetings by giving an introduction consisting of a short 

summary of the entire ITSP approach, what has been accomplished and how this final 
stage fits into the overall methodology. Then he presented the reading materials to the 
participants, highlighting on the important issues and the mechanics of the approach. He 

finally opened the floor for questions and discussion. 

During the discussions, each of the four elements owners admitted that the 

presentation made things more clear, and hence the importance of these preparatory 

discussions. The level of interest in the participation of SDP was also elevated by these 

discussions. Each element owners agreed to meet on their own to discuss issues 

pertaining to their element and to prepare for the SDP. It was later found out that these 
meetings for each element did take place. 

The fourth and last preparatory work involved the preparation of the SDP itself. 
The meeting place was secured and schedule of activities during the meeting was 

prepared. The meeting was planned to be held at the bank's board room on a date which 

was at least a week after the last element owners' meeting with the FSP. The schedule of 
activities consisted of the steps of the SDP as discussion sessions, earlier scheduled for 

about 1/2 an hour but later extended (some of them) up to one hour. The starting point 

for the group discussions was an overview presentation- by the FSP, whereby the entire 

ITSP approach was to be briefly presented to the elements owners, both from the 

theoretical point of view and the practical findings from NBC. After conclusion of the 

SDP steps for the first cycle, the schedule was concluded by a review cycle, covering the 

four steps, as is required by the theoretical approach. The written schedule of activities 

showing the date and place for the SDP discussions was distributed to the participants 

four days before the scheduled date. 

After the preparatory works for the SDP, it was time to engage on the actual SDP 

meeting. The discussions which took place in the meeting are summarised in the following 

section, before giving a summary of the major decision points, which in actual sense is the 

ITSP hard part of its outcome for NBC, in the last section of this chapter. 

SDP as was conducted at NBC 

Discussions for the SDP were held at NBC's board room, and were attended by 
the element owners, the FSP, and an assistant who took the role of a secretary. The 

attendance was good, with two elements, critical performance objectives and 

infrastructure/group combinations having all their owners in attendance. IT applications 
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element was represented by two owners and the supporting PBE/group combinations 

element by one owner. Since there were earlier discussions among each element owners, 

the views of those who were absent were presented by the owners who were present. The 

task of the secretary was to write every point of discussion during the entire SDP, and 
what is presented below is the outcome of this work. 

As was mentioned earlier, the SDP activities started by a presentation made by the 

FSP. During this presentation, the major points pertaining to the entire ITSP approach, 

such as the overall framework and the various steps were highlighted. Time was also 

spent in presenting the mechanics and relevancy of the SDP. This presentation was 

concluded by some questions from the floor seeking clarification on various issues 

concerning the approach and the SDP. One of the critical performance objective element 

owners asked a rather general question about why IT is so important. 

The actual SDP started by following the steps of the first cycle. During each step, 

the findings from previous stages concerning issues central to the element were 

highlighted by the FSP, before a presentation by the owners from the element which form 

the problem area being addressed, position of the step. Comments, critiques and other 

important issues were then raised by the owners of elements forming the preconditions and 
the impacted element, in turns. In order to give the reader a clear picture of what 

transpired during the SDP steps, the issues raised by each of the elements concerned with 

each step are summarised in point form and italicised. The presentation will follow the 

order of the actual discussions, that is, starting with the element being addressed as the 

problem area, followed by the preconditions element and winding-up with the impacted 

element. 

Competitive Potential (cycle 1. step 1) 

Discussions for this step were based on the objectives of the step and the points of 

discussion highlighted in the theoretical explanation. Issues were centred on the critical 

performance objectives, expected support from IT infrastructure/group combinations and 

the consequences to the PBE/group combinations. The FSP opened the discussion for this 

step by mentioning the fact that IMAGE has been found out from previous stages of the 

ITSP approach as the most critical performance objective. The procedure used to arrive 

at this conclusion, that is from the CSFs to the LCA and CCFs, together with intermediate 

results were also briefly presented. After this presentation, the owners of the critical 

performance objectives element made their presentation, during when the following points 

were raised: 
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# Agreed on the importance of image and the procedure used to arrive at that 

conclusion. 

# Noted that, for NBC as a service industry, reputation is very important since NBC 

interacts directly with customers. 

# Noted also that NBC had enjoyed monopoly for a long time but now it is a target 

for competition by competitor banks. Because competition and image are related, 

NBC need to improve image to defeat competition. 

# Supported the fact that image can be improved by IT since IT cuts down the 

customer waiting time, boosts efficiency and precision. 

# Reported that there was a feeling that NBC is behind as far as IT is concerned 

and hence the need to increase the pace of using IT. 

# Reported also that there are problems in improving the image for NBC which is 

due to the fact that there are problems in IT implementation at NBC. 

# Cautioned that the problem at NBC is not IT at this particular moment but rather 

the quality of IT. IT quality in this context is linl«!d to applications and 

infrastructure. 

# Acknowledged that IT is expensive especially when applied to the service industry. 

The reasons given included:-

• Creating a good image is expensive since you need to do a bit of research 

initially for the services you wish to offer. 

• You also need to evaluate the achievement/quality of your service; this 

also means research. 

# Concluded that image can be spoilt by information delay and poor quality of 

service. 

It can be concluded here that a good image of the bank is seen as important for 

customer satisfaction and competitiveness. 

After presentation by the owners of the element being addressed as the problem 

area (critical performance objectives), the preconditions element (IT infrastructure/ group 

combination), reacted through the following points: 

+ Supported the fact that NBC should use IT to build her image. 

# Agreed that image will be maintained if the application/infrastructure is present. 
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~ Noted that areas with IT support can get information quickly hut may be slowed 

by othet areas without the support, hut where the information has to pass 
through. 

~ Stressed the importance of IT knowledge acquisition. 

The basic conclusion here is that the precondition element owners stressed the 

need for sufficient IT infrastructure as the basis for IT support and consequently image 

improvements. 

The step's discussion was concluded by some comments from the impacted 

element (supporting PBE/group combinations) owners in three major points: 

~ Supported the fact that the importance of IT to the bank has been acknowledged 

by other groups. 

~ Agreed that IT improves image. 

~ Concluded by informing that there is still a lot of room for improvements in the 

way IT has been handled by NBC, but without going into specifics. 

At the end of this step it is seen that the importance of image to the bank, and the 

fact that IT can support that, have been the key issues in this first step. This did not come 

as a surprise because image was the key issue for the problem area being addressed, and 

the owners of the respective element were the point of focus. 

Business Value (Cycle 1 step 2) 

As the primary objective of this step was to fit the requirements of the previous 

step to the supporting business entity/group combinations, the main focus of the 

discussions for this step was on the performance business entities, and especially the ones 

identified as more critical, such as current account in city and towns groups and savings 

account in the rural group. The FSP opened the discussion by presenting the findings of 

the previous stages, and specifically, the contributions of various PBE to the performance 

objectives, contact frequency/intensity of various PBE as a criterion for their contribution 

to either low, medium or high image, and the result of voting showing the relationships 

among the PBE/group combinations to the CSFs. The FSP also highlighted on the 

expected new IT based PBE mentioned in the various vision papers, such as ATM and 

credit cards. 

After the presentation by the FSP the owners of the supporting PBE/group 

combinations elements made their presentation which started off by supporting the 
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approach used in the previous stages to arrive at those PBE/group combinations 

considered to be more critical. The importance of city as a critical performance group was 

more clearly supported than the differences among the various PBE. Together with 

problems and suggestions made on the current IT situation at NBC, the need for new IT 

based PBE was also mentioned, as summarised in the comments made by the supporting 

PBE/group combinations below: 

1- Noted that IT plays an important role in attracting customers. However, there 

were problems including for instance lack of adequate preparations before 

embarking on IT. 

1- Other problems included; 

• Lack of in-house resources to serve customers. 

• Software dealers are very secretive i.e. they are not ready to transfer the 

IT knowledge to the NBC. Hence, there is a need for more in-house 

personnel involvement. 

• Introduction of IT has hampered some services, for example it is not 

possible (according to the current IT situation at NBC) to draw money 

from other branches than yours. This problem can be solved by 

networking which is not foreseeable in the near future! 

• NBC has concentrated too much on building the infrastructure: draining 

without generating? I 

• Introduction of IT is not coupled with training and real needs of NBC. 

• It is difficult to measure the impact of IT. 

1- Advised NBC to look into the possibility of introducing other products e.g. credit 

cards, guaranteed cheques etc. Since there are risks inherent in these products, IT 

should be used to support these products. 

1- Recommended the use of IT to facilitate the process of NBC business expansion. 

Some of these points are not specific to the critical PBE/group combinations, 

which showed that it was not easy to limit the discussion to the particular issues as 

required by each step. However, this should not affect the effectiveness of the approach, 

because after all, the key issue is to create an atmosphere of participation, through 

discussion and knowledge sharing. The central issue here was the fact that some areas of 

the bank (PBE/groups) needs more priority than others when it comes to IT infrastructure 

and applications. Particularly, the city group and current account are considered of higher 

priority. 
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Critical perfonnance objectives element owners, in their capacity as the 

preconditions had the following comments: 

• Agreed that the creation of new IT-based products and the introduction of IT 

improves the image of the bank. 

• Noted that IT can he used to support the cu"ent NBC objective of cutting down 

the customer service time from around 1 S minutes to only 2 minutes. 

• Supported the fact that NBC's aim of good service can he attained only through 

the use of IT. 

These critical perfonnance objective element owners are still on the issue of image, 

but this time they have associated it with the need to create IT -based new products. 

IT applications were the impacted element, and the owners noted the following: 

• Agreed on the cu"ent inability of IT application to satisfy the operational 

objectives of some business entities and attributed this to the lack of process 

redesign at the time of employing IT. 

• Supported the whole idea of computerisation at NBC but noted the following 

inherent problems: 

• Its implementation is poor i.e. put wrongly by the users. This makes it to 

be seen as having low quality. 

• Skiff members are not competent, they are very few and above all the shop 

floor workers do not believe that IT can make things better. 

• Shop floor and other workers needed some kind of a seminar on the 

benefits of IT before implementing it. Initial preparation were needed to 

make people get interested 

• There is a need to have a well defined schedule of computerisation e.g. 

start with city branches and then go to the town branches. 

• Utility problems e.g. electric power cuts. 

• IT does not provide reports at the right time, which may he due to 

suppliers not used/not literate to the banking systems or internal users not 

literate with the software. 

Again, it can be seen that issues are mixed-up. Human resource~ IRd their 
education has been mentioned here as an important issue for sucx:eufUl IT applicMioM, 

but the idea of scheduling is also mentioned as important. The criterion whida c:ould he 
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used to schedule IT activities is to set priority areas, which has been the main issue in this 

step. 

Service 1eyel U;ycle 1 ste.p 3) 

This step's primary objective was to fit the business requirements to the IT 

applications, and thus the key speakers for the step were the IT appfications element 

owners. As usual the FSP set the ball rolling through a shon presentation summarising the 

current situation as far as IT applications deployment to the various perfonnance business 

entities and perfonnance groups were concerned. Comments made by IT applications 

element owners included: 

~ The need for performance business entities to be matched with appropriate IT 

applications. 

~ Supported the approach used in developing IT applications locally because it is 

cheaper and maintainable. 

~ Noted a problem of compatibility of software and various hardware. For example 

UNIX hardware had experienced compatibility problems with ICL software. This 

caused the successfulness of the various applications to be delayed A 

disadvantage which may be attributable to multi-vendor system? 

~ Observed that the developed applications are not flexible enough to cater for 

frequent changes, St.tV in interest rates. 

~ Noted that existing IT applications coverage are far from being enough, which 

can be due to financial constraints. 

~ .Agreed that, together with the mentioned problems, IT has shown some 

achievements. For example, front office customer services have been improved 

considerably, the MIS has improved its efficiency with the introduction of IT and 

soon. 

~ Noted the lack of clear policy guidelines especially on the training of IT 

personnel and their deployment. Observed that sometimes IT trained personnel 

are deployed at areas without any IT support while areas with IT are still lacking 

enough IT personnel support. 

~ Recommended the need to undertake research to establish where IT can 

effectively be applied in the future. It is proposed that the research should be 

used to take an inventory of what has been achieved and use that to evaluate and 

judge for the best direction which the bank should pursue in IT matters. 
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Supporting PBE/group combinations element owners, as the preconditions had this 

to say: 

' Agreed with the tkcision for engaging a local vendor (/CL) to tkvelop the 

software but observed that /CL were not competent enough on banking systems. 

' Supported the fact that there is a multi-vendor problem at NBC and that vendors 

of applications and infrastructure blame each other when it comes to 

compatibility problems. 

I On policy issues, it was noted that there may be some inconsistencies. but 

suggested that they should be looked into and corrected 

The IT infrastructure/group combinations in their position as the impacted 

element. made the following observations/comments: 

' Noted that the multi-vendor issue was beyond the IT group, and proposed that it 

should be sorted out by management which is the right responsibility group. 

' Discouraged the use of off-the-shelf applications due to the extra efforts and costs 

neetkd to tailor them to the specific needs of NBC. Banldng systems are very 

dynamic hence it is expensive to modify them as compared to the locally 

tkveloped applications. 

' Noted that computerisation problems also occur in other production/service 

systems and not the banking systems only, and hence should not discourage 

further use of IT at the bank. 

' Proposed that a formal approach should be adopted in introducing IT so that 

problems are avoitkd Such a formal system should follow the systems 

tkvelopment stages of analysis, tksign, implementation and maintenance. 

' Observed that sometimes management does not take seriously the 

recommendations put forward by the IT people regarding computerisation. 

The main objective of this step was to have a discussion focused on IT applications 

(as the problem area being addressed) and specifically dealing with general issues about IT 

applications, including problems, successes and general lessons to be learned. By looking 

at the points raised by the three groups, it can be concluded that this objective has been 

achieved. 
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Technoloay potential (cycle 1. step 4) 

The primary objective of this step was to establish the implications of the proposed 

IT applications on the existing IT platform. As usual, the FSP opened the discussion by 

highlighted on the key issues around this step. The issues included the deployment and 

utilisation of current IT infrastructure. After the presentation, the owners of the element 

playing the role of the problem area being addressed, the infrastructure/group 

combinations element, continued the step's discussions, where the foJiowing points were 
raised: 

# Supported the idea of setting priority areas of computerisation, as was done in 

stage //of the ITSP approach, and also supported city group as the most critical 

area, hut advised that some municipal areas should also he considered 

# Noted that hardware concentration in the city group is high which is in-line with 

the results given by the facilitator. 

# Observed that, on the knowledge aspect, there are considerable efforts to recruit 

staff from the open market and training of in-house staff up to diploma level has 

been sufficiently undertaken. 

# Informed that NBC is planning to acquire a database system to enable for a wider 

accessibility and sharing of information. 

# Informed also that initial efforts have already been initiated towards acquiring 

the communication infrastructure for N~C. NBC intends to install a primte 

network to initially link the city branches and some municipal branches. 

# Noted that in some branches the current computing infrastructure is already 

overloaded and proposed that immediate efforts should be directed towards 

solving this problem. 

# Supported the fact that networking should he a priority of the hank. 

# Noted that maintenance of infrastructure systems is very important. 

# Recommended on the importance of training the end-users on the most important 

operational and safety issues. 

# Noted also that multi-vendor computer hardware will create problems especially 

in networking, hut observed that the situation was brought about due to 

competitive tendering. 

# Concluded by mentioning the fact that a lot of factors are taken into 

consideration before one decides on what kind of infrastructure to acquire. 
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The IT applications group as the preconditions element owners, had no comment 

on the discussion for this step. The critical performance objectives group, as the impacted 

element owners were still questioning the need to develop an application if one could 

obtain the same of-the-shelf. This remained a debatable issue as it should possibly be, 
because developing applications in-house or securing them from off-the-shelf depends on 

some factors such as availability and the ability of the organisation to produce their own 

applications. 

The Review cycle 
The review cycle was rather short, with most of the issues discussed in the first 

cycle agreed upon by all the elements owners. This cycle was started by the FSP's 

presentation, summarising all the major decision points of cycle 1. These decision points, 
which are summarised in the next section as the final hard part of the ITSP outcome, were 

foDowed by some comments from each element owners as foDows: 

Critical perfonnance objectives (Review cycle. step 1) 

I IT is important for meeting objectives and beat competition. 

I It is important to first consolidate what we have on IT. 
I There is need for management to work together with IT group on policy issues, 

training, maintenance etc., to see that problems do not arise. 
I IT is expensive hence we have to make a proper use of it in the future. 
I For IT to succeed there is a need for good management. 

These issues are not specific to this particular element but they are mentioned here 

because they were raised by the owners of this element. Again, it showed how difficult it 

was to limit the participants thinking. 

Supportini PBE/groyp combinations (Review cycle. step 2) . 

I Need to be careful on software - infrastructure compatibility by prior planning. 
I Networking should be linked with other communication systems. 

Again, these are very general comments. 
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IT APJ)lications (lleview cycle. ste,p 3) 

# Good collaboration between management and IT staff is essential. 

# Good management policy on IT should be made clear and used for example in 

training and motivation. 

IT inftastructure/arou,p combinations (lleview cycle. ste,p 4) 

# IT maintenance function need be looked into closely. 

# For the management of the bank, manual systems are now being phased out hence 

more emphasis should be put on proper management of IT infrastructure and 

applications and monitoring the implementation. 

f On the multi-vendor issue, it was proposed to have only one vendor. 

THE ITSP OUTCOME- SUMMARY OF THE SDP FINDINGS 

Before presenting the major findings of the SDP, or what one could term as the 

ITSP hard part of its outcome, it is important to review the major objectives of ITSP. 

ITSP aims at setting a direction for IT use in an organisation by highlighting on the critical 

areas of business needing IT support. Further more, ITSP aims at fulfilling its prime 

objectives through developing an early commitment for the senior management using 

knowledge provision or sharing, aiming at enhancing their understanding and hence 

commitment. It is for this reason that ITSP is action oriented, in the sense that it is based 

on interactions within the organisational context. 

As far as directional setting is concerned, ITSP needs to arrive at statements with 

futuristic perspectives, referring to both the business, through the performance objectives, 

performance business entities, and performance groups, and the IT through infrastructure 

and applications. These statements are only the hard part of the ITSP outcome because as 

mentioned above, the soft part of the ITSP outcome is in the form of enhanced top 

management commitments due to better understanding of IT matters pertaining to the 

organisation, a situation expected to enhance their strategic thinking. 

For NBC, directional statements for IT resulted from the SDP cycle one, and were 

confirmed in the review cycle. They covered both the business and the IT side of the 

overall framework for this approach, and they included: 
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+ The need to improve image, as the most critical performance objective; 

• for customer satisfaction. and 

• competitive advantages. 

+ The importance of giving more priority to the performance business entities of current 

account and term loans as they have a high customer contact frequency and intensity. 

+ The importance of giving priority to the more important bank branches, specifically the 

ones in the city group, followed by the towns group. 

+ The agreement that IT is important for image improvements; 

• IT cuts customer waiting time, 

• IT boosts efficiency and precision of operations, 

• IT -based new products can contribute very high to image improvements. 

+ Current IT has been criticised as not enough and the pace of its acquisition too slow. 

+ The efforts on the drawing board towards developing the database and 

communications infrastructure for NBC should be supported, and the pace of their 

developments enhanced. 
+ The need to increase the amount of resources allocated for human resources IT 

knowledge development. 

It is more difficult to state here whether or not the soft benefits of the ITSP 

approach, especially the increased top management awareness and commitment for IT 

issues have been realised. However, the following concluding chapter will, among other 

concluding remarks, report on an evaluation exercise for the developed ITSP approach 

which will show that the soft benefits can be realised. 
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Chapter 9 

Discussion 

This chapter summarises the results of the research, reviews the approach used and 

suggestions for further research, and gives some conclusions for the research. In 

summarising the results, this chapter looks at the significant findings of the study and 

reviews their validity and practicability. The approach is reviewed through looking at its 

strong points and possibilities of generalisation together with suggestions for further 

research. The results of a workshop conducted for the purposes of gathering general 

views from the practitioners on the approach, are also summarised in this section. The 

chapter is concluded by giving a summary of the major issues in the research. 

THE IT STRATEGY 

In chapter 1 our research problem was highlighted as : 

"the development of a suitable approach or tool which will assist management in 
the information technology strategy formulation". 

What one would expect at the end of this research is therefore an approach for 

information technology strategic process (ITSP) which is justified as suitable. One way to 

justify whether or not an approach is suitable is to find out whether the expected outcome 

of that approach is realised whenever that approach is applied to the intended purpose. 

Realisation of the expected outcome can be connected with the issues of validity, while the 

term "whenever" in the previous sentence brings in the issue of generalisation, which will 

be discussed in the following section of this chapter. 

The outcome of an ITSP approach is enhanced IT strategic thinking for 

management of the intended organisation. Much of what should be contained in an ITSP 

approach is summarised in chapter 2, where emphasis was placed on setting a direction for 

IT usage as the core content of the IT strategic thinking. · The strong points against the 

previous approaches which had similar or related intentions, is the issue of practicability, 

meaning that the approaches could not easily be implemented. Consideration was used in 
developing this approach so that it becomes practical and this has been achieved by the 
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research methodology used, which has an action orientation. Further to this, the action 

orientation has also been incorporated as a process approach, as pointed out in chapter S. 

By using the qualities of action oriented process approach, particularly the fact that 

the approach is centred on wide participation by the organisation's management and hence 

covering a wide range of issues, the developed ITSP approach is distinguished from the 

earlier approaches. Inclusion of a facilitator in the approach added an important 

dimension in that, the approach did not assume (as the previous ones did) the existence of 

the necessary expertise in the organisation to make it operational. 

Since the developed ITSP approach is specific for commercial banking sector and 

tailor made for a specific commercial bank, practicability will depend on the quality of the 

outcome obtained in applying the approach to the intended commercial bank. The case 

study report for the National Bank of Commerce (NBC) - Tanzania, summarised as part 

of chapters six to eight of this text, provides the ITSP outcome of the developed 

approach. Without going into the details, we saw the outcome of stage one summarised 

at the beginning of chapter six, as consisting of the information base necessary for IT 

strategy formulation. This outcome, which was obtained through interactions between the 

facilitator of the strategic process (FSP) and the context (NBC through staff 

representatives), was verified by similar interactions through a workshop, as an important 

starting point for strategy formulation. In line with the literature review findings, this 

stage was necessary to develop an early commitment of the bank's management to the 

approach by incorporating their views [Lederer and Sethi, 1988], and to incorporate the 

organisation's culture through participation, which is again necessary for the success of the 

approach [Peters and Waterman, 1982; Boynton and Zmud, 1987]. 

Perhaps another important point of observation here is the FSP as an informating 

vehicle. Since the role was played by the researcher, he was in a position to state that his 

role as an informating agent was successful. This is because, as has been mentioned 

earlier, he was able to collect, share, discuss and disseminate information, which was 
relevant for the subject under consideration. Not only did he improve his banking 

knowledge considerably, but he was able to open up the NBC situation to himself. He 

now know who is who at the bank, and he is in a position to draft an image of NBC, 

particularly where issues of IT are considered. He would like to attribute this to the fact 

that he had an office within the bank and hence spent a considerable amount of time there. 
Becauae of being there, other employees, over time, were accepting him as an insider, and 

hence were more open to him. 
The results of stage two incorporated the vision and critical success factors in 

setting for possible future directions of the bank. These were the visions from managers 
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which were driving the bank in its current direction. The results obtained in this stage can 

be considered of high quality because the approaches used have been applied before, with 

similar results [Rowe et al, 1986; Boynton and Zmud, 1984]. The appropriateness of this 

stage has also been supported [Mintzberg, 1994], as necessary for the current thinking in 

the strategy-making process, whereby the managers' inputs, both the soft insights from 

their personal experiences and the experiences of others throughout the organisation 

should form the basis for strategy-making process. 

The results of stage three, summarised in the last part of chapter 8, consists of 

broad statements of directional nature for the NBC, which is what was termed in chapter 2 

as the "hard" outcome of ITSP. How good or true are these statements is the first 

question one should ask in measuring the quality of the results of ITSP approach for this 

final stage. Perhaps the answer to this question lies not on the statements themselves but 

on the process used to arrive at those statements. Intensive group interactions, through 

scenario development process (SDP), under the guidance of the FSP, and using the proven 

results of stage one and two, resulted into among others, the directional statements. 

These statements came from the knowledge-ware of the organisation and thus should be 

true, at least within the limits of the current thinking within the organisation. Provision of 

the facilitator, as an external knowledgeable person, was aimed at bringing the expected 

external flavour in the process. 

The second question in measuring the quality of the statements or the quality of 

the ITSP approach is the implementation of the agreed upon decision points and thus 

following the agreed upon direction. Again the answer to this question lies on the process 

approach. Most of the earlier analytical approaches, as have been reviewed in chapter 3, 

although termed as ITSP approaches, lack the process approach. They are approaches of 

programming nature, whereby a planner or a planning team will make the necessary 

analysis, develop a thick document and call for a retreat, whereby the ideas in the 

document will be 'sold' to the managers ready for implementation. They did not achieved 

most of their objectives and current thinking on strategy-making attribute their failures to 

the lack of management commitment, due to non-participation in the approach [Hamel and 

Prahalad, 1994; Mintzberg, 1994]. 

When we engage in action orientation as a process. approach we are engaging in a 

human process of building communities of inquiry. We have moved away from attempts 

at rigorous external control which was the basis of traditional research, and while we may 

wish to hold to some empirical checks, we put our trust much more in the human process 

of critical curiosity, on what has been called "human inquiry" [Reason, 1993]. One of the 

criteria of validity, or quality, of this kind of action orientation is that it takes place within 
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a community of inquiry which is capable of effective communication and self-reflection. 

An important shift has been proposed by the use of action orientation, and that is a shift 
from reliance on method as the basis of knowing to reliance on the human person and the 

human community [Reason, 1993]. The traditional scientific approach aimed to ensure 

validity by ruling out the influence of the researcher through experimental or other 

analytical method; a self reflexive methodology (like our ITSP) in contrast embraces and 

aims to enhance the human capacity for critical understanding. 

Therefore, because management participated in arriving at the broad directional 

statements, they have faith in them, they are committed to them, and the statements are 

thus part of their thinking and hence forms the basis of their day to day decision making. 

Nobody is going to distribute the written statements to management as a board paper, 

rather the statements will remain as a starting point when the process is repeated in the 
future. The point is that, ITSP approach does not intend to create strategies, but to help 

in developing contextual ideas from the managers and other staft for purposes of 

developing strategies. 

The directional statements from the NBC case study, summarised in the last pages 

of the previous chapter supports the above arguments. They are not strategies in 

themselves, but they are intended to help in developing IT strategy. The statement like 

"IT -based new products can contribute very high to image improvements", coming after a 

previous one showing "image" as a critical performance objective, is indeed a stimulant for 

developing IT strategy. The importance of leaving these statements as broad visions, 

rather than making them precisely articulated, is to make them adaptable to a changing 

environment, an idea which has been supported by Mintzberg [1994]. The ideas behind 

most of the statements from NBC are already in various stages of implementation, for 

example, the mentioned priority areas for IT investments are indeed considered in the 

various IT projects for NBC. Also there are visible efforts at NBC towards developing 

communications and database infrastructures, and so on. ITSP approach added strength 

for the co-ordination of these ideas by ensuring that everyone in the bank pulls in the same 

direction. 

THE ACTION ORIENTATION AS THE ITSP APPROACH 

In the previous section we had an overview of the significant findings of the ITSP 

approach. We looked at the quality and practicability of the final outcome of the process 

approach and argued about the soft benefits of the process itself. In a way, we checked 

and agreed on the validity of the ITSP approach in realising the intended objectives. 
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The key words for ITSP approach developed here are action orientation, as the 

process approach and action research as the research methodology. In other words, the 

developed ITSP approach is supposed to be implemented within the atmosphere of action 

orientation whereby the key word is "participation" by the context or knowledge-ware of 

the organisation in question. One can conclude that the success or failure of the 

developed ITSP approach will depend on the level and quality of participation by the 

context. It is the task of the facilitator to ensure that a 'good' participation by the context 

is realised. 

It has been argued that action oriented approach is always an emergent process 

largely controlled by local conditions, that it can often be enhanced (even under seemingly 

hostile conditions), and that it is a powerful way to resolve complex organisational 

problems [Greenwood et al, 1993]. One of the strong beliefs about action research is that 

it strongly encourages continuous learning on the part of the professional researcher and 

the members ofthe organisations involved [Greenwood et al, 1993]. Building theory and 

method in participatory action research is an intrinsically case-oriented activity. It 

attempts to learn general lessons from specific cases, to operationalize concepts, to 

develop comparisons, and the like, through repeated case applications. In this regard, 

action research raises the venerable challenge of creating theory from cases. 

Action orientation approach presupposes a setting, a part of human existence 

which could be an individual, a group, an organisation, community, nation, an 

international forum or the total humanity put together [Gupta, 1990]. It was also 

mentioned earlier that transferring knowledge gained from one action orientation setting 

to another will depend on shared characteristics. This reinforces one of the key values of 

the developed ITSP approach, which is that of specificity. The ITSP approach has been 

developed for a commercial banking sector, but the final version of it is tailor made for 

NBC. By the same argument it is possible to conclude that the same approach could be 

modified to suit organisations in related sectors, such as insurance, other banking sectors, 

or generally, the financial services sector. The extent of the required modifications will 

depend on the existence of shared characteristics. The more the shared characteristics the 

less the required modifications. These characteristics will include the nature of the 

processes and products, the size of the organisation and its geographical dispersion, 

experience with IT, overall performance objectives, the mission and objectives of the 

organisation. 

Together with the above conclusion it was still important to seek views from the 

practitioners on issues related to practicability of the approach and its objectives. This 

was achieved through a workshop, whereby the entire ITSP approach was presented to 
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industrial representatives, and a questionnaire was administered at the end of the 

presentation. The workshop, which was held at the conclusion of the action research at 

NBC, took about four hours, and was held at Kilimanjaro hotel, located in Dar es Salaam 

city centre. The location was important to attract most senior officials who were invited, 

because it was near to their offices. 

In total, 23 participants attended the workshop. They were all from senior 

managerial positions, and they represented several industries, including NBC itself. Figure 

9.1 gives the number of participants per sector represented in the workshop, whereby it 

can be seen that about 60% of the participants were from the commercial banking and the 

financial services sectors taken together. 

I R~bllfth!;~ ' '> s I ,C' \'' 1,\ ,/··}, \ /"..~l<" ... >''{''''<"'{?{.,{,' •• '.<·.···,.< ••. ,,,.,, .• ""''')•;t} 
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Figure 9.1 Workshop participants by sector 

The ultimate objective of the workshop, as mentioned before, was to get some 

feedback on the developed · ITSP approach. This objective was realised through a 

questionnaire administered to the participants at the end of the presentation of the 

approach. The structure of the short questionnaire is shown in figure 9.2, whereby a total 

of six questions were asked. The response level for the first five questions is also 

indicated alongside the questions in figure 9.2. 

The first question was seeking information on the significance of IT to the 

organisation in question, with all organisations responding with a positive answer that IT 

is either very important (21 participants) or just important (two participants). The second 

question was seeking for the applicability of the developed ITSP as a direction setting 

approach to the organisations represented. Twenty participants or 87% responded with a 

yes, while 3 participants or 13% had no comment. One of the no comment responses 

came from banking sector, the second from financial services, and the third from research 
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and education. One can conclude that these were more of personal opinions or lack of it 

than anything else, because majority of participants from the same sectors responded 

positively. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Your organisation ........................................................................... . 
Your position ................................................................................. . 
Please tick where you consider the most appropriate in the foUowing questions: 

1. How do you consider informatiou tedlnology (IT) to your organisation! 

very important 21 important .L not important ••••••••••• 

:Z. Do you consider the information technology strategic: process (ITSP) as presented 

today an important direction setting approach for IT in your organisation? 

Yes 20 No •••••••••••••••• No comment ~ 

3. Do you consider the presented approach as a tool which could be used by your 

organisation? 

Yes 21 No ............... . No comment ! 

4. Do you see ITSP approadl as a tool which could enhance the managemeut 

undentanding of IT issues 

Yes ll No •••••••••••••••• Noeomment ! 

5. The ITSP approach aims at, among other things, linking the business domain 

with the IT domain of an organisation by highlighting on the critical areas of the 

business and the best IT support for that. Do you see this objective being achieved 

by the presented approadl? 

·········-· •.........•. ... ..§_ . ...... -·· 12 ...... .... ~ ..... 
1 l 3 4 5 

Very little Average Very much so 

6. Any other comments: 

.................................................................................................................................... 
Figure 9.1 Final workshop questionnaire with the response levels 
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The third question was seeking for views on the general- applicability of the ITSP 

approach as a management tool. Again there was an agreement by all except 2 of the 23 

participants who responded for this question. Two participants had no comment, and one 

of them came from the Tanzania national electrical power company, classified here as 

others, in the sector groupings. The fourth question with responses similar to the third 

one was seeking for the views of the practitioners on the approach's ability to enhance 

management understanding of IT issues. The two no comment responses came from the 

banking and financial services sectors. 

One of the key objectives of the ITSP approach, linking the business domain with 

IT domain of an organisation by highlighting on the critical areas of the business and the 

best IT support for that, was favourably supported in the fifth question, where views about 

that were sought. 

The last question was an open ended question, and comments received ranged 

from simple ones arguing about the importance of the workshop, the need to organise 

such workshops more frequently, to concrete suggestions. One general comment 

supported the importance of human aspects or the knowledge infrastructure, for the 

success of any IT project. One participant, in his comment wanted to know how 

management should recognise when to apply the ITSP, and how frequently the process 

approach need to be repeated. Another participant, with positivistic outlook in research 

perspectives recommended that, as a postdoctoral research, a mathematical model 

developed from the NBC experience could be extremely useful. 

From the findings of the questionnaire, one is able to see a favourable support for 

the developed ITSP approach and its objectives. Suitability of the approach is seen here 

to extend beyond the commercial banking sector, but the earlier point of view that shared 

characteristics will determine the amount of required modifications, still holds true. As a 

suggestion for further research, it is possible to give more insights into the shared 

characteristics after development of similar approaches for other sectors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation a realisation was made that IT strategy is important for 

organisations. This realisation came after observing that IT has become a powerful 

technology capable of instituting fundamental changes to organisations and the way they 

do their businesses. These observations were communicated through using terminologies 
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such as "IT and the competitive advantages", "IT and process redesign or re-engineering", 

"organisation transformation through IT", "informating the organisation through IT", and 

so on. All these terminologies have one common theme, that of trying to show that IT has 

an ability, a special ability, to make positive changes to organisations. 

If strategies are important in order to harness the powers of IT, then tools ·should 

be available to assist in developing these strategies. Indeed, efforts were spent in that 

direction, and various tools came up, as have been reviewed earlier (chapter 3). They 

have some problems, but more important, they were suitable at various points in time, but 

their use value were later eroded by the very fast developments in IT, both from the 

technological point of view and the required management principles. The need to keep 

pace in the provision of up-to-date tools to assist in IT strategy-making was the 

motivation behind this research. 

It was after a thorough review of the literature that it was felt necessary to develop 

an ITSP approach which has the qualities of being 'practical' and 'specific', and which puts 

the necessary emphasis on assisting in IT strategy-formulation rather than an 

implementation tool for IT strategic planning. The developed 3-stages approach then 

starts offby development of the information base of the intended organisation, in an action 

orientation manner, following an overall framework or road map. This is followed in 

stage two by the development of some futuristic directional setting models, in the same 
manner, that is, through action orientation. The last stage of the approach adds more 

action in the scenario development through intensive participation by the context, in a 

scenario development process (SDP). The major emphasis for this approach lies on its 

process orientation, which has been likened with the 'informating' concept of IT. It was 

necessary to go through this rigorous approach because of the complex nature of strategy 

making: 

"My research and that of many others demonstrates that strategy making is an 

immensely complex process, which involves the most sophisticated, subtle, and, at 

times, subconscious elements of human thinking", [Mintzberg, 1994}. 

As the developed ITSP approach involves action orientation, it was necessary to 

test it by using action research. This was done at the National Bank of Commerce (NBC) 

- Tanzania, with encouraging results. The approach has been inspired by the following 

quotation [Mintzberg, 1994]: 
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"We think in order to act, to be sure, but we also act in order to think. We try 

things, and those experiments that work converge gradually into viable patterns 
that become strategies. This is the very essence of strategy making as a learning 
process" 

The ITSP approach starts with some general business-IT framework for the sector 

under consideration. together with an outline of stages to be followed. In the actual 
conduct of the action research some of these stages were modified or improved until the 

final version of the ITSP approach, as presented here was arrived at. Using known action 

research terms [Chisholm and Elden. 1993], it can be said that the action research process 

was more towards the closed end. The distinguishing feature between closed and open 

action research processes is the degree of specifying in advance specific steps in carrying 
out the research process. At one extreme, researchers predetermine how the research will 

be conducted, identify key aspects of the situation for study, and carry out the research. 

This is the closed end of the spectrum, which will be the case when applying the developed 

ITSP approach in future, but in the same organisation. Applying it on any other 

organisation or sector will increase the degree of openness, in the sense that the approach 

can only be shaped in action. 

A final workshop held with participants from the bank and other related industries 

confirmed the developed ITSP approach as practical, and entailing a lot of learning 

process. This supports the concept that action research can contribute to generalised 

knowledge about the problems of practice and how to solve them, despite being typically 
conducted as intensive investigations of single cases [Robinson. 1993]. For any 
organisation which is seriously considering the use of IT, or which is already spending a 

considerable amounts of resources on IT, it is important to apply the ITSP approach. The 

frequency of applying this approach will depend on the resource availability, but because 

most of the benefits of this approach are realised in the process of its application. it is 

recommended to repeat it at least once in every three years. 
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Appendix I 
Invitation document for the vision exercises 

This exercise forms part of stage n of the Information Technology Strategic 

Process (ITSP) approach and is aimed at soliciting for the futuristic picture of the National 

Bank of Commerce (NBC), through some key top managers ofNBC. The major purpose 

of this exercise is to set a macro-level direction through identification of the more strategic 

business goals. The basic assumption here is that, at different points in time, differing 

emphasis on different operational areas will be necessary for optimal performance. 

Definitions 

Vision is a mental perception of the kind of environment an individual or an 

organisation aspires to create within a broad time horizon and the underlying conditions 

for the actualisation of this perception. It is a "description" of something (an organisation, 

a corporate culture, a business, a technology, an activity) in the future [Kotter, 1990]. It 

could also be a "concept for a new and desirable future reality that can be communicated 

throughout the organisation" [Rowe et al, 1986]. 

A vision belongs to what we may term a process of direction setting. Direction 

setting connotes the identification of something in the future (a vision), often the distant 

future, and a strategy for getting there. Creating direction requires challenging 

conventional wisdom and analytically looking for patterns that answer very basic questions 

about the business we are involved into [Kotter, 1990]. 

Tips about vision 

+ VISion communicates the need to be creative not reactive. 

+ VISion involves visualisation of the kind of organisation people aspire and markets 

accommodate in the longer term. 

+ Vision addresses the need to bring something new into existence, something useful 
(solves a problem/satisfies a need) and understandable (can be reproduced). 

+ VISion deals with future markets/products to bring in competitive arena. 
+ VISion is an induction of corporate cultural changes, and a response to environmental 

changes. 

+ Vision requires an entrepreneurial perception, creativity and conceptual approach to 

leadership. 
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Tbe Vision Exercise 

This exercise entails looking at NBC through futuristic eyes of the top NBC 

direction. What do you see ofNBC in the coming 5 to 10 years?. 

+ In few words (about one page) put down an answer to the above question. 

You can be guided by the following three points mission statement and the list of current 

major objectives ofNBC. 

Tbe Mission Statement for NBC 

The purpose for the NBC's existence has been summarised in the following three 

points: 

+ To provide improved and much needed banking services throughout the United 

Republic of Tanzania at a reasonable price. 

+ To serve as a front line tool and catalytic agent for national development. 

+ To ensure a reasonable return on invested capital in the bank to the shareholders 

being the entire people of the United Republic of Tanzania and the government. 

Tbe Current Objectives 

Going hand in hand with the business definition, the following immediate 

challenges, which have to be met through planning, organising, motivating, co-ordinating 

and control, were highlighted: 

+ To improve the bank's competitive position with a view to gaining a larger share of 

the retail market. 

+ To improve the bank's deposit mobilisation capacity. 

+ To evolve a responsive and responsible credit policy for both trade and industry 

including small scale industries and primary production in line with the bank's 

lending policy. 

+ To promote the country's development through development of financing by 

purchasing government paper, direct equity participation in selected viable public 

and co-operative enterprises, and provision of bridging finance to projects pending 

receipt of their contractual funds. 

+ To finance and promote foreign trade, particularly export-oriented production 

activities, so as to boost the country's foreign exchange reserves. 
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+ To implement government fiscal and monetary policy. 

+ To provide trustee and executorship services 
+ To provide information related to trade and transaction through status report. 

+ To improve management control of expenditure and to maximise revenue. 

+ To train and retrain the work force at all levels and to that end provide equal 

opportunities for development and advancement for all employees. 
+ To make the bank, as far as is practicable and in consonance with its policies and 

objectives, socially accountable to the communities in which the bank operates. 
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Appendix H 

The various Vision papers 

II(a) Vision paper from general manager· braneh operations 

I see the future ofNBC as a small, modem bank. As competition from new banks 

intensifies, NBC will react by modernising its services in all aspects; which will entail 

computerising its operations thus rendering faster and accurate service to its clients, 

introducing new products (services), upgrading the quality of its staff, etc. 

In the next five years NBC is bound to become smaller in terms of branch network 

and volume of business. Business consciousness together with Bank of Tanzania (BoT) 

directives will result in the closure of unprofitable/unnecessary branches thus reducing its 

network. Also, some NBC customers will definitely move over to the new banks. NBC 

will thus share its existing business with competitors resulting in decline in its business 

volume. The resultant smaller work force will be highly motivated since, in order to 

maintain them, their salaries will have to be raised substantially. 

The incoming banks will, as a business strategy, introduce new products from time 

to time which NBC will also have to introduce or react by introducing its own new 

products. Automatic teller machines (ATM), credit cards, personal loans, and the like 

which are presently non existent will all be offered by NBC by the end of the decade. 

These, and the use of cheques in most transactions which are currently on cash basis, will 
greatly reduce the cash handled by branches, thus the workload. 

However, most of what is stated above is subject to NBC having a strong top 

management team capable of looking ahead, making intelligent decisions, and 

implementing them. 

Il(b) Vision paper from general manager- audit and inspection 

A highly changed and competitive NBC which: 

+ Instead of grappling with expansion in both numbers (bigger buildings, more staff, 

more branches in the country side and more ... more ... physical assets) the NBC will 

be more expertise staff, better working tools, more business oriented plans and more 

..... more .... of efficiency and effectiveness and also delivery of customer oriented 

and demanded products. 

+ Sits down to review its plans and actions in response to the market changing 
environment. The planning modules and thinking will change from short term to 

medium and long range plans. 
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+ The business development will become the most vital role as monopoly is replaced 

with competition in both domestic and international operations. 

+ Will go specialised into real commercial banking activities. 

+ Will drop out the domination of the Government payment systems. So far NBC 

looks like a Government payment division of the Treasury and the BoT. This will 

have to go. 

+ Is automation oriented: The current manual and mechanical systems and operations 

will have to give way to automation. Thus the faster speed of operation, accuracy, 

reliability of records, more qualitative and ramified/detailed reports and data bank, 

will be realised. 

+ International connections and semblance will be attained. So far the NBC's records 

and therefore statements can not match with those of correspondent banks abroad. 

Thus, instead of reconciliation being an automatic norm, it is a problem now, and in 

fact a vigorous exercise calling for a departmental size of personnel unit. Yet 

records are ever falling into areas, big entries are being written off, and transactions 

are easily manoeuvred and forged; yet detection takes months and probably after the 

customer's complaint. This will have to be improved and put at par or near level 

with the records of other banks world-wide. 

+ The business will change with time and demands. With the changing approach, the 

activities currently being handled by NBC will change. Non-banking lines will be 

left to the specialised institutions. For instance such activities as construction, 

printing, transport, etc. will, if at all form a very small part ofthe budget. 

+ Decentralised approach: The present system where a Jot of powers are being held 

and exercised at the centre - Head office change and operational decisions will shed 

to zone and branch units. 

+ Role of information technology: Information technology will become the life blood 

of the bank in creating enabling environment for faster, accurate, efficient and 

effective performance. Survival in future will very much rely on flow, timing and 

quality of information passed and received at various units, especially at the points 

where decisions are made and actions taken. 

My vision of the future NBC can be summarised as quality of service consequent 

upon effective information flow between the operating units. Also the quality of decision 

and timely communication of such decisions to the user points. 
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B(e) Vision paper from general manager- business development 

+ Staff strength: Restructuring of NBC should take a year, the bank needs qualified 
personnel who can do the job better with knowledge and skills. AD managers who 

attended up to form IV secondary education should be re-trained or should go 
because they are incapable of coping with the new technology due to their level of 
education. Staff retrenchment will continue for some time due to computerisation. 

With computerisation clerical jobs will be minimised to a small percentage, and so 

the number of clerks employed will have to be reduced. Trained officers with 
qualifications relevant to the job, also with experience will be retrained but we need 
to pay them an attractive package monetary-wise in terms of salaries and fringe 

benefits. 
+ Profitability: NBC's profitability will increase due to efficiency in revenue collection 

as a result of computerisation and other work efficiency measures. Return on 
Capital (R.OC) which was always maintained at a minimum of 5% has risen to 10010. 
With computerisation commissions charged, exchange received on forex and interest 

earned are being capitalised by the computer automatically in the computerised 

branches. This ensures accuracy and effective collection of revenues which 
contribute towards high income. 

+ Balance sheet: The bank needs to sell most of its fixed assets in order to enhance its 
liquidity which can meet its domestic obligations, e.g. lending. The type of fixed 
assets involved are buildings. The bank should be careful while selling these assets 
because it may sell real assets and remain with fictitious ones. 

+ Competitive environment: NBC will remain dominant in retail banking while other 
banks may take from 5 to 10 years to catch up, but only if it will give a high priority 

to computerisation of its business. Concentration should be directed on networking, 

proper hardware utilisation, and to ensure compatibility in the software 

development. 
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Reading materials for the CSFs exercise 

This forms part of stage IT of the Information Technology Strategic Process 

(ITSP) approach and is aimed at eliciting and shaping various top management directions 

into one preferred direction. The major purpose of this exercise is to set a micro-level 

direction through establishing a list of personal and corporate critical issues for NBC's 

success, from NBC management. The CSFs intellectual heritage is founded on a common 

management principle of the need to focus, for example, the 80-20 rule in inventocy 

control. 

Definitions 

CSFs are events, conditions, circumstances, activities or those few things that must 

go well to ensure success for a manager or an organisation, and therefore represent those 

managerial and enterprise areas that must be given special and continual attention to bring 

about high performance. The CSFs methodology, is a procedure that attempts to make 

explicit those few key areas that dictate managerial or organisational success [Rockart, 

1979]. The primacy focus of the methodology is upon the executive's own experience and 

intuition in determining what factors are truly critical to the success of his/her firm. 

The first ideas ofCSF were developed by Daniel [1961]. These ideas have since 

then been developed as a methodology for supporting MIS planning and requirements 

analysis. John Rockart was the first one to introduce CSF as an information systems 

methodology for defining a ChiefExecutive Office's (CEO) information needs [Rockart, 

1979]. In his approach, he outlined a procedure by which interviews between an analyst 

and CEO result first in a set of CSFs and, then, in performance measures that represent 

these CSFs. Rockart did not specifically advocate using the CSF method to develop a 

detailed set of requirements specifications, but rather identify critical areas of concern and 

to provide initial descriptions of information measures that reflect these critical areas. He 

stressed two points: CSFs provide a focal point for directing a computer-based 

information gystems development effort, and the CSF method should result in an 

information gystem useful to a CEO as it pin-points key areas that require manager's 

attention. 

Bullen and Rockart [1981] broadened the definition ofCSF and proposed that the 

methodology be used as an MIS planning tool, while Munro and Wheeler [1980], suggest 

that CSF can be used to direct an organisation's efforts in developing strategic plans. 
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The scope of this methodology as a strategic planning tool depends upon the CSFs 

that are identified. If the CSFs include such factors as delivery of services, then the scope 

is external marketplace. If the CSFs identified include effective and efficient systems, then 
the scope is internal operations [Lee and Adams, 1990]. 

The strength of this methodology is its enthusiastic acceptance by senior 

management as its basic concepts and aims are easily understood. Furthermore, it 

supports structured, top-down analysis, which aids in identifYing information services that 

can impact a firm's competitive position. Finally, it is flexible, and does not require a 

rigorous format in interpretation ofCSFs [Boynton and Zmud, 1984]. 

However, understanding of the conceptual nature of CSFs may be difficult for 

lower-level managers that are more used to hands-on operation due to their lack of 
experience in conceptual thinking [Boynton and Zmud, 1984]. It can also be difficult for 

those farther away from the top of the organisational hierarchy to identifY substantive 

organisational CSFs. These weaknesses calls for a skilled CSF analyst to direct the CSFs 

study, a situation which has been supported by Munro's [1983] study of two independent 

CSFs analyses yielding comparable results. 

Basis 
In most industries there are usually 3 to 6 factors that determine success; these key 

jobs must be done exceedingly well for a company to be successful These key jobs differ 

from company to company and they depend on [Rockart, 1979]: 

+ Structure of the particular industry. 

+ Competitive strategy, industry position and geographical location. 

+ Environmental factors: 

• national GNP and economic fluctuations, 

• political changes, 

• population changes. 

+ Temporal factors: 
• especially unusual situations, for example, the Zambian soccer team tragedy of 

1993 makes "rebuilding of a new list of players for the national soccer team a 

CSF for the Zambian sports governing body. 

CSFs supports the attainment of organisational goals which represent end points 

that an organisation hopes to reach. CSFs, however, are the areas in which good 
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performance is necessary to ensure attainment of these goals. The following are examples 
of general CSFs: 

• In automobile industries: 
• efficient dealer organisation, 

• tight control of manufacturing costs, 
• styling. 

• In food processing: 
• new product development, 

• good distribution, 
• effective advertising. 

• In life insurance: 
• development of agency management personnel, 
• effective control of clerical personnel, 
• innovation in creating new types of policies. 

• In supermarkets: 
• having the right product mix, 

• having the product mix available on shelves, 
• having the products priced correctly, 

• proper sales promotion (advertising). 

Guidelines for Appropriate Use 

Shank et. al's appraisal of 'critical success factors' provided the following 
guidelines for appropriate use of the methodology [Shank et al., 1985]: 

+ CSFs are very flexible and may entice some users to be too casual in their 

application. Casual application may provide false results. CSFs should be used 
with the precision of a more formal method. 

+ The individual managing a CSF study should have a thorough understanding of the 
organisation's business. 

• It is very helpful to have a member of senior management champion the CSF 
project. A senior manager can motivate others in the corporation to be more 
receptive to the project in its early stages. 

+ Education of staff members on the CSF method before actual interview is helpful. 
A basic understanding of the concept and time to think before the first interview 
will make those interviews more productive. 
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+ CSFs should not be linked explicitly to information needs, computer applications, 

or anything else concrete during the initial set of interviews. Staff members can be 

more productive and creative in identifYing CSFs if their attention is directed away 

from current information systems realities. 

+ It is helpful to conduct interviews on several levels ofthe target group. Responses 

validate one another and lead to broader picture, which will lead to a higher quality 

set of organisational CSFs. 

The Steps to be FoUowed in tbis CSF Exercise 

Table m. I summarises the steps to be followed during the guided CSFs exercise 

for the NBC. The word guided here should not be misleading, in the sense that the CSFs 

are linked to IT strategy formulation before hand, contrary to the suggested guidelines. 

The use of the word guided here means that the participants are furnished with the overall 

conceptual approach, together with the summary of the results obtained in stages I, such 

as the bank's performance business entities and gtoups and the overall indicators of 

business strategy, specifically the performance objectives of profitability, growth, 

structure, image and capacity. 
It is also important to inform the participants about the entire ITSP approach and 

how the CSFs will fit into the model, as one of the steps, in order to reduce the ambiguity 

which may result in the interpretation of the CSFs. All these will be accomplished in the 

workshop, as mentioned in step 1 of the proposed CSFs approach. 

b Ta lem. lCSF s step >Y step approac or b h£ NBC 

Steps Notes 

Step 1. 

Creating the initial guide to the Workshop presentation as per Stage I of 

participants the ITSP model, where the current 
situations of performance objectives, and 

the existing IT business interactions will be 

presented and discussed. 

Step2. 
Creating the required awareness of the Will be accomplished by provision of 

CSFs approach and concepts to the education material and discussion in the 
expected .,... . . ants. workshop. 
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Step 3. Before the interview: 

Holding interviews with each participant. Each participant will be requested to write 

down 3 to 5 things which must go well if 
NBC's business is to succeed, or if they go 

wrong the business fails, and; 
Ranking of the 3 to 5 things. 

Step4. During the interview: 

Holding a group interview with all the 

participants. 

A discussion session will aim at 

aggregating the individual CSFs into a list 

ofNBC's CSFs. The aggregation wiU aim 
at eliminating repetitions and identifying 

representative CSFs. 
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Appendix IV 
Grouping of the CSFs participants 

Group A: CbiefMana&ers 

AI: Mr. Dalota 
A2: Mr. Minja 

A3: Mr. Uryio 

A4: Mr. Chikira 
AS: Mr. Makafara 

Groyp B: EDP department staff 

Bl: Ms. Ullomi 
B2: Mrs. Said 
B3:Mr. Ouma 

B4: Mr. Saire 
BS: Mr. Mwaipyana -

Group C: Head Office Senior staff 

Cl: Mrs. Temu 
C2: Mr. Mtenga 
C3: Mr. Katwana 
C4: Mr. Kitindi 
CS: Mr. Abdulah 

Group D: Senior staff from branches 

Dl: Mr. Mkwawa 
D2: Mr. Ndandika 

D3:Mr. Temu 
D4: Ms. Tomeka 
DS: Mr. Mtsimbe 

Organisation and Methods Department 

Electronic Data Processing (EDP) Department 
Planning & Budgeting Department 

Marketing Department 
Finance Department 

Senior Systems Analyst 
Principal Systems Analyst 
Manager/User liaison and training 
Architect for computer sites 

Manager/systems implementation 

Acting Loan administrative manager 
Manager/ economic research department 
Manager/ planning department 
Operations officer/term finance department 
Manager/ finance department 

Director/Samora Avenue branch 

Retail business manager/Samora Avenue branch 
Customer Services manager/City branch 
Accountant/Samora Avenue branch 
Chief manager!Ubungo branch 
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Appendix V 
Groupings of the various responses under established CSFs 

Good Organisation and Staffing 

Al-2; stafftraining and motivation, 

Al-3; workable organisation structure and motivated individuals, 

A2-2; staff integrity, smartness and goodwill, 

A2-5; financial discipline and improved staff productivity, 

AJ-1; good organisation and communication, 

A4-2; staff training and motivation, 

AS-I; a good structure, 

AS-3; staff motivation, training and other benefits, 

B 1-1; staff training, development, and motivation, and hence retention, 

B2-3; sections to be headed by qualified and competent personnel, 

C 1-1; more planned staff training, 

Cl-3; better remuneration for staff, 

Cl-5; good communication within/between various organisation levels, 

C 1-6; proper scheme of service, 

C2-3; staff training on new technologies, 

C3-1; good and effective organisation, 

C3-2; staff remuneration to follow seniority, 

C4-2; more pay, especially to operational staff, 

CS-1; better staff remuneration, 

CS-4; good organisation and utilisation of staff, 

Dl-3; through recruiting young, professional and dynamic bankers, 

D2-3; good staff remuneration, 

D3-2; more staff training and remuneration, 

D4-2; better staff remuneration and good staff deployment, 

DS-2; good human resources management, 

Efficient Customer Services 

Al-l; more branches and computerisation, 

Al-4; good customer outlook, 

A2-1; smartness in handling customer issues, 

A4-1; more bank branches, 

AS-4; through the use of modem information technology, 
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B 1-2; enhanced communication with customers, 

BS-1; fast and accurate customer service, 

BS-2; computer networking and home banking, 

BS-4; proper customer handling through training, 

C2-1; through computerisation, 

C3-4; provision of proper working tools e.g. transport, 

D 1-2; through customer oriented computerisation, 

D2-1; proper customer handling and proper communication with customers, 

DJ-I; by shortening check clearance time (networking), 

D4-l; increased customer services efficiency, 

DS-3; through improved communication, 

Proper Planning and Plan implementation 

A3-3; plans should be adhered to, 
AS-2; clearly spelt out policies, objectives and strategies, 

Bl-4; proper planning for acquiring new equipment and new technology, 

B2-1; proper computerisation planning especially the human aspects, 

B3-1; proper plan implementation, 

B4-2; proper planning and plan implementation for computer site preparations, 
C2-4; proper planning and marketing strategies, 

C3-3; good and effective plans and plan implementation, 
CS-2; proper plans and plan implementation, 

DS-1; especially in acquiring the information technology, 

Improved MIS 

A2-3; efficient and effective MIS, 

A3-2; timely and accurate information, 

A4-3; efficient systems for information flow, 

B3-2; executive support systems, 
C2-2; quick and timely management information, 

D 1-1; to enable for effective & fast decisions, 

D2-2; uniformity in information provision, 

Proper Lending Policy and Loans Follow-up 

Bl-3; review policy and staff training on the issue ofloans, 

CI-2; proper loans follow-up, 
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C4-l; to speed-up loan securing process, 

D3-3; speed up loan collection, 

D4-5; shorter loan processing times (2-3 days), 

New Products and Services 

Al-5; trustee services, 

A2-4; ATM, credit cards, and SWIFT, 

AS-5; so as to retain a good market share, 

BS-3; current account with interest, credit cards, etc., 

DS-S; so as to operate in a profitable manner, 

Appendix V 
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Appendix VI 
List of critical assumptions and competitive forces 

VI( a) Overall list of eritical assumptions with their votes 

1. There will be redundancy 

2. There will be few personnel 

3. Staff morale is dependent on motivation 

4. There will be a need for new policy on staffing 

S. There will be good communication between staff 

6. There will be performance standards 

7. There will be improvements on the structure of the organisation 

8. Achieve reasonable original stability 

9. Constant evaluation, placement and remuneration of staff 

10. Attract and retain good staff 

11. NBC will continue to expand branch-wise 
12. NBC will have good business relationship with other banks 

13. Success ofNBC depends on quality ofher staff 
14. NBC should have competitive remuneration for her staff 

1 S. Improved productivity 

16. Improved image of the bank 

17. Remove unnecessary bureaucracy 
18. There will be good staffdeployment 

19. There will be efficient staff training and development 
20. Reduced fraud and related problems 

21. Reduced staff turnover 

22. 24-hours of some banking services 

23. Retain present customers 

24. Improved customer satisfaction 

25.IT will improve customer service 

26. Improved business communications with other banks 

27. Improved communication between the bank and her customers 

28. Improved customers' earnings 
29. Improved volume ofbusiness 

30. There will be more competitor banks 

31. Provide other advisory services 

3,4, 
3, 
2, 
5, 

4,5, 
2, 
5, 

5,3,3,4,3, 

1,1, 
4,5, 
3,3, 
2,2,5,2, 
4,5, 

2, 

1, 

4,3, 

4, 
5, 

4,2,2, 

1,5, 

3,5,1 
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32. Increased security risks 

33. More customer orientation programs 
34. Improved working physical environment 
3 5. There will be faster acquisition of IT 
36. Better understanding of customers 

37. Reduced customer complaints 
38. National inflation will continue to rise 
39. NBC will continue to face limited resources 
40. Optimal use of resources 
41. Improved management of change 
42. Better understanding of the environment 
43. Better quality decisions 
44. Timely decisions will be important 
45. The present national poor communications infrastructure will persist 
46. There will be executive support systems 
47. Improved loan repayment 
48. Reduction in bad debts 
49.1mproved lending/deposits ratio 

SO. More adherence to policy instructions 

Vl(b) List of Critical Assumptions (LCA) with their votes 

1. Optimal use of resources 
2. Attract and retain good staff 
3. Improved productivity 
4. IT will improve customer service 

5.1mproved volume ofbusiness 
6. NBC will have good business relationship with other banks 
7. Better understanding of the environment 
8. NBC will continue to face limited resources 
9. NBC should have competitive remuneration for her staff 
10. Staff morale is dependent on motivation 

11. Improved customers' earnings 
12. Improved lending/deposits ratio 
13. There will be improvements on the structure of the organisation 
14. Improved image of the bank 
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4, 

2,1, 
3, 1,1,4,4, 

1,1, 

3, 

2, 

2 

5,1, 

3, 1, 1,4,4, 

5,3,3,4,3, 
2,2,5,2, 
4,2,2, 

3,5,1 
1,1, 

1,1, 
2,1, 
3,3, 

3,4, 
1,5 
5,1, 

4,5, 

4,5, 



15. There will be efficient staff training and development 
16. Success ofNBC depends on quality of her staff 

VI( e) Tbe critical competitive forces (CCFs)-LCA mapped 

threat ofsubstitute 
products 
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4,3, 

4,5 
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Appendix VII 
Scores relating CSFs and performance business entity/group 

combinations 

Key: CSF1 =Good organisation and staffing 

CSF2 = Good customer service 

CSF3 = Effective planning systems 

CSF4 = Efficient and effective MIS 

CSFS = Proper lending policy and loans follow-up 

CSF6 = New products and services. 

Table for business entities 

PBE CSFl CSFl CSF3 CSF4 

Current 1,1,3,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1, 2,1,1,2,1, 3,1,2,2,1, 

Account 1,1,2,2 1 1 1 1 1,3,2,2 3,2,1,1 

Savings 1, 1,3, 1, 1, 1,1,1,1,1, 2,1,1,2,1, 3,1,2,3,1, 

Account 1,1,2,2 1 1 2,1 1,},2,2 3,2,1,1 

Time 1,1,3,2,2, 1,1,1,2,2, 2,1,1,1,1, 3,1,2,3,1, 

Deposits 1 1 2 2 2 1,3,2 2 2 1 1 3,1,1,1 

Commission 1,1,3,1,1, 2,1,1,2,2, 2,1,2,2,1, 2,1,2,2,1, 

earners 1122 1,1,2,2 1,3,1,1 3,3,2,2 

Term Loans 1,2,2,2,1, 1,2,2,3,2, 2,2,1,1,1, 1,1,2,2,1, 

2,1,1,1 2,1,1,1 2 1,1,1 1,2,2,2 

Table for performance aroups 

Group CSFl CSFl CSF3 CSF4 

City 1,1,1,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1, 1, 1, 1,2, 1, 

1,1,1,1 1,1,1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1,1 1 

Towns 1,2,2,1,2, 1,1,1,2,2, 1,2,1,1,2, 1,1,1,1,2, 

1 1,1,1 1,1,1,1 1,2,1,1 1,2,2,2 

Rural 2,2,2,1,2, 2,1,2,2,2, 1,2,1,1,2, 3,1,1,2,2, 

1,1,1,1 1,1,1,1 1,2,1,1 1,~22 

CSFS CSF6 

2,2,3,1,1, 3,1,1,3,1, 

1,2 2 2 1,1,1,1 

2,2,3,2,2, 3,1,1,3,1, 

2,3,2,2 1,2,1,1 

2,2,3,1,2, 3,1,1,3,2, 

2,3 3,3 1 2,2,2 

2,3,1,2,2, 3,1,1,3,2, 

1,3,3 2 1 1,2,2 

1,1,1,2,1, 1,1,2,3,3, 

1,2,1,1 2 1,2,2 

CSFS CSF6 

1,1,1,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1, 

1,1 1,1 1,1 1 1 

1,1,1,2,2, 2,2,1,2,2, 

1,1 1,1, 2,122 

2,2,1,1,3, 3,2,1,2,3, 

1 1 1,1 2133 
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Samenvatting 

Dit onderzoek komt voort uit de vaststelling, dat de strategie met betrekking tot 

informatie technologie (IT-strategie) belangrijk is voor organisaties. Deze constatering 

volgt op de observatie, dat IT zich krachtig heeft ontwikk:eld; z6 krachtig dat 

fundamentele veranderingen kunnen worden bewerkstelligd in organisaties en in hun wijze 

van zaken doen. Deze constateringen zijn wereldkundig gemaakt door zinsneden zoals "IT 

en het concurrentie-voordeel", "IT en het herontwerp van processen", "organisatie

verandering door IT", enzovoorts. AI deze zinsneden hebben een gemeenschappelijk 

thema, namelijk om aan te tonen dat IT bij uitstek de mogelijkheid biedt om positieve 

veranderingen in organisaties te bewerkstelligen. 

Wanneer de IT-strategie belangrijk is om deze mogelijkheden van IT veilig te 

stellen, dan moeten er hulpmiddelen beschikbaar zijn om zo'n strategie te ontwikkelen. In 

het bijzonder is er de sterke noodzaak geweest om een hulpmiddel of benadering te 

hebben die het management kan helpen bij het formuleren van de potentiele gevolgen van 

IT, hetgeen een belangrijke eerste stap is bij het ontwikkelen van een IT -strategie. Er is 

inderdaad geinvesteerd in deze richting, en er ontstonden verschillende hulpmiddelen. 

Maar bij analyse van deze hulpmiddelen werd duidelijk dat deze hulpmiddelen niet erg 

specifiek waren en dat zij te theoretisch waren; maar vooral bleek, dat zij op bepaalde 

momenten wel geschikt waren maar dat hun nut afuam door de snelle ontwikk:elingen in 

IT en in de vereiste management principes. De noodzaak om up-to-date hulpmiddelen te 

blijven maken ter ondersteuning van IT -strategie formulering vormde de aanleiding tot dit 

onderzoek. 

Ben hulpmiddel bij het formuleren van een IT -strategie moet een hulpmiddel zijn, en 

dus inderdaad helpen, hetgeen wil zeggen dat een dergelijke taak niet geautomatiseerd kan 

worden. Vandaar dat het idee voor een procesbenadering is geboren. De procesbenadering 

beoogt de kennis van een organisatie op een hoger plan te brengen, en bewerkstelligt dat 

deze kennis wordt gedeeld door de deelnemers via discussies; ook wordt een verbeterd 

begrip verwacht van de punten die een rol spelen, hetgeen hopelijk leidt tot verbetering 

van het strategisch denken van het management. 

Aangezien dit onderzoek gericht was op een speciale context, namelijk een 

commerciele bank in een ontwikk:elingsland, was het van belang de context-parameters te 

analyseren die deze context zo speciaal maken. Door een vergelijking te maken tussen 

deze context-parameters in een ontwikkelingsland en deze parameters in dezelfde sector in 
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een ontwikkeld land konden deze parameters nader worden onderzocht. Dit werd bereikt 

door case-studies bij de Rabobank en bij Bank Mees en Hope in Nederland. Bij deze 

parameters gaat het ondermeer om het feit dat Tanzania een relatieve achterstand kent in 

het gebruik van IT. Daardoor was de beschikbare kennis in eerste instantie minder ver 

ontwikkeld, en trad er in Tanzania ook een probleem op van veranderende denkkaders. 

Daarnaast speelde in Tanzania het probleem met de beschikbaarheid en betrouwbaarheid 

van de ondersteunende IT -infrastructuur, met name in energievoorziening en 

telecommunicatie infrastructuur. 

De parameters die de context bepalen werden gecombineerd met het literatuur

overzicht. Zodoende werd een nieuwe benadering geschapen, die de naam kreeg van een 

Informatie Technologie Strategievormings Proces (ITSP). Deze benadering is zowel 

'praktisch' als 'specifiek', en vormt eerder een ondersteuning van de IT-strategievorming 

dan dat het een implementatie-tool voor de strategische planning van IT zou zijn. Deze 

nieuwe benadering is natuurlijk ook gebaseerd op de problemen met vroegere 

benaderingen die optraden, in het bijzonder het punt van volledigheid en praktijk

gerichtheid, en de orientatie op managers en hun gedrag. De methodologie voor het 

ontwikkelen en testen van de benadering werd gevormd door een case studie in de 

betreffende context ( een commerciele bank in een ontwikkelingsland), uitgevoerd in de 

vorm van actie-onderzoek. 

De benadering bestaat uit drie fasen en vergt een geschoolde proces-begeleider, die 

bier de "facilitator of the strategic process" (FSP) wordt genoemd; deze FSP is 

verantwoordelijk voor het "informerende" deel van het proces. De benadering is namelijk 

zodanig ontworpen, dat processen, die in wezen bestaan uit groepsdiscussies en dergelijke, 

leiden tot informatie waarbij de volgende processen worden gebruikt om nog meer 

informatie op te leveren. Deze informatie, die actief verzameld wordt door de FSP, wordt 

gebruikt om de participanten zodanig te informeren dat hun strategisch denken wordt 

vergroot. Vandaar, dat actie-onderzoek als methodologie centraal staat als proces

benadering in dit onderzoek. 

De orientatie op actie-onderzoek is gekozen als procesbenadering wegens de 

verplichting die inherent is aan deze orientatie, namelijk: het begrip en verbetering van de 

praktijk, de bijdrage aan het probleemoplossend vermogen van diegenen in de praktijk, 

met wie de research wordt uitgevoerd, en de toename van de kennis over de praktijk. 

Deze focus op de praktijk in sarnenhang met de wens tot opleiding lag ten grondslag aan 

de keuze van actie-onderzoek als proces benadering. 

De ontwikkelde aanpak in drie fasen begint met de ontwikkeling van de 

informatiebank van de betreffende organisatie, op een actie-gerichte wijze, volgens een 
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meer algemeen raamwerk. Dit raamwerk beoogt de organisatie en de bestaande IT

ondersteuning in kaart te brengen. In de onderhavige case werd in de eerste fase een beeld 

gevormd van de huidige situatie van de bank en de IT -ondersteuning, door een specifiek 

raamwerk voor deze bank te bouwen, gebaseerd op het generieke raamwerk voor de 

sector als geheel. 

Dit wordt in de tweede fase gevolgd door de ontwikkeling van enkele modetlen 
waarin de mogelijke toekomstige koers wordt uitgezet. Dit gebeurt op dezelfde manier als 

in fase l, namelijk door actie-orimtatie. De laatste fase van de benadering voegt meer 

actie toe, door middel van scenario-ontwikkeling via intensieve participatie vanuit de 

context (de case) in een scenario ontwikkelingsproces ("SDP"). De belangrijkste nadruk 

voor deze benadering ligt op de proces-orientatie, die trouwens overeenkomt met het feit 

dat IT -ontwikkeling zelf ook zou moeten leiden tot een situatie waarin participanten snel 

geinformeerd zijn. 
Omdat de ontwikkelde benadering actie-onderzoek bevat, moet het uiteraard ook in 

actie-onderzoek getest worden. Dit is gebeurd in de context die bier is uitgekozen, de 

National Bank of Commerce (NBC) -- Tanzania, met bemoedigende resultaten. De ITSP 
benadering begint met een algemeen "business-IT" raamwerk voor de betreffende sector, 

met een overzicht van de daarna volgende stappen. Het feitelijke onderzoek heeft bier en 

daar tot aanpassingen van de methode geleid, om te komen tot de uiteindelijke versie. 

De resultaten van dit werk bevatten dus een ITSP-benadering die is ontwikkeld in de 

bedoelde context, met suggesties over generalisatie. Omdat het ontwikkelproces meteen 

ook een toepassing omvatte, is een tweede resultaat het gebruik van de methode in NBC, 
die is samengevat in de rapportage over de drie fasen van de case study. 
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For commercial banks in the developing countries such as Tanzania, where 
IT usage is lagging behind, the most important support towards IT strategy 
issues lies in enhancing the top-level management's knowledge and 
understanding towards the relevant IT issues. 

11 

We think in order to act, to be sure, but we also act in order to think. We try 
things, and those experiments that work converge gradually into viable 
patterns that become strategies. This is the very essence of strategy making 
as a learning process. (Source: this thesis chapter 9). 

Ill 

An approach aiming at assisting in the strategy fonnulation, or what is 
referred to here as ITSP approach, should behave in a catalytic manner, 
creating conducive environments and encouraging the strategy makers or 
generally the managers to think about the future in a creative way. (Source: 
this thesis chapter 2). 

IV 

Action orientation can be used in a process approach due to the 
commitments inherent in the orientation, namely; the understanding and 
improvement of practice, the enhancement of problem solving capabilities of 
the practitioner with whom the action leaders collaborate, and the 
advancement of knowledge about practice itself. (Source: this thesis chapter 
5). 

V 

The traditional scientific approach aimed to ensure validity by ruling out the 
influence of the researcher through experimental or other analytical method; 
a self reflexive methodology (like our ITSP) in contrast embraces and aims 
to enhance the human capacity for critical understanding. (Source: this 
thesis chapter 9). 



VI 

Technological change defines the horizon of our material world as it shapes 
the limiting conditions of what is possible and what is barely imaginable. 
(Source: Zuboff, S., In the Age of Smart Machines, Basic Books Inc., USA.). 

VII 

Information Technology (IT) not only produces action but also produces a 
voice that symbolically renders events, objects, and processes so that they 
become visible, knowable and shareable in a new way. The voice part, 
which is unnoticed in most cases, can provide a good source of new 
applications and can also be used to create new possibilities. (Source: this 
thesis chapter l ). 

VIII 

Any scientific approach is likely to fail if its use is extended beyond its 
intended context or defined problem area. 

IX 

If one is good enough on doing a certain job, one would not stay there long 
enough to accomplish it all. 

X 

The less developed a nation is, the more ample time her people have for 
doing nothing. 

XI 

There are neither fast victories nor slow defeats in life. 

XII 

Sight is to the eye, vision to the mind. 


